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Publishing Market
in

Facts & Figures
Population: 23,545,680
Number of publishers: 4,987
Number of bookstores: 2,163
New titles published: 40,401
Translated new titles: 9,716
Annual production value: US$786 million

Top 5 Genres Published
(2017)
Fiction 11.04%
Humanities 10.29%
Children’s Books 8.63%
Social Science 8.32%
Arts & Design 7.23%
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Bestselling Genres
in New Titles
Humanities & Social Science 14.5%
Literature & Fiction 9.3%
Self Help 9.0%
Arts & Design 8.9%
Children’s Books 6.7%

Top 5 Trading Partners:
China
United States
Japan
Korea
Canada

Top 6 Genres’
Copyrights Bought:
Fiction 17.6%
Children’s & Picture Books 12.1 %
Marketing & Management 9.4%
Computing 8.6%
Social Science & Humanities 7.2%
Lifestyle 7.1%

Top 6 Genres’
Copyrights Sold:
Children’s & Picture Books 25.6%
Self-help 13.1%
Literature 8.0%
Marketing & Management 7.2%
Social Science & Humanities 6.9%
Computing 6.4%
Sources: Ministry of Culture (2016),
National Central Library (2017)

Taiwan Ministry of
Culture:
Translation Grant
Program
Funds translation and
publication projects of Taiwanese
original publications
Maximum funding:
NT$ 500,000
Application period:
1st Sept. to 30th Sept. each year
Apply at
www.booksfromtaiwan.com
For more information:

http://www.
booksfromtaiwan.tw/
grant_index.php
Contact:
books@moc.gov.tw
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Featured Authors

Ta-Wei Chi
Ta-Wei Chi is a science fiction writer and scholar on the LGBT
representations. With a PhD in Comparative Literature at the
University of California, Los Angeles, he is associate professor of
Taiwanese Literature at National Chengchi University in Taipei.
His publications include a science fiction collection, Membrane,
and an academic monograph on the LGBT history in Taiwanese
literature. The Japanese and French translations of Membrane are
available on Amazon.
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同志文學史：台灣的發明

Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
520 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-875-5

Having published LGBT science fiction and articles on Chinese-language
LGBT literature since the 1990s, Ta-Wei Chi published his first academic
monograph, A Queer Invention in Taiwan: A History of Tongzhi Literature
(a sample chapter in English is available upon request), in 2017, the
year when gay marriage in Taiwan was ruled constitutional. Focusing
on modern Taiwan, the most gay-friendly and democratic member of
the Sinophone world, A Queer Invention in Taiwan reclaims the public
history of the marginalized gay and lesbian identities and desires in
Chinese-language newspapers and books from the 1950s to the 2010s
(or from the onset of the Cold War to the present day). Chi emphasizes
both the Cold War and the Martial Law, contrary to common, facilitated
rather than disabled the growth of Taiwanese LGBT literature. According
to Chi, the Taiwanese notion of “homosexuality” results less from China
or from Japan than from the United States, whose pathologization of
homosexuality during the McCarthy era dramatically intervened in
Chinese-language newspapers of 1950s Taiwan. Thanks to the huge
influence of American culture, lesbian and gay flirtations and characters
in literature were thriving rather than absent prior to the lift of the Martial
Law. (By Ta-Wei Chi)

Featured Authors

A Queer Invention in Taiwan:
A History of Tongzhi Literature

The Membrane (Mo)
膜
Originally published in the 1990s, when LGBT activism was blooming in
Taiwan, Ta-Wei Chi’s science fiction collection is dystopian in the tradition
of Philip K. Dick, but with queer adventures. The titular novella Membrane
focuses on the tension between Momo, a high-end esthetician, and her
manipulative mother. The protagonist feels an unnamable membrane
separating her from her mother. The story collection has already been
translated and published in Japan and France. The reviews of the French
translation are available upon request. (By Ta-Wei Chi)

Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
456 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-083-769-8

In the Realm of Queer Senses (Ganguan shijie)
感官世界

Publisher: Unitas Publishing Co., Ltd.
336 pages | 13x19.1 cm
ISBN: 978-957-522-950-4

Ta-Wei Chi’s first story collection, In the Realm of Queer Senses,
materialized in the 1990s, a decade known for a flourishing of Chineselanguage LGBT literature in Taiwan. Spiced up with “in-your-face” sex,
the sardonic and whimsical stories in the collection, ranging from science
fiction to thrillers, challenge the heteronormativity and Confucian ethics
so ingrained across the Sinophone world. These witty stories gave the finde-siècle reader representations of the queerness once unpresentable in
the Sinophone sphere. The collection is being translated into French. (By
Ta-Wei Chi)
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Featured Authors

Yu-Li Lin
Yu-Li Lin is a journalist
based in Berlin who
covers German politics,
energy policy and
history. His first book
Power in the Center of
Europe - How Germany
Reinvents Itself
(2017)won the Taipei
Inter national Book
Exhibition (TIBE) Book Prize. Now he is the Berlin
Correspondent for the Central News Agency Taiwan.
More about Yu-Li Lin:
www.thinkingtaiwan.com/author/2342
www.facebook.com/yuli.berlin

Die Macht in der Mitte Europas :
Wie sich Deutschland neu erfindet
歐洲的心臟：德國如何改變自己
Yu-Li Lin is a correspondent in Germany. He tried to draw the
story of Germany about its courage and fight to face the history
and difficulties.
Publisher: Acropolis
304 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-935-186-7
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Formosa
Depictions
“Ilha Fomorsa!” The island that
once stunned the Western world
for its beauty more than 300 years
ago is introducing publications
that depict the various facets of
modern life.
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The Translation Detective

Never Give Up

Capturing Taiping Island

翻譯偵探事務所

永不放棄

國境極南

Due to the political conditions and
the law during the post-war period,
the works of translators who stayed
in mainland China were unable to be
published in Taiwan. Thus, publishers
tried to find loopholes which caused
several strange phenomena.

This book is a biography of famous
Taiwanese writer Yang Kui, which is
written by his granddaughter. He kept
facing oppression from the government,
but he chose to use his words and life to
fight against the unfair treatments and
protect his ideals.

Taiping Island is the most unwanted
place for a young solider to go to. But
the author gives a vivid, realistic picture
of what he endured everyday there in
the form of a diary, and how he started
to fall in love with this isolated island.

Author: Tzu-Yun Lai
Publisher: Azure Books
384 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-920-506-1

Author: Tsui Yang
Publisher: Azure Books
320 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-920-507-8

Native Plants Taiwan

Little Blue Dress

新細說台灣原生植物

藍色小洋裝

Native Plants of Taiwan covers more
than 200 common native plants of
Taiwan, and is filled with information,
such as scientific and common names,
features of the flowers and leaves,
and distribution areas. The book also
includes indices that provides the most
convenient and useful way to search for
a particular plant.

It's a story describing a girl with skin
allergies who could only wear indigo
dyed dress. It costs almost 6 years for
the illustrator to finish the illustration.
By reading this picture book, you could
know more about the indigo dyeing, the
good technique of illustration, and a
warm story.

Author: Wen-Pin Chen
Publisher: Bookman Books Ltd.
520 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-445-744-1
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Author: You-Ran Chang
Publisher: Children's Publications Co.,
Ltd.
44 pages | 29.5×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-335-5

Author: Xiao-Xiang Ye
Publisher: Banner Publishing
256 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-934-503-3

Grandma Ibu's Magic
Seeds
伊布奶奶的神奇豆子
The event that Little Yi-bu most looked
forward to was visiting grandparents
every summer vacation. Grandma had
grown many different types of beans in
the yard. There were many myths about
those beans. According to Grandma,
those beans were once the food of the
ancestors.
Author: Neqou-Sokluman
Illustrator: Eval Malinjinnan
Publisher: Children's Publications Co.,
Ltd.
36 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-313-3

Formosa Depictions

Handwriting for Unspiration
每天寫點負能量
Forty-six unspirational example
sentences with workbook pages. This is
a handwriting practice book including
step-by-step lessons and blank pages
for practicing. Readers will enjoy the
opportunity to practice the creative art of
hand-lettering in a way that helps them
relax.
Author: NeEnergy, Dan Yen
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
204 pages | 18×18 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-881-8

Shoot From the Hip:
Station and Humanities
Photography Album
30 年磨一劍：盲拍、車站人文
速寫
A photography album about train
stations and humanities, which captures
meaningful silhouettes in candid
moments.
Author: Yi-Po Lin
Publisher: China Xinhua Bookstore
161 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-790-3

Anecdotes of Chiang KaiShek and Chiang ChingKuo During 1945~1988

Taiwan Folk Opera: A
Moving Feast

近看兩蔣家事與國事

野台戲

It's serious to discuss Chiang Kai-Shek
and Chiang Ching-Kuo's merits and
demerits. As a senior journalist, the
author wrote down what she witnessed
and experienced.

As an international documentary
photographer, Nicholas Fan followed
Taiwan Folk Opera and experienced
deeply daily life of Theater Troupe.
He recorded the authentic life of
underprivileged people by photos and
words.

Author: Pei-Fen Chang
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-931-0

Small Town, Southern Time:
Zuoying & Ceský Krumlov
南方小鎮時光：左營‧庫倫洛夫
Born in southern Taiwan, 61Chi
gradually lost her precious childhood
memories after she moved to Taipei at
18 to study and work. Ten years later,
when residing in a small town of Ceský
Krumlov in southern Czech Republic,
she got them back, piece by piece,
moment by moment.
Author: 61Chi
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
156 pages | 25×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-466-6

Author: Nicholas Fan
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
272 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-254-9

Island of Travelers
旅人島
Illustrated with black and white
illustration, Cat Boss, A-Fu and Little
Girl explore the culture and landscape
of northern Taiwan, from old buildings
and narrow alleys to the mountain tops
and waterside.
Author: Nuomi
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
176 pages | 16×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-320-938-6
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The City of Taipei
臺北城．城內篇
Old buildings in Taipei constructed
during the Japanese era carry an
ancient aura. This book tells of an old
story of Taipei city, one you must know.
Author: Yufu (Kuei-Yu Lin)
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
240 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-065-4

Growing with the Wind: The
Story of Onions
愛吹風的洋蔥
Onions were brought to Taiwan in the
20th century. From October to April, the
sufficient sunshine and strong dry wind
in the Hengchun Peninsula in southern
Taiwan provide good growing conditions
for onions. After overcoming threats
from weeds and pests, the onions
become well-rounded and packed with
rich flavor and nutrients.
Author: Yi-Chia Ho
Illustrator: Che-Ming Chang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 18×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-581-3
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Din Tai Fung: Perfection,
with Warmth

The Hero Who Doesn't Play
to Win

鼎泰豐：有溫度的完美

不求勝的英雄

Through face-to-face interviews
and first-hand research, this book
uncovers key success factors in the
global distribution of Din Tai Fung, and
the secrets of how it adapts to local
conditions, creating service that touch
people's hearts.

For a player who everyone in Taiwan
sees as "hope," this book is a true
analysis of Chin-Feng Chen. For Chen,
it's simple, "When the ball comes, hit it."

Author: Ching-I Lin
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
280 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-400-3

Plumeria
雞蛋花
A boy visited a military dependents'
village where many old houses were
abandoned. He saw a girl named
Hanako in a plumeria tree. She took
him back to 1945 and showed him how
people had come and gone over the
past few decades, including a Japanese
family, a Chinese Nationalist soldier,
and a professor's family.
Author: Nai-Wen Kuo
Illustrator: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
56 pages | 18.5×25.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-571-4

Author: Chin-Feng Chen, I-Chun Lin,
Vinnie Lee
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
280 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-305-1

Black-faced Spoonbill's
Winter Visit
黑面琵鷺來過冬
Every year during winter, people in
the Southern part of Taiwan look
forward to seeing the migration of the
globally endangered species known as
the black-faced spoonbills. Jeng-Jyi
Wang has been tracking black-faced
spoonbills' migration routes for more
than 25 years. In this book, he reveals
the overwintering life among them
through vivid descriptions and photos.
Author: Jeng-Jyi Wang
Illustrator: Chiu-Hsiang Wang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 22.7×24.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-549-3

Formosa Depictions

Little Peach
小桃妹
Little Peach's grandma shut down her
rice cake shop. She hoped to make the
rice cakes but couldn't remember the
recipe. Little Peach consulted other
villagers and they helped. Finally,
Grandma made a huge rice cake to
celebrate the Lantern Festival. She
decided to pass on this great tradition.

Natural Treasure Hunting in
Taiwan
台灣生態尋寶趣
In the format of a picture book, this title
introduces the natural environment in
Taiwan through four cell manga, little
boxes of biological knowledge, and
treasure-hunting activities. You will find
out how wonderful Taiwan is!

Let's Travel Around Taiwan!
出發！環遊台灣大探險
Follow the 22 maps in the book to
travel around Taiwan! Kids will totally
understand the Taiwan stories not
included in the textbooks.
Author: Si-Hua Chen
Illustrator: Little M
Publisher: Light Press
52 pages | 23.8×30.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-926-7

Author: Ming-Kung Chiang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-538-7

Author: Tseng-Chiao Hsu
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a division
of Cité Publishing Ltd.
48 pages | 21.6×27 cm
ISBN: 978-986-573-088-8

The Diary Blues

Fieldoffice Architects

Let Me Take Care of You

日常藍調

在田中央

Winner of the 2016 Golden Tripod
Illustrator Award, HOM Hsu uses blue
as his main color scheme, and captures
his recent bike trip around the Taiwan
island and Jiaming Lake. Due to the
light that shines differently each day,
the same people, places, or things we
may see and pass by every day, become
something different and are seen
anew….

In 1994, Huang Sheng-Yuan, the founder
of Fieldoffice Architects, moved to
Yilan County in northern Taiwan and
started his career in development.
These like-minded youths and their
voluntary contributions to progressive
development have transformed into
what is now the Fieldoffice group,
an alliance of professionals that is
readily seen in Taiwan's architectural
development!

讓我照顧你：一位長照服務員的
30 則感動記事

Author: HOM
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
144 pages | 18×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-778-9

A warm and sensitive heart transforms
the life and death records of patients
into touching stories, as well as reflects
the government's invisible problems.
Author: Ming-Jen Yeh
Publisher: Niang (Showwe Information)
286 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-445-209-5

Author: Fieldoffice group & Sheng-Yuan
Huang
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
438 pages | 14.5×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-714-7
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Healthy Aging──Activate
Your Self-Healing Power
找回身體裡的醫生─自癒力
We are in the transition to be the oldest
human beings in history. How do we
age gracefully in dignity? How do we
maximize our quality of life and prevent
disability and dementia? This book
explains why the power of self-healing is
the modern world solution for the aged
society.

Play with Taiwan Way
玩出台灣 Way
Follow a foreigner’s perspective in
visiting Taiwan. Travel from New Taipei
City to Kaohsiung, and the outer islands
such as Lanyu, Matsu, etc.
Author: Feng Wu
Publisher: PCuSER
256 pages | 16.8×22.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-295-1

In 2009, after Typhoon Morakot lashed
Taiwan, Chien-Ju Lin moved to the
disaster area, Kucapungane Village
in Pingtung County. She spent a year
visiting villagers and recording how
victims conquered fear and difficulty and
rebuilt their hometown.

Small Eats in Small Towns

Tapei City Storyteller

旅食小鎮

台北說城人

In 2014, Chiang Hsun stayed in
Chishang village in Taitung County for
an artist-in-residence plan. He spent
a year creating his art masterpieces,
recording the beautiful scenery and daily
life of the four seasons in his prose and
photographs.

Taiwan is a wonderland for foodies.
Wang travels around Taiwan, explores
delicious local "small eats," and
provides detailed information. There
are 56 towns and more than 200 stands
and stores to be recorded. They truly
represent the diversity of Taiwanese
culture.

Liang-Lu Han grew up in Taipei. Having
a deep affection towards this city, she
chose to live in Taipei for the rest of her
life and to write down stories of the city.

Author: Chiang Hsun
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
224,104 pages | 22.5×16.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-925-796-1

Author: Hao-Yi Wang
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
272 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-932-896-8

池上 ‧ 駐村 ‧ 蔣勳
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古查布鞍遷村一年

Author: Chien-Ju Lin
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
320 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-925-790-9

Author: KY Sheu
Publisher: Open Learning Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
344 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-955-195-3

Chihshang, Art Farm,
Chiang Hsun

A Year in Kucapungane
Village

Author: Liang-Lu Han
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
240 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-084-4

Formosa Depictions

Jump! Men, and Director
Ah Meow Lin
翻滾吧，男人！還有喵導
Director Yu-Hsien Lin (nicknamed "Ah
Meow") found his passion for broadcast
and movies in adolescence. It is always
not an easy work to film. He used to
have a bright prospect but failed. He
was depressed, and in debt; however, he
never surrendered to the reality.
Author: Yu-Hsien Lin
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
240 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-083-7

Four Seasons

We Are at YABOO Café

四季

我們都在咖啡店

It has been 30 years since Xiang Yang
published his poetry collection "Four
Seasons." In winter, 2017, it was reborn.
Responding to the 24 solar terms, his
poems are filled with local flavor and
affection towards nature.

Ting-Ju Tsai (Tina) and Shih-Min Tsai
(Emily) started their café business in
2009. There are lots of laughters, tears,
arguments, and frustration in running a
coffee shop. However, they did it! In their
exchange story, they wrote down those
happiness and sorrows in life.

Author: Xiang Yang
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
128 pages | 13×17.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-086-8

Author: Ting-Ju Tsai, Shih-Min Tsai
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
224 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-959-603-9

Postman Diary

Trivia of Formosa

Southern Lifestyle

差差工作日誌

臺灣沒說你不知道

台南生活自由式

Spending eleven years, ten thousand
hours, traveling through one hundred
thousand kilometers, Hsiang Li delivers
mails and records every touching
moments with his camera. The stories
behind his photos compose pieces of
land romances.

70 trivia of Taiwan. It's about history,
geography, culture and daily life.
Discover interesting, wonderful and
important things in this country.

Cecil Tang is a Taiwan graphic designer.
This project is an attempt to visualize
tangible and intangible elements of the
city, reflecting Cecil's personal vision of
his birthplace, Tainan, Taiwan.

Author: Hsiang Li
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
138 pages | 20×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-682-5

Author: Dailycold
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
200 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-106-551-9

Author: Cecil Tang
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
136 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-079-7
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Millet and Fire: Myths
and Legends of Taiwan's
Indigenous Peoples
粟種與火種──臺灣原住民族的
神話與傳說
The beliefs and rites of life of Taiwan's
indigenous peoples are all related to
millet, and its millennial myths are
extremely important mythological motifs
for all ethnic groups.
Author: Yi-Lu Lu
Publisher: Showwe Classic (Showwe
Information)
322 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-946-867-1

The Dream of Taiwan Trams
臺灣市街電車夢
During the 50 years of Japanese rule,
there were several plans of constructing
trams in Taiwan. Though the fares were
determined, these constructing plans
were not completed in the end. We
don't talk about "what if…." in history
research, but still, these historical
materials make us think of another
possibility.
Author: Qi-Zheng Yang
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds Publishing
Inc.
232 pages | 16.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-164-5
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24 Chapters About Wildlife
早安，自然選修課

Bonjour, Taiwan's
Traditional Markets

Combining scientific knowledge and his
own observation experiences, Ke-Xiang
Liu has recorded and discussed about
more than 20 animal species in Taiwan,
including leopard cats, white cranes,
black-faced spoonbills, and other
commonly seen species like sparrows
and snails, etc. Nature is always his
favorite elective courses.

Starting from introducing the story of
the family kitchen, this book presents
Taiwan's food culture of the past 50
years, and explores the family cuisine
and traditional markets of southern
Taiwan. The hometown flavor is shown
by the characters, ingredients, and style
of these markets.

Bonjour，菜市場

Author: Ke-Xiang Liu
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds Publishing
Inc.
184 pages | 13×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-182-9

Author: Lu-De Yang
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds Publishing
Inc.
208 pages | 16.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-179-9

The Century of Taiwan
Baseball History

Spinning Top in Dream

臺灣棒球一百年
Taiwanese baseball has an illustrious
history with the victory of Kano,
Taitung Red Leaves, and the Triple
Crown winners. However, baseball
players being involved in illegal
gambling tarnished its image. Still, the
enthusiasm for baseball is deeply rooted
in the hearts of the Taiwanese people.
Author: Shi-Yuan Xie
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds Publishing
Inc.
330 pages | 16.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-174-4

夢想中的陀螺
The writer recorded the past which has
been forgotten by people from the view
of a Taiwanese boy delivering a message
to readers. Even under the war, besides
enmity, there are more possibilities
between humans: friendship and hope.
Author: Yu-Jin Chen
Illustrator: Michael Leu
Publisher: Viking International Co., Ltd.
32 pages | 28×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-440-108-6

Formosa Depictions

The Market + Night Market
《菜市夜市》套書
This book presents a Taiwanese market
with a very long axis of the picture (the
original work is 786cm), like the picture
books edition of "Along the River During
the Qingming Festival." Follow the artist
to visit the market, with the experience
of the daily life!
Author: Zhe-Ming Chang
Publisher: Walker Culture Co.,Ltd./Pace
Books
36 pages | 17×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-377-8, 978-986-943376-1

Crossing Taiwan: Wars in
Taiwan's Forest, Empire
and Images
橫斷記
This book is the author's action in the
book—crossing the four mountainous
regions of Taiwan.
Author: Jun-Honn Kao
Publisher: Walkers Cultural Enterprise
Ltd.
284 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-954-790-1

Meiji Villages on Paper: The
Forgotten Classic Buildings
of Taiwan

Meiji Villages on Paper
2: Return to the Classic
Buildings of Taiwan

紙上明治村：消失的臺灣經典建
築

紙上明治村 2 丁目：重返臺灣經
典建築

Through the fine eyes and hands of
the author and illustrator, this book
reconstructs the glaring colors and
stories of various classic buildings that
used to stand in Taiwan.

Through the fine eyes and hands of
the author and illustrator, this book
reconstructs the glaring colors and
stories of various classic buildings that
used to stand in Taiwan.

Author: Tzung-Kuei Ling
Illustrator: Pei-Che Cheng
Publisher: Walkers Cultural Enterprise
Ltd.
160 pages | 16.8×21.5 cm
ISBN: 866-710-650-597-0

Author: Tzung-Kuei Ling
Illustrator: Pei-Che Cheng
Publisher: Walkers Cultural Enterprise
Ltd.
168 pages | 16.8×21.5 cm
ISBN: 978-957-863-042-0

Parasitic Temples
寄生之廟
This book observes and documents
108 types of "combinations between
temples and cities." 36+1 typical cases
are introduced to showcase the microreligious spaces occupied by these
multi-parasitic phenomena.
Author: Po-Wei Lai
Publisher: Yeren Publishing House
120 pages | 28×30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-384-237-8
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Recommended
Titles
This section consists of recommended
publications, including fiction, non-fiction,
children’s books, comics and graphic novels,
and award-winning books. These selected
books represent the quality, vitality, and
diversity of Taiwanese publications.
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Fiction
Recommended Titles

Those Years

Bicycle Journey by Myself

Marble Pop Detective

那年我們

一個人的單車旅行

暗號偵探社

A novel about the school life of a
group of junior high school students.
The diversifying themes include selfexploring, philosophy of relationships,
getting along with your friends of both
genders, career planning, and many
more. Every young person can find
himself in it, and truly learn from it.

A novel about life education. The
protagonist lost her father in an accident
and then was kidnapped, so she started
a bicycle run-away journey by herself.
She saw the value of life, the importance
of all-out effort, the courage of refusing
to indulge, and many more things along
the way.

Author: Wen-Hua Wang
Illustrator: Xuan-Yu Chen
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
176 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-564-144-3

Author: Zhi-Jian Liao
Illustrator: Zhi-Hong Xu
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
208 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-953-356-0

In order to save his parents' marriage,
Blue hires Kiki, the daughter of the
marble-pop shop, to be his detective.
Kiki's theory is that everyone holds "love
signals" but fails to recognize them.
Determined to understand his parents'
"love signals," Blue begins his journey
and enters his parents' surprising
college memories.

I Wanna Go Home

Taipei Story

Sleeping Pan

刑警教父

台北故事

睡美男

First authentic police fiction in Taiwan,
written by a veteran journalist. I Wanna
Go Home vividly depicts the indistinct
tension among police, gangsters and a
fugitive.

Focusing on the gay society of Taipei
in the 1990s, Taipei Story successfully
creates the atmosphere of the 90s with
urban landscape details and popular
songs. This books skillfully combines
fiction and romance, just like A Little
Life, the Man Booker Prize finalist of
2015.

Yinyin, a diplomat's wife facing her
50-year-old senescence and solitude
in marriage, fell in love with a 30
something fitness trainer, Pan. She
tried to escape this unblessed age-gap
relationship but failed. On the day when
Yinyin decided to confess herself, she
prepared a feast and intended to drug
her young lover….

Author: Ching-Shiang Lin
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
336 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-954-560-0

Author: Taipeiren
Publisher: MirrorFiction Inc.
304 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-954-562-4

Author: Ching-Ting Kuo
Illustrator: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
288 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-961-425-2

Author: Ang Li
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-085-1
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Recommended Titles

Island of Sudden Rain

Kuroshio Drifting

Wake Me up at Happyland

驟雨之島

黑潮漂流

幸福到站，叫醒我

Doksa Ku collected 9 short stories
describing Taiwanese labors' and
enterprisers' suffering and feelings of
helplessness. These people supported
the blossom of economy; however, they
vanished quietly in decline. Some of
them had no choice but to change their
professions; some of them met their
doom desperately.

In August, 2016, Hung-Chi Liao
launched Kuroshio 101 Drifting Plan.
He drifted in the Pacific Ocean from the
southeastern coast to the northeastern
coast of Taiwan via Kuroshio Current
(North Pacific current, nicknamed
"black current") on an unpowered
raft. Liao expects his works to awaken
islanders' concerns to oceanic vision.

Happiness has been around you,
always. As long as you are willing to
open your eyes, you will be able to see it.
This is a dream collaboration between
Taiwan, Singapore, and Canada! A novel
adaptation of the picture book Wake
Me up at Happyland funded by internet
donors.

Author: Doksa Ku
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
248 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-959-605-3

Author: Hung-Chi Liao
Publisher: Route Culture, Ltd.
272 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-959-601-5

Author: Tymo Lin
Illustrator: Josef Lee
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
240 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-827-4

Non-Fiction

The Face of Dining Table
餐桌的臉
Lost home, forgotten face, I want to
find it back through the dining table.
When did we start a two-sided life? This
book is Wei-Zhong Zhang's short story
collections through the 20 years creative
career.
Author: Wei-Zhong Zhang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
256 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-339-4
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The Era of Chinese
Blockbuster
拆哪，中國的大片時代
Movies can be seen not only as
movies, but also a production of
politics and economy. We are in the
era of the Chinese blockbuster. For
Taiwan, how to recognize the era of the
Chinese blockbuster is a key point of
understanding China.
Author: Cheng-Liang Li
Publisher: Azure Books
352 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-037-0

On Records of the Grand
Historian (Introduction)
呂世浩細說史記（入門篇）
Shih-Hao Lu, a professor from the
History Department of NTU, leads us
on a tour of the records of the Grand
Historian. Readers can learn to wisely
deal with difficult situations through the
choices of the book’s characters.
Author: Shih-Hao Lu
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
192 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-143-6

Recommended Titles

Pickle!

Bitter Sweet Bubble Dream

罐頭

惆悵又幸福的粉圓夢

A single lady and her convenience store.
A crossover novel for adults with author
Wei-Jing Lee and illustrator Soupy Tang.

C ro ss o v e r w i t h a u t h o r B a n a n a
Yoshimoto and illustrator Soupy Tang!
The memories of love life in youth, her
father’s cooking, and the son’s childhood
are all linked by food.

Author: Wei-Jing Lee
Illustrator: Soupy Tang
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
72 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-160-3

Satir: Iceberg Model of
Conversation
薩提爾的對話練習
When a conversation with children,
companion, family, and friends gets
stuck, what should we do? Mr. Lee uses
the Iceberg Model to examine social
conversation. Not only to understand
others, but also to learn how to
understand yourself.
Author: Chung-Chien Lee
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-956-306- 2

Author: Banana Yoshimoto
Illustrator: Soupy Tang
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
80 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-301-0

Picture Books Come Alive
繪本動起來
Picture books come alive! Ms. Wang
tells us how to read book and creates
picture books with children.
Author: Shu-Fan Wang
Illustrator: Yi-Jin Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
224 pages | 17×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-950-845- 2

River of Life: Seven
Lessons of Growth in Life
生命的河流
After walking through Death Valley and
experiencing the vicissitudes of life, Cora
Tao transferred her own wisdom into
seven life lessons. By reading her book,
you can learn to adapt to prosperity and
adversity from a higher perspective.
Author: Cora Tao
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
312 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-183-2

Honey: Sommelier's Pursuit
of Golden Nectar
品蜜
From ancient times to the present, from
classic records to the movies, this book
introduces honey to readers in depth
from the beginning of the use of honey
in food to its cultural implications and
symbolic meanings in mythology.
Author: Jason Liu
Publisher: Cube Press
208 pages | 19×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-459-101-5
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Recommended Titles

Everything You Need
to Know to Build an
Aquaponics System

Tea Experience: In Praise
of Slowness Through
Savouring Tea

魚菜共生自學指南

小慢：慢活．詠物．品好茶

From the principle of aquaponics to the
actual system designing, this book aims
to offer an easy approach to aquaponics
step by step.

Collection of Cha Tao* Master XiaoMan Hsieh's 10 most telling tea events,
integrated with the art of pottery and
flower, held in Tokyo, Shanghai and
Taipei. (*The ritual of tea.)

Author: Jui-Pin Wu
Publisher: Cube Press
152 pages | 19×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-459-067-4

微物誌－－現代日本的15 則物語
A Book of Small Things: 15 “mono”gatari
(stories) on Modern Japan
Starting the story from ordinary objects
such as chocolates, trains and cars, this
book explores the Japanese postwar
history with a sociological perspective,
taking readers on a time machine to
observe Japan's development since
1945.
Author: Lillian Tsay
Publisher: Independent Author (Showwe
Information)
276 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-082-1

Can We Do Without School?

Qnikuusagi Disordered

Movie Trivia

沒有學校可以嗎？

肉肉兔脫序每一天

電影冷知識

This book is a record of a semester of
homeschooling Mei-Yi tried with her
son Néo when he was in sixth grade.
The book includes funny stories of their
journey and reflections on education and
childrearing in East Asia. What happens
during homeschooling?

Qnikuusagi is a popular LINE sticker
character in Japan. Qnikuusagi is a
rabbit of gourmandise and irritability.

Five chapters including thoughts,
s h o o t i n g , p o s t - p ro d u c t i o n ,
distribution, and theater culture.
159 Movies, 133 proper nouns and
concepts, 132 filmmaker, 37 movie
studios, 19 movie shooting tools or
software.

Author: Mei-Yi Hsu
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
256 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-883-0
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Author: Xiao-Man Hsieh
Photographer: Kohei Nakamoto
Publisher: Cube Press
136 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-459-018-6

A Book of Small Things

Author: Yamamoto Hikari
Publisher: PCuSER
144 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-946-297-2

Author: Kai-Yu Jhang, Li-Heng Hsu
Publisher: PCuSER
272 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-959-851-4

Recommended Titles

Single Light Portrait
Shooting

Film Art

Kyoto Gosannke

電影美術表與裏

極上京都 ‧ 御三家

This book focuses on single light portrait
shooting in indoor/ outdoor/ night
scene environments, going into depths
including lighting logic, lighting position
and shooting skills of professional
portrait photographers.

This book contains on-site live interviews
and studio pictures. Sketches, design
drawings, and real behind-the-scene
shots of movie scenes and props are
also included. Film production design
teams are fully presented. Production
design teams dedicate this.

The architect discovers the best of Kyoto:
Kaiseki, arts & crafts, tea ceremonies,
luxury hotels, architecture, traditional
gardens, etc. Let’s experience the lifegiving souls of the ancient capital.

Author: Tao-Tzu Chang
Publisher: PCuSER
220 pages | 23×22.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-953-058-3

Author: Yoshihito Akatsuka
Publisher: PCuSER
336 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-130-2

The World's Top Museums

Learn from Japan-Japan
Style Business Opportunity

單燈人像

瘋玩世界級博物館
From Lego, Moomin to Harry Potter.
From Ferrari, vampire to G-Spot
Museum. Read about all the most
beautiful, cool, weird, and fun
experiences in museums!
Author: Yu Tu, Ivy Chen
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
288 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-213-7

一定要跟日本學，Japan Style
商機力

Author: Hung-Hui Huang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
272 pages | 19×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-949-425-0

Beyond the Frame
觀 ‧ 點：台灣現代攝影家觀看
的刺點

Japanese consumers are the most
difficult to please. As long as they love
something, then the rest of the world
will love it, too. This book analyzes 25
new trends of Japan style, and the 55
most worthwhile Japanese brands.

There are 19 famous Taiwanese
modern photographers with their most
outstanding series showing in this book.
Every series implied a key word and a
subject. By reading them, readers are
able to know the diverse perspectives in
Taiwan’s modern photography.

Author: Sophia Ko
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
208 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-948-773-3

Author: Chao-Tang Chang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
420 pages | 20×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-554-6
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Children’s & Picture Books
Recommended Titles

World's Top 50 Hotels

Editor Yuli's Comics Diary

世界極上之宿

編輯小姐 Yuli 的繪圖日誌

Little Mouse and the Big
Watermelon

The author—a famous architect in
Taiwan—selects and introduces 50 top
hotels all over the world. He personally
visited each of them and observed them
closely with his professional eyes. This
title lists the reasons why they deserve
to be the world’s top 50 hotels.

A fountain of pain, gossip and truth!
Interspersed with laughter, tears, and a
bit of bitterness, Yuli's faithful depiction
of the workplace sheds light on the
publishing industry and provides a
roadmap to an editor's job content and
skill requirements.

When the mouse receives the letter
from his friend, he decides to plant a
watermelon. When the watermelon
becomes huge, the mouse invites his
friend to come to move, cut and eat it,
but he doesn’t even eat any of it.

Author: Hung-Hui Huang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
360 pages | 19×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-052-3

Author: Yuli
Publisher: Yeren Publishing House
224 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-384-271-2

Author: Ho-Kai Chen
Publisher: Acme Cultural Enterprise Co.,
Ltd.
37 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-363-6

I Want a Pet!

Touch and Feel Book: Wild
Animals

The Wild Bird Restaurant

我想要寵物
When you raise a pet, you must take
care of it. This is a child’s commitment
to his pet. All of Xiao Hong’s classmates
brought pets to school except for Xiao
Hong. She too wants pets, but when she
visits the pet shop to select her pet, she
feels very distressed seeing animals
being locked in cages and bottles.
Author: Ho-Kai Chen
Publisher: Acme Cultural Enterprise Co.,
Ltd.
35 pages | 22×29 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-400-8
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觸摸認知小百科 : 野生動物
The best way to attract young children
to learn is through sensory experience.
Observing the material of different
objects and trying to touch it can not
only increase children's interest in
learning, but also stimulate their bravery
to encounter strange things without
risk.
Author: Li-Ping Hsu
Illustrator: Han-Yen Li
Publisher: Acme Cultural Enterprise Co.,
Ltd.
12 pages | 21×21 cm
ISBN: 471-974-135-005

小老鼠種大西瓜

野鳥食堂
There’s delicious food at the Wild Bird
Restaurant on a high mountain. In this
barren environment, what is plentiful
food for wild birds?
Author: Po-Le Liu
Publisher: Children's Publications Co.,
Ltd.
40 pages | 21×28cm cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-362-1

Recommended Titles

Mr. Fat and Mr. Tall
胖先生和高大個 ( 創作 20 週年
紀念版 )
Mr. Fat and Mr. Tall are best friends.
Mr. Fat climbs up a tree trying to use
binoculars to see what Mr. Tall is doing,
but ends up falling down and breaks
his leg. But he is too fat to be put in an
ambulance-how should we take him to
the hospital?
Author: Lai Ma, Li-Ling Yang
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
30 pages | 21.35×30.3 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-332-6

Guai Guai the Pig Series
小豬乖乖系列
Guai Guai sits at the top of the slide for
a long time and doesn’t want to slide
down. Why? Guai Guai is a big kid now,
and doesn’t need to wear diapers. But
she has to learn how to use the toilet.
Now Mommy needs Guai Guai’s help,
what should Guai Guai do?
Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
24 pages | 19.5×20 cm
ISBN: 471-721-102-270-2

Doggy Pupu Moves to a
New House
小狗噗噗搬新家

Memories
想念

Daddy and Mommy are going to move
into a new house, so Doggy Pupu will
have a brand new life. What will his new
life be like?

Award-winning author Chih-Yuan
Chen's most sincere and touching
masterpiece. This books is about the
love to and memories of his mother and
hometown.

Author: Leo Tang
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
32 pages | 23×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-948-449-7

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
172 pages | 25.3×23.5 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-539-6

Choco the Cat Is Really
Happy

I Am a Good Man

貓巧可真快樂

我是好人

If you ask everyone in Cat Village if
they want to be happy, nobody will say
no. But while asking questions about
happiness, everyone becomes really
confused. What is happiness? How does
one become happy? Follow Choco the
cat to find out what happiness is.

"I want to be a good person!" But what
is a good person? How do we define
a good man? Ying is a kind student,
everyone likes him, and he never says
no to anyone. One day Ying received a
love-letter which has to be transferred
to his neighbor Fong. But it’s not as
simple as it seems.

Author: Shu-Fan Wang
Illustrator: Erin Yu
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
120 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-541-9

Author: Shu-Fan Wang
Illustrator: Hsiang-Lin Tseng
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
160 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-570-9
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Recommended Titles
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Chef Boy Vol.1: Two Kings

Weather 100 Q&A

Summer Farm

少年廚俠 1

天氣 100 問

夏天的農場 讀《憫農詩》

13 year old Lin Zi-da is the newest
member of the Chefs’ Sect. After Zida’s mother’s leader ceremony for the
Chefs’ Sect, she was poisoned and her
meridians were all broken. Zi-da needs
to find the way to cure his mother, but
there are mystery men in black who
attack him. Who is the one behind all
those things, and what should Zi-da do?

This book answers 100 questions
about weather. Written by professional
weather experts, using simple words,
understandable infographic, and lots
of funny weather experiments, this
book allows children to learn all about
weather!

This book brings a brand new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five
fun mechanisms offering readers a
fun, interactive way to read and play
together.

Author: Kevin Cheng
Illustrator: Leo Tang
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
216 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-546-4

Author: WeatherRisk Explore Inc., ChiMing Peng, Hsin-Hsing Chia, Wei-Jing
Jian
Illustrator: Yen-Lin Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
112 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-564-8

Autumn Forest

Winter Mountain

Spring Garden

秋天的森林 讀《秋夜寄邱員外》

冬天的山野 讀《江雪》

春天的花園 讀《春曉》

This book brings a brand new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five fun
mechanisms offering readers a fun,
interactive way to read and play together.

This book brings a brand new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five fun
mechanisms offering readers a fun,
interactive way to read and play together.

Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-252-6

Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-253-3

This book brings a brand new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five
fun mechanisms offering readers a
fun, interactive way to read and play
together.

Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-251-9

Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-250-2

Recommended Titles

Help! White Tiger

Help! Red Peacock

Help! Black Tortoise

虎爺幫幫忙！

雀哥幫幫忙！

舞龜幫幫忙！

Inspired by legendary Chinese animals,
Help! White Tiger is a story about a
friend who never gives up, even when
facing tough (and sometimes hilarious)
circumstances. The book contains
plenty of fun details and subplots to
surprise readers, and is written for easy
story reading.

Inspired by legendary Chinese animals,
Help! Red Peacock is a story about a
spoiled prince who learns to appreciate
and protect those who care about him.
The book contains plenty of fun details
and subplots to surprise readers, and is
written for easy story reading.

Inspired by legendary Chinese animals,
Help! Black Tortoise is a story about
someone who learns it’s good to be
different, and changes those around
him. The book contains plenty of fun
details and subplots to surprise readers,
and is written for easy story reading.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Publisher: Garlic Crush Studios
40 pages | 28.5×23cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-934-6

Author: Garlic Farmers
Publisher: Garlic Crush Studios
40 pages | 28.5×23cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-936-0

Adventures Through the
Forbidden City

Kaka Cat's Tailor Shop

Author: Garlic Farmers
Publisher: Garlic Crush Studios
40 pages | 28.5×23cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-931-5

Brownc Wants Out
布朗克動吃動
Brownc and friends live in the food world
in a girl’s stomach. After accidentally
getting stuck, they were determined
to exercise and get out! (Yes, they are
poop.)
Author: Garlic Farmers
Publisher: Garlic Crush Studios
36 pages | 28.5×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-935-3

穿越故宮大冒險
This is the first time the National Palace
Museum has been used as the theme of
a fantasy adventure novel series. In this
story, the Meat-Shaped Stone has been
stolen, and the Mongolian princess and
the Taiwanese youth travel through time
and space and brave the Mongolian
grasslands!
Author: Tsung-Hsien Cheng
Illustrator: Noveala Huang
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
208 pages | 14.8×20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-208-5

貓卡卡的裁縫店
It contains three heartwarming fairy
tales. The main character, Kaka Cat, is
always trying to help the animals and
people around him. The simple and
straightforward stories convey hope,
love, friendship, and nothing but good
values.
Author: Ya Ping
Illustrator: Yi-Ting Lee
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
128 pages | 14.8×20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-160-6
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Recommended Titles

Double Blessing

Beanie's Labyrinth

雙倍的祝福

豆豆的迷宮遊樂園

Maja has two homes. Her friends are
envious of her but she doesn’t see
things in the same way. After talking
with her teacher, Maja changes her
point of view and starts to believe she’s
actually very lucky to have two homes.
Who do you think changes Maja?

Beanie is different from other Chilean
rats. They dig holes to protect their
family, but Beanie wants to create a fun
and interesting labyrinth where there
are traps. Sadly, no one appreciates his
idea. One day, snakes invaded Beanie’s
village. Can his labyrinth save everyone
and make him a hero?

Author: Rebecca Ma
Illustrator: Anna Laura Cantone
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
32 pages | 24×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-935-535-3

Princess Lulu and Cole
露露公主與遲到大王
Princess Lulu is every young man’s
dream love, and Cole was no exception.
He made every effort to win her heart,
but failed in the end because of his bad
habit of always being late. Consequently,
he decided to get rid of the terrible habit.
Can he turn things around?
Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Ginar
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
96 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-564-2
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Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Public Child
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
112 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-561-1

Princess Charlotte and the
Shrewd Miser
嘉嘉公主與精明的吝嗇鬼
Yale is competing for a dinner date with
Princess Charlotte. He purchases a
discounted bag of apples, some bread,
and a knock-off purse. He was proud
of how he obtained his gifts. Charlotte
however wasn’t impressed with his
behavior. Can Yale turn the situation to
his advantage in the end?
Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Ginar
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
96 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-565-9

Migratory Birds and
Resident Birds
遷徙鳥，居留鳥
Because of Dad’s job relocations, Mom
and I have been changing homes and
schools like migratory birds. I am
always saying goodbye to friends I’ve
just met. When we finally don’t need to
move anymore, Grandma falls ill and
Mom has to go care for her. What should
I do?
Author: Miryam
Illustrator: Chichi Huang
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
32 pages | 24×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-562-8

The Best Princess and
Her Knight in the Shining
Armor
最棒的公主與她的護花使者
If you want to become a knight in shining
armor, should you be smart, sweet,
and turn yourself into Spiderman? It
is no simple matter to become a true
princess. She must know everything and
also be classy. Sometimes, she must be
Superwoman!
Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Ginar
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
96 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-567-3

Recommended Titles

My Dear Trouble Maker
雖然你是搗蛋鬼
This book has lovely paintings and
humorous words to show children how
to talk to their pets. Through this funny
story, you can know: if you want the pet
to be your best friend, you must be his
or her best friend first.
Author: Rebecca Ma
Illustrator: AnnaLaura Cantone
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
36 pages | 24×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-941-9

Abram: The Adventure
Journey
亞伯蘭的冒險旅程
Abram leads his people to find a new
home. They met the kind-hearted bees,
a cunning fox…. they even encountered
the Human war! Could they find a new
home? This is an adventure. It tells us
if you have courage and keep your faith,
your dream will come true.
Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Yan-Dan Chen
Publisher: Golden Apple Books Limited
120 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-942-6

The Loudest Cheers
最熱烈的掌聲
Only the winner deserves the cheers?
A football game full of love and team
spirit is about to launch. Children have
a different interpretation towards the
meaning of winning and losing from
adults.
Author: Yi-Chen Chen
Illustrator: Shu-Ti Liao
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-818-4

My Heart

Peebi Gets Lost

Little Gray

我的一顆心

鴕鳥先生，幫幫忙！

灰灰小姑娘

The heart-shaped jigsaw puzzles are
well associated with the common
emotional and repetitive wordings of
children. Children can learn to deal
with emotions through the interactive
activities in this parent-child good
read. It helps boost the mood and daily
performance of your darlings at home!

This bilingual picture book allows your
kids to learn a lot more and to further
enjoy themselves in reading!
Peebi gets lost! Alone in a busy big city,
how will he find his way back?
Friendly reminder for kids-always stay
closely with your mom and dad when
going out!

Is it a must for every Cinderella to
leave a glass heel behind in the tale?
In the Tang dynasty, dreams come
true easily. When Gray, a passionate
and courageous girl, encounters the
mysteries of the beautiful galaxy, what
kind of wonders could be sparked?

Author: Shih-Chen Lin
Illustrator: Kun-Sen Jiang
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
32 pages | 22×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-779-8

Author: Meng-Chia Lai
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
36 pages | 20.2×20.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-805-4

Author: Ya-Chun Li
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 18×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-780-4
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To Travel Through the
Human Body 2: The Birth of
Baby Flu
人體大遊歷 2：流感大作戰
Is your body a good delivery room?
Mother Flu enjoys giving birth to Baby
Flu in human bodies. What should we do
to prevent them from invading? Through
this virus maze challenge, we should be
able to understand the wonders of the
complicated system in human body.

Who's the Best?

子兒，吐吐 (25 週年紀念版 )

誰最棒

Chubby Cheeks, the little pig who
loves to eat, swallows some seeds by
accident. He's worried that the seeds
will sprout on his head and gradually
grow into a tree. Or maybe it's not so
bad, because a tree can attract birds
and produce fruits! So Chubby Cheeks
lays in bed and expects the sprout to
come....

Little Red and Little Orange both want
to be the best kid in the world. These
twin sisters compete with each other
but they are always equally good. Their
family members share experiences with
them, saying that being good is good
enough even if one is not the best.
Author: Hsuan-Chieh Cheng
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 20×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-578-3

Author: Yue-We Chen, En-Zhen Fang
Illustrator: Jhih-Min Huang, Wu-Di Huang
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-763-7

Author: Chin-Lun Lee
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 21×28.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-580-6

Big Ocean, Small Waves

Black & White

I Wanna Be a Writer

大海小海浪

小黑與大白

我想當作家

The sunshine and starlight shine over
small waves as if bringing them a crown,
a dress and lamps, but when a cloud
blots out the sun, everything glittering
is gone. Small waves are so confused.
Then a storm comes, and small waves
turn into big waves. They crash against
the shore, disappear, and become the
big ocean.

An isolated little black cat encounters
a timid big white dog by accident.
Unexpectedly, they become good friends
and go through an adventure together.
The book depicts true friendship that
transcends races and prejudice.

Are you having problem writing a
composition? The protagonist wants
to be a writer in the future. She shows
amazing observation skills by putting all
her friends and family into the story she
wrote. The stories are not only funny but
also heart-warming. She also shares
her secret writing techniques with you.

Author: Mei-Shi Hsiao
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
44 pages | 24.5×30.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-579-0
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Spit the Seeds

Author: Ko-Chia Chen
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a division
of Cité Publishing Ltd.
48 pages | 22.5×22.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-963-400-7

Author: Pei-Ci Chen
Illustrator: Hong-Yu Chen
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
176 pages | 17×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-953-355-3
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To Read or Not To Read,
That Is My Question
不愛讀書不是你的錯
“Make it a rule never to give a child a
book you would not read yourself.”George Bernard Shaw
Less and less people are visiting
the bookstore down the street. The
bookstore owner’s son gathers his
friends to discuss whether they want
to read and buy books at the store
anymore. To read or not to read? Indeed,
that is the question.

Under the Same Moon

Poems for Words

同一個月亮

字的小詩

Under the Same Moon is a book of
warmth and innocence that is Jimmy
Liao's present to the world. Plain and
beautiful yet sharp and piercing, it uses
a child’s pure perspective to reflect
people’s wishes for a peaceful world.

Read a poem, make friends with words.
Every word has a feeling, a story and
lots of imaginations.

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
32 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-828-1

Author: Shi-Ren Lin
Illustrator: Guan-Qun Guo, Xin-Hua Wu,
Shang-Yu Chan, Hsiao-Chi Chang
Publisher: Mandarin Daily News
144 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-751-800-2

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
128 pages | 15×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-878-6

Snail

Childrens' Science Games

蝸牛：林良的 78 首詩

孩子的科學遊戲

This collection has 78 poems about
animals, family, and children, with
simple words and children’s point of
views.

Let children do it and explore all kinds
of science principles from nature. There
are 53 science games, including 72
science knowledge.

Author: Liang Lin
Illustrator: Zhen-Ying Lu
Publisher: Mandarin Daily News
144 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-751-811-8

Author: Jun-Jie Xiao
Publisher: PCuSER
224 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-199-479-6

Holiday Theme Modeling
Brick DIY!
我的節日造型積木 DIY ！
Step-by-step exciting creative thinking!
Three-dimensional diagrams show the
steps and alternative ways to use bricks
without block boxes.
Author: Le-Gao Dai
Publisher: PCuSER
144 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-959-856-9
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Here Comes the Baby!
寶寶來了
A hilarious and healing parenting comic,
Here Comes the Baby! talks about the
sweetness and bitterness of being a
parent. The author hopes this comic
will help more people understand and
be thankful to all the great and hard
working moms.
Author: Hsiao-Hsueh
Publisher: Shu-Chuan Publishing House
128 pages | 21×29.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-451-117-4

好麥給你好麵包
From wheat, flour, dough, to apple
cakes, scallion cakes, and almond
shortbread.... Let the author Fu-Yu
Yang, who likes to eat bread and loves
cooking, guide adults and children to
wheat fields and explore how wheat
grows and how to make bread.
Author: Fu-Yu Yang
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds Publishing
Inc.
64 pages | 20.5×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-155-3

Natural Writing Time
(Traditional Chinese
Version)
小森筆記：自然書寫的時光
This is our first time introducing the
histories of Taiwanese literature to
children through picture books. We hope
to inspire them to develop interest in
Taiwanese stories and natural literature.
Understanding the efforts of protecting
our environment is as important for
children as it is for adults!
Author: Jia-Jing Lin
Illustrator: Po-Le Liu
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds Publishing
Inc.
64 pages | 17.5×23.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-178-5

Dandan & Leaf

Blossoms of Kshitigarbha

The Wind Lion Gods

小山羌與小樹葉

花地藏

風獅吼

This book is based on the specific island
terrain and endemic species of Taiwan,
narrating the story of growth and loss.

The combination of the fascinating story
with the softness of the illustrations will
inspire the power inside of you. When
you close your eyes, the story will calm
you down and light you up from the lost
and dull of life.

On a peaceful island, villagers cut down
too many trees, and eventually lost the
mountains that used to shield them
from heavy winds. Every time the giant
horseshoe crab exhaled, the villagers
would get blown away. As a last resort,
the villagers called the Wind Lion Gods
for help. Could peace be restored?

Author: Tze-Wei Yang
Publisher: Tze-Wei Yang
48 pages | 22.6×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-435-136-7
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Good Wheat Brings You
Good Bread

Author: Higo Wu
Illustrator: Kiko Yang
Publisher: Viking International Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 29×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-440-221-2

Author: Ru-Gui Liu
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
44 pages | 21×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-373-0
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Fishing for Squid

Aya's Adventure

A Small Oriole

捉鎖管

阿亞的奇幻歷險

小朱鸝

This book records the method of
fishing squid, the ecology of squid, the
knowledge of the sea with children,
and the exploration of the sea. See
the fisherman’s struggle, but also see
Taiwan’s fishing village culture.

Chyng-Fang Sun and Chih-Sien Chen
have fashioned a dreamlike adventure
out of a small girl's musings, showing
along the way the inner workings of the
imagination and its unique magic. It's
a journey children will want to make
again and again, the kind of journey they
themselves make every day.

A beautiful oriole fled the cage, starting
his journey with three philosophical
questions: “Who am I? Where do I come
from? Where am I going?”

Author: Po-Le Liu
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
44 pages | 26×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-770-6

I Am Cat + I Love Cat
貓畫貓話（套書）
These two lovely and artistry books
combine paintings and poems all about
cats. Michael Leu is a famous author in
Taiwan, yet this unique cat paintings are
more internationally renowned. Pei-Yun
Yu is a well-known children's literature
researcher in Taiwan. In these two
books, she creates particular and cute
poems for each painting.
Author: Pei-Yun Yu
Illustrator: Michael Leu
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
40 pages | 21×29 cm
ISBN: 866-710-650-747-9

Author: Chyng-Feng Sun
Illustrator: Chin-Sien Chen
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
40 pages | 21×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-778-2

Author: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
56 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-776-8

Pace Loves to Jump + Pace
and Froggie

Riding Brontosaurus to
School

步步蛙很愛跳 + 步步和小蛙

騎著恐龍去上學

Pace is a little frog, but he forgets how
to swim after he turns from a tadpole
into a frog. One day, a little green bird
tells Pace that there is a big city at the
lower end of the river. Pace and Froggie
decide to go and find out for themselves.

At Special School, the children never
oversleep or get sick because they
have an amazing school bus: a little
Brontosaurus!

Author: Bei Lynn
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
52, 64 pages | 21×26 cm, 12.5×15.7 cm
ISBN: 866-710-650-570-3

Author: Julia Liu
Illustrator: Bei Lynn
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
36 pages | 24.3×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-370-9
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A Day at the Lighthouse

A Deer of Nine Colors

Yao-Ping Zhou Tells Stories

燈塔的一天

九色鹿

周姚萍講新成語故事 2

This is a wordless story. The author
expresses his long-term observation
of the Keelung Harbor—the ongoing
scenes at the sea wall and the traffic on
the sea—through the daily comings and
goings around a lighthouse.

In the Dunhuang grottos, the story of the
nine-colored deer is preserved in stone
carvings. Traditional stories with classic
and delicate black silhouette style bring
a new vision to the field.

Latest title from awarded children’s
book author, Yao-Ping Zhou. Five
brilliant stories about the things that all
kids should know while growing up, like
caring for others, being brave, and that
perfect grades do not really matter. Each
story comes with interesting quizzes
and fun practices, helping kids develop
the hobby of reading and writing.

Author: Chuan-Zong Lin
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
44 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-934-386-2

Little Hedgehog's Worry
小刺蝟的煩惱
Little hedgehog has spines all over
its body and always hurts others by
accident. With beautiful illustrations
and meaningful text, Little Hedgehog's
Worry presents the world inside the kids’
heart, encourages their imagination
and creative thinking, and also helps
kids to express their feelings and to
communicate with others.
Author: Dottie Guo
Publisher: Wu-Nan Book Inc.
32 pages | 21×29.5 cm
ISBN: 978-957-118-978-9
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Author: Cookie Lin
Illustrator: Chien-Hung Liao
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
48 pages | 21×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-372-3

First Book of Glove
Puppetry
認識布袋戲的第一本書
Glove Puppetry is a type of opera using
cloth puppets, a popular art form in
Taiwan. With abundant images and
illustrations, this title presents the one
and only Glove Puppetry to the world.
Author: Ming-De Ling
Illustrator: Jia-Yan Yu
Publisher: Wu-Nan Book Inc.
198 pages | 20×20 cm
ISBN: 978-957-119-459-2

Author: Yao-Ping Zhou
Illustrator: Yu-Shi Wang
Publisher: Wu-Nan Book Inc.
112 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-119-706-7

20 Frogs in 20 Train Cars
20 節火車找 20 隻青蛙
Reproducing scenes from a classic
carnival in Taiwan, 20 Frogs in 20 Train
Cars capitalizes on the keen observation
of children aged 2 to 4 to help holistically
develop their capabilities.
Author: Mei-Lan Chang
Publisher: Yeren Publishing House
40 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-384-274-3
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Sleeping All Day Long

Cinderella's Tiara

Benjamin

一直一直躺著睡

拉拉的皇冠

小班

This is a story about the illustrator’s
daily life observation, and her dream to
sleep all day long. No matter how old
you are, readers could find the same
feeling in the story, and have a happy
imaginary dream as well.

Cinderella thinks she is the most
beautiful gorilla in the world. One day,
Cinderella receives an invitation from a
beauty contest. In order to win the tiara,
she starts to make a plan.

Benjamin loved staying at home. When
his friends invited him to go out, he
always had good reasons to stay home
and daze. One windy night, Benjamin
heard that his friend Bat Jim was sick.
Even though he barely left his home,
Benjamin decided to visit Jim. He finally
goes out, what will happen?

Author: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
40 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-900-0

The Cat's Car
搭便車
The cat found lots of garbage on the
mountain and made it into a car! When
the cat drives its handmade car, the
animals want to hitch a ride. Should the
cat let them in? Will they discover the
secret of the car?
Author: Ching-Lien Hsiao
Illustrator: Maureen
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
48 pages | 21×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-079-7

Author: WaHa Huang
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
46 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-902-4

Monster News Agency 2:
Sneeze and Itch Splash
妖怪新聞社 2：止不住的哈啾與
癢癢事件

Author: Jo-Shin Lee
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
48 pages | 20×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-901-7

Teacher Zebra's Day
斑馬老師的教師節

The city of monster is suffering from an
unknown disease! Monster Cat feels
that there is something wrong with
the situation. He starts to investigate
immediately! Can he find out the truth?

Teacher Zebra always has different ideas
for Teacher’s Day. Teacher Zebra used
to have the children help design the
teachers’ hairstyles and also make novel
entertaining equipment for teachers.
This year, Teacher Zebra is going to lead
the baby hippos on an adventure!

Author: Yu-Ching Wang
Illustrator: Sixty-Nine
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
200 pages | 17×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-903-1

Author: Wen-Hwa Wang
Illustrator: Tai-Yu Hsu
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
56 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-050-8
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I Want to Eat!
好餓好餓好餓
Meow-Da wakes up and he wants to
have a fat mouse for breakfast, but he
can’t find any mice anywhere! This book
contains some hidden surprises; for
instance, two mice try to help each other
in most of the pictures! And there are
also mice featured in famous paintings!
Author: Szu-Yuan Liu
Illustrator: Nan Jun
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
48 pages | 21×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-051-5

The Little Red Plane's
Holiday
小紅飛機的休假日
It’s a holiday! After finishing the
housework, the Little Red Plane goes
grocery shopping! He goes to Uncle
Vole’s potato field and plays with the
wild cat in a turnip garden, then he flies
to the onion field to visit Aunt Elephant.
Do you know what dish he is going to
make?
Author: Saimiho
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
40 pages | 21×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-055-3

Dear
和你在一起
As Mary wakes up in the morning, she
finds that George was out. She wants to
call him, but George doesn’t notice. As
Mary runs out to catch up on him, she
follows him to the places they used to
go together….
Author: Deer Jan
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
56 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-054-6

Comics & Graphic Novels

The Nutcracker in the
KOKOMU

The Rabbit House on
Children's Day

敲敲木的胡桃鉗國王

兔子家的兒童節

Because of fighting with other toys,
the nutcracker king has been beaten
through the window. He is going to
fall, but some small hands catch him!
Three mouse siblings caught him. The
book combines the traditional Chinese
fairy story and characteristic of the
nutcracker.

Today is Children’s Day, and Little Bunny
wants to go out and have an adventure!
Everybody prepares radish swords and
uses the handkerchief to cover Little
Bunny’s eyes. They are going to have an
imaginary adventure!

Author: Wen-Hwa Wang
Illustrator: Jiu-Zi
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
48 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-056-0
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Author: Wen-Hwa Wang
Illustrator: Jade Huang
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
56 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-059-1

Baker
麵包師之旅
Winner of the 2016 Taiwan Golden
Comic Awards for Best New Artist.
This beautiful story has no words,
and it doesn’t need any. Artist WenSheng Chen allowed the simple seeds
of a childhood daydream to form as
he waited for the bread truck to pass
his house. Then, they sprouted into
a luscious, living work of color and
creativity.
Author: Wen-Sheng Chen
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
152 pages | 19×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-469-7
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Wizard and Brat 1

Please Stay with Me

Sunlight of the Spirit

天才超人頑皮鬼 1

在我身邊好不好 ( 全 )

曙色來臨之際 ( 全 )

Wi z ard and Brat fea t ure s wild ly
imaginative characters and settings
as well as unexpected plot twists,
bringing together sci-fi, fantasy, teenage
romance, action-adventure, and comedy
in a dazzling showcase of Richard
Metson's talent for genre blending. It
makes for an imaginative ride with a
rich aftertaste.

Yu-Li Yuan has always believed that
guys hang out with her only to make
acquaintance with her pretty friends.
One day, a member of the basketball
team, Yueh Cheng confessed his love to
her. Yu-Li Yuan struggled to believe that
someone would genuinely like her but
started growing feelings for him….

As a gem hunter, Juby has traveled
all over the world. One day he came
to a mysterious town. There's a statue
mounted with plenty of gemstones, but
those who desire to get the gems will
definitely be cursed. Juby decides to go
and find out what's going on since he
does not believe such absurdity.

Author: Ebi
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2×17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-450-3

Author: Muyari
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2×17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-622-4

Panda & Polar Bear 2:
Whispers of Love

Why Not?

Author: Richard Metson
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
204 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-479-6

Ocean-Colored Polaris
海色北極星 ( 全 )
One day, Zi-Xuann, who has
encountered setbacks in her life, came
to the beach and intended to end all the
unpleasantness around her. But in the
meantime, she met a mermaid, XiaoHai, who offers help to her, but later
turns out to be...!?
Author: Yu-Shi Wu
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2×17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-624-8

胖打與北七熊日記 2 ──愛的悄
悄話
Panda and Polar Bear is a fuzzy little
comic about this silly bear couple living
in London. Our stories are all inspired by
true events, created by Louise Wei and
Dave Hodgkinson based on their lives,
online since 18th July 2012.
Author: Louise Wei, Dave Hodgkinson
Publisher: Niang (Showwe Information)
108 pages | 19×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-445-214-9

有何不可 03
Jheng-Hsin and Cheng are best friends
who are total opposites. Ni-Ni is
Cheng’s beloved younger sister. Ni-Ni
was accepted to the college and became
Jheng-Hsin’s neighbor. She found out
Jheng-Hsin’s heart-wrenching secret
that made her decide to watch over him.
Author: Cory
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
184 pages | 11.4×17.6 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-611-9
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Book Prize Winners
The books in the section are
the winners of Taiwan’s most
iconic book prizes, including
the Golden Tripod Awards,
Golden Comic Awards, Golden
Butterfly Awards, and TIBE
Book Prize. These books are
introduced in the order of
fiction, non-fiction, children’s
& picture books, and comics
and graphic novels.

The Contents of the Times
文藝春秋
The Contents of the Times contains
the portraits of Taiwanese creators in
literature, movie, music and comics.
The stories are separate but echo the
Geistesgeschichte of Taiwan during 100
years.
Author: Chong-Kai Huang
Publisher: Acropolis
336 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-948-021-5

Hujan
雨
This book includes topics like mourning
of youth, the death of a young child, the
absent father, the madness of human
nature, ageing, and death. The author
keeps digging deeper and deeper
into details, and often gives stories a
terrifying twist ending.
Author: Kim-Chew Ng
Publisher: Aquarius Publishing
272 pages | 14.8×20.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-406-055-9
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When I Attended to Her
Grandfather's Memorial
Service

L’abécédaire de la
Littérature: A-F
字母會 A-F
From A to Z, L’abécédaire de la Littérature
is a series of short fiction written by
six novelists. The director is Professor
Kai-Lin Yang. He selected 26 words to
represent the most meaningful queries
in literature and culture. The writers
answer back with their short fiction.
Author: Kai-Lin Yang, Chong-Kai Huang,
Shu-Wen Hu, Yi-Chin Lo, Wei-Ger Tong,
Xue Chen, Chung-Hsien Yan, Yi-Fan Pan,
Kim-Chew Ng
Publisher: Acropolis
1008 pages | 12.8×19 cm
ISBN: 866-710-650-688-5

The Worker
做工的人

Winner of the 2015 Shih-Chiu Liang
Literature Award, this is a story about
how a lesbian struggles with depression
in a society that has not yet fully
accepted homosexuality.

In Taiwan, “the workers” refers to those
works in construction sites. This book is
about the unfair treatment suffered by
construction workers every day. Through
The Workers, the author retrieves the
authenticity of existence for all people
who work hard.

Author: Zoya Liau
Publisher: Aquarius Publishing
240 pages | 14.8×20.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-406-086-3

Author: Ya-Ching Lin
Publisher: Aquarius Publishing
288 pages | 14.8×20.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-406-076-4

當我參加她外公的追思禮拜

Recommended Titles

Slowly Shadow

A Place Beneath the Sea

There Is No Light Here

緩慢的影子

比海還深的地方

這裡沒有光

The whole book is black and shiny, like
a powered-off mobile device that can
be read offline. The sides are covered
with black ink, as if it is a black box full
of memories. The text is like a shadow;
under the gaze of the reader, poetry can
be shaped.

A Place Beneath the Sea is Song's fourth
published poetry collection. It includes
67 poems written by the poet between
2015 and 2017.

The debut book of Drechi, who posts
poems and lyrics on social medias, such
as Instagram and Facebook. She has
suffered from panic disorder for years.
By writing down all her feelings then
sharing them on the internet, she learns
to be a stronger and happier woman.

Author: Chao-Yuan Chen
Publisher: Chao-Yuan Chen
160 pages | 11×17.3 cm
ISBN: 978-957-434-052-1

Author: Shang-Wei Song
Publisher: Chi Ming Publishing Company
200 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-933-834-9

Author: Drechi
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
160 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-835-1

Animals

Light Up the World by Heart

Still Life

動物們

用心點亮世界

生之靜物

In Animal Farm, each animal represents
a type of human nature; but in this book,
human transform into animals, showing
that the wild nature is deeply-embedded
in mankind.

A series on inventors’ biographies which
reflect design thinking. 8 true stories
about the visually impaired who change
the world.

Still Life is a work of monologue as
broken dialogue. Every chapter features
the utterance of a different character,
often speaking in the confessional or
accusatory second person as well as in
the first. But do these soliloquies ever
connect to their intended recipients, or
are they spoken into the ever-present
void between individual spirits?

Author: Qing-Chun Fang
Publisher: Chiu Ko Publishing Co., Ltd.
224 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-450-129-8

Author: Wen-Lian Chang
Illustrator: Ning-I Yan
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
192 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-331-9

Author: Tsung-Wei Wang
Publisher: Ecus Publishing House
268 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-359-317-1
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Words and the Hidden
Vowels
陰刻
Continuing precise, harmonious and
methodic styles of the previous work,
Words and the Hidden Vowels embodies
48 brand-new poems, which construct a
damaged civilization.
Author: Pogela (Sheng Nan Wang)
Publisher: Ecus Publishing House
192 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-359-374-4

Bloods and Tears of Fishing
血淚漁場
Starting with the appalling death
of a fisherman, reports reveal the
embarrassing truth of Taiwan's fisheries
by peeling off the wrap of glossy
statistics. Although Taiwan's fisheries
seems to be at a standstill and lose
out in the future, this book arouses
the public attention and alertness of
practitioners.
Author: Sherry Lee, Yu-En Lin, I-Ting
Chiang, Han-Wen Cheng
Publisher: Flâneur Culture Lab
196 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-123-456-7
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My Mother's Parasites
我媽媽的寄生蟲
As a daughter of a parasitologist, the
author of My Mother’s Parasites is all
about parasites, recollecting the scars
of her life in alienated and humorous
attitudes.

Formosan Things: Seasons
of Fruit & Vegetable
蔬果歲時記
A prose collection focusing on sixty
types of fruit and vegetables in Taiwan,
written by the well-known Taiwanese
food writer, Tong Jiao.

Author: Wei-Yun Lin
Publisher: Ecus Publishing House
264 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-359-206-8

Author: Tong Jiao
Publisher: Fish & Fish Co., Ltd.
400 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-581-382-6

Magical Voyages Beneath
the Stars: Lizard Girl &
Alpaca Boy

Home-Based Medical CareFrom Cure to Care

星空下的奇幻旅程：蜥蜴女孩 &
羊駝男孩
A forest in great danger brings Lizard
girl and Alpaca boy together. Though
coming from different worlds, they
break all barriers and developed a deep
friendship and universal love.
Author: Man-Chiu Lin
Illustrator: Ming-Hung Hsu
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
280 pages | 14.8×20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-320-972-0

在宅醫療從 Cure 到 Care
Dr. Yu uses a storytelling method to
write about reality in the community.
T h i s b o o k i s a n i n t ro d u c t i o n i n
understanding how to promote homebased medical care in Taiwan and in
Japan.
Author: Shang-Ru Yu
Publisher: Global Views-Commonwealth
Publishing Group
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-172-9

Recommended Titles

Fang Si-Chi's First Love
Paradise
房思琪的初戀樂園
This is an astonishing and unique novel.
The author possesses a highly-honed
sensitivity and is simultaneously a
witness at close range, thus preserving
the whole affair like a “specimen of
survival.” From a perspective that
closely follows the victim, the story
unflinchingly and repeatedly examines
the pain of having something precious
taken away from you by someone who
takes such pleasure in the predation.

First Person

Hua Dong Fu Hao

第一人稱

花東婦好

The photobook First Person contains
301 lines of verse and more than 400
images, every page's layout arranged
as a movie still. The whole book is
designed as a black box which refers to
a movie theatre, the right side painted in
red symbolizes the red curtain backdrop
in the hall of the cinema.

Composed over a span of more than
a decade, this is a book wrought with
spellbinding sorcery that transcends the
realms of spirit and time. Connecting
the ancient past with the present age
while piecing together obscure oracle
and incantations, this story closes up
the rifts in reality with incandescent
inspiration.

Author: Hsia Yu
Publisher: Hsia Yu
520 pages | 14×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-433-681-4

Author: Yi-Han Lin
Publisher: Guerrilla Publishing Co., Ltd.
256 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-923-647-8

Waiting for the Moon

A Larva of Qing Fu

待月記

青蚨子

This publication contains three literary
works. The first is The Journey of Going
Against the Stream, which won the first
prize of the first TSMC Literature Award.
The second, Volcano, is a short play
about an end of the world prophecy. The
third, Waiting for the Moon, depicts the
conflict between nature and the human
soul in a mountain accident.

The author describes his hometown by
taking opinions from children and adults
to examine a world that seems to be
solid, but is in fact skewed and diverse.
He reconstructs a village that is full of
magical tales and local gossip.

Author: Dan-Chiu Liu
Publisher: INK Publishing
416 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-138-5

Author: Ming-Wei Lien
Publisher: INK Publishing
656 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-125-5

Author: Fe-Lin Jhou
Publisher: INK Publishing
424 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-190-3

I Sprinkle the Moonlight for
You
我為你灑下月光──獻給被愛神
附身的人
The highest form of tribute to classical
Chinese literature. A heartfelt thanks
to the mystic power that makes lyrical
language possible. And best regards to
the chance happenings that lead to the
writing of notes and letters.
Author: Chen Chien
Publisher: INK Publishing
504 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-233-7
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Death of a Young Artist

Waves

Bloom

文青之死

浪濤

花開時節

The comfort from those in deepest pain
is usually the most tender. A collection
of short stories spanning 10 years in
the creative arc of Hsiang-Yin Lai, this
book distills the freedom of eternal
florescence traveling through magical
time.

This novel offers a brand new
perspective on the Mudan Incident
( k n ow n i n J a p a n a s t h e Ta i w a n
Expedition), an unprecedented take on
Taiwanese literary history.

For the first time ever, time traveling
back to 1930 has been written about in a
Taiwanese novel. On the topic of Taiwan
under Japanese rule, readers might
intuitively wonder about the uncertainty
of Taiwanese citizens’ national identity.
In this novel, we can see a teenage girl’s
passion and emotions in daily life.

Author: Hsiang-Yin Lai
Publisher: INK Publishing
264 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-084-5

Author: Shuang-Zi Yang
Publisher: Kiwi Cultural and Creative Co.,
Ltd.
352 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-953-871-8

Floating

A Queer Invention in Taiwan

My Little Village

浮水錄

同志文學史

小村物語

Floating describes the life of Taiwanese
people in the 1960s. It’s also a comingof-age novel about grief and joy.

A Queer Invention in Taiwan: A History of
Tongzhi Literature explores the queer/
gay literature of Taiwan from the 1950s
to the 2010s. It covers a variety of queer
literature, such as novels, novellas,
essays, poems and drama.

She used to be a brilliant and confident
professional in the media industry. But
in the year of a mythological apocalypse,
her husband's illness forces them to
move to a farming village. Poetic and
insightful, she writes of life in the village,
including the trials and rewards, and the
transformation of her heart and soul.

Author: Chin-Lien Lee
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
336 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-698-0
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Author: Badi
Publisher: INK Publishing
328 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-191-0

Author: Ta-Wei Chi
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
520 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-875-5

Author: Rei-Hong Hsia
Photographer: Sen-Wang Chiu
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
240 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-693-5

Recommended Titles

Formosa Heat
猛暑
Formosa Heat sees the inevitable
downfall of the contemporary Taiwan
political scene. With intricately ornate
language, the book adds a new chapter
in the writing on the rise and fall of
“local” islanders.
Author: Chun-Ying Lin
Publisher: Rye Field Publications
304 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-344-474-9

Decoding Taiwan's Early
History, 1550-1720
解碼臺灣史 1550-1720
Based on the firsthand documents of
Taiwan’s early history (1550-1720), the
authors sorted out 51 topics and offered
more than 200 images to take the
readers back to the historical moments
that constructed the diversity and
subjectivity of Taiwan’s early era.

The Good Old Groceries
老雜時代
Traditional grocery stores are declining.
The authors interviewed 32 stores that
still run business and photographed
each owner whose faces are full of
stories. What they have been through
reflected the light and shadow of the
time.

Author: Jia-Yin Weng, Yan Huang
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
320 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-328-033-0

Author: Hsin-Yi Lin
Photographer: Guo-Xiang Zeng
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
320 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 978-957-328-036-1

The Road to Innocence

Between Tectonic Plates

1.368 坪的等待

億萬年尺度的臺灣

Yu-Li Lin is a correspondent in Germany.
He tried to depict the story of Germany,
considering its courage and struggles of
facing the history and difficulties.

Tzu-Chiang Hsu’s case might be
the most famous case of wrongful
convictions. This book is the story about
how he and his family suffered on the
road to innocence.

Author: Yu-Li Lin
Publisher: Acropolis
304 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-935-186-7

Author: Hao-Chung Li
Publisher: Acropolis
384 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-935-185-0

Six million years ago, a collision of two
plates created an ancient island, the
predecessor of today's Taiwan. Based
on scientific knowledge of geology and
its interaction with people communities
and natural environment, this book
allows people to use a new vision to
‘understand’ Taiwan, the land and
people, and its position in the world.

Die Macht in der Mitte
Europas
歐洲的心臟

Author: S.F. Lin, S.T. Chen, J.H. Chen, Y.Y.
Chiou, R.L. Chuang, F. Wang, S.Y. Lei
Photographers: C.T. Xu, S.T. Huang
Publisher: Acropolis
368 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-953-344-7
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Heart Mandala

A Reporter like Me

Picture Books Come Alive

袒露的心

像我這樣的一個記者

繪本動起來

For the first time, the novelist exposes
the mystery of her own life experiences,
and creates a new standard in family
memoirs with a painstakingly logical
writing technique. Through words,
she reconciled with her parents and
recovered from the suffering during her
youth.

As the former reporter of the Next
Magazine, Hui-Chen Fang is also a
renowned prose writer. This book is
different from her other literary works,
collecting all the great interview stories
she wrote for the Next Weekly Magazine.
It fully presents the writer’s sharp
observation, and her pursuit of social
justice as an intellectual.

Picture books come alive! Ms. Wang
tells us how to read book and create
picture books with children.

Author: Ping Lu
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
256 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-952-5

Author: Hui-Chen Fang
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
440 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-862-7

As a Vessel

The Dark Side of the Moon

Design by Zhi-Hong Wang

以我為器

當代寂寞考

王志弘作品選 2001-2016

As a Vessel compares a woman’s body
to a vessel, examining psychosomatic
changes of her each life phase with
precise and exquisite wording, as well as
thoroughly depicting the limit of physical
pains and joys of life.

Focusing on “loneliness,” The Dark
Side of the Moon analyzes the modern
people’s civilized illness through 37
films.

Since the turn of the New Millennium,
graphic design has undergone major
changes in Taiwan. I very much hope
that this comprehensive and detailed
record of the period proves informative
and instructive for those seeking to
better understand the increasingly
popular field of book cover design in
Taiwan.

Author: Hsin-Lun Li
Publisher: Ecus Publishing House
264 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-359-434-5
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Author: Shu-Fan Wang
Illustrator: Yi-Jin Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
224 pages | 17×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-950-845- 2

Author: Hsin Ma
Publisher: Ecus Publishing House
336 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-359-227-3

Author: Zhi-Hong Wang
Publisher: Faces Publications, a division
of Cité Publishing Ltd.
504 pages | 17×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-235-533-6
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Life Stories of the
Homeless in Taiwan
無家者
The book documents the chronicles
of ten Taiwanese homeless people
of various backgrounds, including
former military soldiers, businessmen,
blue collar workers, convicts, gang
members, and disabled people. Each
story brings to life their journey from
“home” to “homeless.” It also contains
the experiences and observation of five
social care workers.

Accidental Forefather

Uncovering GMOs

意外的國父

基改追追追

After 1972, in the progress of shaping
the modern Taiwan, Chiang Kai-shek,
Chiang Ching-Kuo and Lee Teng-Hui
were playing the role of founding fathers
for this island country unconsciously.

Uncover the truth about the genetically
modified ingredients on the food label
and learn to avoid eating or using it.
Also explore the negative impact of
genetically modified crops on the global
ecological environment and the social
economy.

Author: Hao Wang
Publisher: Gusa Publishing
336 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-948-650-7

Author: Win-Shine Lee
Publisher: Guerrilla Publishing Co., Ltd.
288 pages | 17×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-923-646-1

Thinking as a Way of Life
思想是生活的一種方式
If we would like to know how thought
is actually formed within history, we
must pay attention to “the life aspect
of thought” and “the thought aspect of
life,” such as “thought as a way of life”
and “life as a way of thought.” These two
aspects are intertwined and inseparable.
Author: Fan-Sen Wang
Publisher: Linking Publishing Co., Ltd.
408 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-984-4

The Illustrated Classic of
Mountains and Seas
山海經圖鑑
The Classic of Mountains and
Seas was China's first account of
human geography, as well as a rich
compendium of ancient mythology. This
book includes images preserved in the
National Central Library, offering highly
detailed depictions of mythological
characters and landscapes, and guiding
younger generations to appreciate the
aesthetics and imagination of these
ancient myths.
Author: National Central Library
(Collection), Fong-Mao Lee (Revise),
Ching-Yao Ho (Introduction), Kuan-Te Wu
(Painting)
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
320 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-817-5

Author: Ju-Wei Chen, Chia-Lin Huang
Publisher: Happiness Cultural, a Division
of Walkers Cultural Enterprise Ltd.
320 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-932-846-3

Tiny Dust, Illuminated
光照微塵
Stanley Fung was born in Hong Kong in
1961. The portraits in this book are from
his most acclaimed series: Dust Icons.
These portraits go beyond objective
depiction, and may be seen as “poetic
portraits of the soul” (words by the
famous Taiwanese photographer I-Jong
Juan).
Author: Stanley Fung
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
288 pages | 16×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-708-6
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Flipping Craft Design

Neo-TaiKe

Formosa Industrial Art

翻轉工藝設計的 24 個故事

設計嘴泡 新台客：台灣當代設
計風格對話

臺灣工藝

A text that introduces 24 young talents
in Taiwan and their stories of sailing
dreams.
Author: NDD Design Tainan Co., Ltd.
Publisher: National Taiwan Craft
Research And Development Institute
248 pages | 23×17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-050-725-6

In Neo-TaiKe: Conversations Between
Contemporary Taiwanese Artists/
D e s i g n e r s , d e s i g n e r Tz u - C h i n g
Huang tries to capture the essence of
contemporary Taiwanese design through
conversations with several Taiwanese
designers and artists. They have devoted
in different artistic fields: graphic design,
illustrations, photography, installation
art and book design, and have their own
perspectives towards designing.

Shui-Long Yan (1903-1997) was called
“The Father of Taiwan’s Industrial
Art.” Formosa Industrial Art was
Taiwan’s very first book on industrial
art. First published in 1952 and still a
paradigmatic work nowadays.
Author: Shui-Long Yan
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
256 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-050-845-1

Author: Tzu-Ching Huang
Publisher: Ohreading Press /
eCrowdmedia Inc.
336 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-900-4

A Tooth Fallen from the
Universe

Legend of Faith 1

The Brave Little Train

詩魂 ( 仙靈傳奇 1)

勇敢小火車

One spring night in 1986, under the dark
blue sky dome a child saw the Harley
comet and held a wish to see it again.
Now the wish grew to be a beautiful blue
story book. This is a long appointment
between men and the comet, or the
star, which gathered all the precious
memories.

Zong-Yuan Liu, a fifteen-year-old boy,
happened to have the exact same name
as the famous poet in the ancient Tang
dynasty. On the day he accidentally
recited the poem "River-Snow," he was
brought into a fantasy land in the poem.
He had to help find out "the soul of
poem" in order to save the world in the
poem!

Carl is the little cargo train of the Gugu town. One day he was given a special
mission by a mysterious client. He'll
have to take the mission and go on the
trip alone. There are gloomy forests and
dark tunnels along the way, can Carl
finish the special task? Being brave is to
move on with your fear!

Author: I-Chen Kuo
Illustrator: Bei Lynn
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
48 pages | 23×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-922-595-3

Author: Yu-Ju Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
384 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-931-924-9

宇宙掉了一顆牙
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Author: Lai Ma
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
48 pages | 25×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-931-926-3

Recommended Titles

The Taste of Cherry
Tomatoes
小番茄的滋味
The beautiful, red tomato is even more
delicious and precious because of the
story of a prodigal son’s return, and is
witness to the power of the land.

Calder the Artist

The Animals and I

藝術家阿德

動物和我

Writer Chen-Kuo Liu humorously
depicts a small spider named Calder,
full of passion and talent. Determined to
do what he loves, he goes all out, and is
finally recognized for all that he does.

This is an anthology of poems about
animals written especially for young
readers, with illustrations using
minimalist art and pure perspectives
depicting animals, leading children
toward literature and aesthetics starting
at a young age.

Author: Ching-Yen Liu
Illustrator: Yi-Chen Chung
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
44 pages | 25×21.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-091-3

Author: Chen-Kuo Liu
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
36 pages | 21×26.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-325-9

The Little Black Dots on the
Fence

Grandma Lin's Peach Tree

圍籬上的小黑點
Ants which you can see on the walls
of schools are the main character.
Ant ecology is detailed and beautifully
illustrated in this book. We hope that
after young readers read this book, they
can fall in love with the nature.
Author: Ling-Hsuan Wang
Illustrator: Han-Yau Huang
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
44 pages | 25.5×23.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-320-758-0

林桃奶奶的桃子樹
This book is a tribute to nature and life
by Golden Tripod Winner Chen-Kuo
Liu. With vivid imagination, the author
depicts Grandma Tao Lin’s peach tree,
and brings out the story of a modern
“Promised Land.”
Author: Chen-Kuo Liu
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
40 pages | 20×27.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-034-0

Author: Liang Lin
Illustrator: Zao Bi
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
44 pages | 23.5×23.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-090-6

Above the Ground, Under
the Ground
地面地下：四季昆蟲微觀圖記
This picture book illustrates a rhinoceros
beetle's observation of the ecological
world, which includes hundreds of
other creatures and their life spans. The
author urges readers to think about the
correlation between longevity and the
meaning of life.
Author: Cheng-Tsung Chiu
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
50 pages | 21.5×29.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-627-2
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Adventure at Night

Puppy

探黑

小白

Joseph is an explorer who likes to
observe animals at night.One day, he
heads out with everything he needs
and a torch for an adventure in the
dark. He dives into the deep sea, goes
underground, and explores an ice field.
He even ventures into a pitch-dark
cave to explore the world. However, he
couldn’t find anything, until his torch
broke down at the end of the trip….

A n o l d m a n d re a m e d a b o u t h i s
childhood in which he was having a good
time with his puppy until the puppy was
hit by a truck and died. After he woke up
in tears, he went to the park and met a
new friend there who lighted up his life.

Author: Shu-Ti Liao
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
30 pages | 13.5×30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-602-9

Look at You! What a Mess
You Made!

The Squirrel and the
Banyan Tree

你看看你，把這裡弄得這麼亂！

小松鼠與老榕樹

With a unique illustration style and funny
repetitions, this book is a modern fable
that's full of humor and special meaning
which inspires young readers to think
about how to care for the environment.

A lonely albino squirrel finds refuge in
the branches of an old, wise banyan
tree. The young squirrel asks the tree
questions about love and attachment.

Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a division of
Cité Publishing Ltd.
40 pages | 21.6×27 cm
ISBN: 978-986-573-031-4
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Author: Nai-Wen Kuo
Illustrator: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
48 pages | 28.5×20.4 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-554-7

Author: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
56 pages | 19×29 cm
ISBN: 978-957-106-515-1

Who Is Attending the Tea
Party?
誰要來喝下午茶？
Peggy collected leaves, sticks, nuts,
flowers and rocks to make desserts for
imaginary tea party at the park. Many
guests attended. There were two piglets,
a butterfly, a bird, a squirrel, and a car.
Even wind and rain joined them. After
the sun reappeared, Peggy thanked
everyone and waved goodbye.
Author: Man-Ling Yeh
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 26.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-555-4

The Hero's Cup
杯杯英雄
In the Land of Cups, there was a legend
that whoever climbs up to the top of the
column in the city square would become
the hero of all cups. Every day, cups
of all shapes and sizes rise up to the
challenge and fail. Still there is no sign
of the hero….
Author: Chao-Lun Tsai
Publisher: Taosheng Publishing House of
Taiwan Lutheran Church
40 pages | 25×27 cm
ISBN: 978-986-400-106-4
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Tiny's Big Adventure
小小的大冒險
Grandma is taking a nap, and Tiny feels
horribly bored. So Tiny is setting out
for some fun on her own. She takes
her small cutlery set with her, mounts
on her bike, and turns into a dashing
explorer just like that. A great adventure
is about to begin.
Author: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /Pace
Books
48 pages | 21.5×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-934-385-5

Taiwan's Wild Forest
臺灣山林野趣
Ta i w a n , o u r b e a u t i f u l i s l a n d o f
whirlpools, carries a variety of unique
lives. The author visited countless
mountains, lakes, and forests numerous
t i m e s . T h ro u g h o u t h i s j o u r n ey ,
observations and experience, readers
will realize the beauty of our hometown!
Author: Po-Le Liu
Publisher: Youth Culture Enterprise Co.,
Ltd.
168 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-449-058-5

Do You Hear the Humpback
Whale Singing?

Aspeen and the Emperor's
New Clothes

有誰聽到座頭鯨在唱歌

亞斯的國王新衣

Professor Wen-Lian Chang from National
Taiwan University has received three
Golden Tripod Awards. This book is
his latest creation on popular science,
and the only marine education book for
teenagers discussing important issues
that can become teaching materials.
The author has put a lot of effort into
this book by collecting information from
different places around the world.

Aspeen was considered as a
troublemaker. He makes the king a
mock by yelling out the truth that the
King wears nothing at all. Infusing the
tradition fairy tale in the story elicits
the characters of kids with Asperger’s
syndrome.

Author: Wen-Lian Chang
Illustrator: Chao-Lun Tsai
Publisher: WordField Publishing Ltd.
176 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-936-933-6

Author: Ching-Yen Liu, I-Tsun Chiang
Illustrator: Jiu-Zi
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/Papa
Publishing House
48 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-903-340-4

The Spark of Comics and
Literature

The Clouded Leopard on
the Roof

漫畫與文學的火花

雲豹的屋頂

Literature is an independent creation.
Comic is also an independent creation.
Is it a different form of creation when
the imagination of "manga in literature"
or "literature in comics" is thrown
out? What kind of chemical changes
will happen when comics meet with
literature and even start a dialogue?

The giraffe got a letter from his friend
the clouded leopard who lives on the
urban roof of a tropical island. The
curious giraffe misses his friend so he
sets out to the city where the clouded
leopard lives. But every roof looks the
same, where shall he go?

Author: Hong-Ji Liao, Rong-Zhe Xu, YaoSheng Chang et al.
Illustrator: Hambuck, Tpcat, Xuelin
Publisher: Youth Culture Enterprise Co.,
Ltd.
192 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-449-029-5

Author: Chun-Zi Wang
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
58 pages | 29×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-327-882-5
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Guardian of the Underworld
無常鬼
Based on folklore originating from
Taiwan’s diverse ethnicities and
cultures, this book reinterprets wellknown stories and pieces them into a
mosaic of strange creatures and even
stranger tales.
Author: Nofi
Publisher: Animen Digital Technology Co.,
Ltd.
206 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-939-567-0

Big City Little Things 3
大城小事 3
In the vibrant city, everyone has his/her
own story. These love stories that occur
in various localities of the city may be the
common experience of life we all share.
This book about love, family, friendship,
will lead the readers to explore the most
sincere feelings deep inside your heart.
Author: HOM
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
192 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-605-0
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Meerkat Ojisan's Office
Battle
低調赤裸！狐 大叔之職場亂鬥
Meerkat Ojisan is a comic about otaku,
which was serialized on the internet at
first. The main topic focuses on how a
group of salarymen getting promotion
via devious way. The characters in the
comic are just like us in reality, full of
conflicts between outside and inside of
mind.
Author: Li-Jan Chang
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
168 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-713-2

Laimo: The King of Nothing
5th Anniversary
來貘新定義
Laimo : The King Of Nothing 5th
Anniversary, created by one of the most
successful Taiwanese comics creator
and artist Cherng, is not just any comic
book, it also tells the stories behind all
the works of Cherng that one may want
to know!
Author: Cherng
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
400 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-009-5

What Is Love?
什麼叫做 愛
Byebyechuchu turns himself into
preacher for love, citing the most
classic quotations about relationship to
enlighten all the worldly people trapped
in love as to how to break free, and
taking an approach to viewing love from
a humorous perspective.
Author: Byebyechuchu
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
176 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-712-5

Swordsman Cat 2 & 3
貓劍客 卷二、卷三
Four hundred legendary monsters from
ancient times still roam the world today,
sealed in jewels inside the Demon
Tower. An accident sets them free, and
they spring out into the human world to
create chaos.
Author: Yu-Tung Yeh
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
192, 178 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-946-4, 978-957-137101-6

Recommended Titles

Alien Stickers
異形貼紙
A meteorite exploded in the air. Tu-ta
picked up the sky phone and got the
Alien Sticker power. Then, he became a
huge alien Blazing Star Dragon! Soon
after, he reverted back to his regular
form. Tu-ta saw some news reports
about a burglary and noticed the
suspect was an alien. In order to protect
everyone, Tu-ta once again became the
Blazing Star Dragon to fight the alien.
Author: Hsein-Tsung Chou
Publisher: Ching Win Publishing Group
160 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 471-801-601-394-0

Loser Girl and the
Unbelievable Spirit Mask
Adventure
魯蛇少女的不思議神顏大冒險
Li Fei-na is just an 18-year-old girl who
found a strange bunny mask in the attic,
which she can’t decide if it’s worth any
money, so she decides to sell it on the
internet. Thus begins the incredibly
fantastic adventure of human future.
Author: Hsein-Tsung Chou
Publisher: Ching Win Publishing Group
160 pages | 12.8×18.3 cm
ISBN: 471-801-602-877-7

Gregor Johann Mendel

Maria Skłodowska-Curie

超科少年 5：孟德爾

超科少年 6：居禮夫人

The books of this series are double
covers. From the left side, there is a
story of the scientist comics, and other
side is for knowledge. This series
is the best science bridge books for
children. They will learn not only about
the scientists’ lives but also their
achievements.

The books of this series are double
covers. From the left side, there is a
story of the scientist comics, and other
side is for knowledge. This series
is the best science bridge books for
children. They will learn not only about
the scientists’ lives but also their
achievements.

Author: Science Comic Editors
Illustrator: iimAn & PONJEA (Friendly
Land)
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
192 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-942-155-3

Author: Science Comic Editors
Illustrator: iimAn & PONJEA (Friendly
Land)
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
200 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-942-156-0

In Search of the Noise
Maker
尋找海洋怪聲
Detective Duckbill comes to solve
mysterious cases again! This time he
is after animal suspects that make
noise to catch their prey, such as using
echolocation. Let's follow detective
Duckbill and see who we will find!
Author: Ami Hu
Illustrator: Yung-Chen Peng
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd
132 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-926-144-9

Small Town, Southern Time:
Zuoying & Ceský Krumlov
南方小鎮時光：左營‧庫倫洛
夫
Born in southern Taiwan, 61Chi
gradually lost her precious childhood
memories after she moved to Taipei
at 18 to study and work. Ten years
later, when residing in the small town
of Ceský Krumlov in southern Czech
Republic, she found them back, piece by
piece, moment by moment.
Author: 61Chi
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
156 pages | 25×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-466-6
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The Little Drifter

When We Are All Together

流浪小孩

當我們同在一起

Crystal Kung looks at all the cities and
places she has visited from a young
person’s perspective, where foreigners
come and go (or revisit years later)
for different reasons. The child that
repeatedly appears in the six stories
seems to remind those who left off all
the things they once owned, yet never
lost.

Black Humor! Funny! Sexy! 300 comics
about gay life.
Author: Sunny Face
Publisher: Danshiseihonsho Co., Ltd.
164 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-461-2

天黑請閉眼
Without the beginning, the mayhem in
the present day wouldn’t exist. A tenyear-old practical joke inadvertently
kicks off an unfinished killing game that
is only just starting 10 years later….
Author: Ejan
Publisher: Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
250 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-180-4
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大唐玄筆錄 第一集
Strange creatures leap out of ink and
paper and roam the earth at night.
But no worries! Leave the wicked and
wretched monsters to the dynamic
duo of master painter Wu Daozi and
Buddhist monk Jianzhen.
Author: Lian Ren
Publisher: Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
184 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-163-7

Author: Crystal Kung
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
172 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-459-8

Close Your Eyes Before It's
Dark

Mysterious Record of the
Tang Dynasty Vol.1

The Actor Vol.1
魔幻時刻－ THE ACTOR 第一集
The trials and tribulations of the
students at the performance school—
Q place. The story is based on the true
experiences of young actors.
Author: HOM
Publisher: Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-177-4

The Apocalypse of Darkness
Warfare
冥戰錄∼天妃現世∼上卷
The Apocalypse of Darkness Warfare
uses Taiwan’s 9/21 earthquake as
its setting. Moreover, the Taiwanese
traditional goddess Mazu also makes an
appearance!
Author: Zong-Cheng Wei
Publisher: Future-Digi Co., Ltd.
168 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 471-256-860-213-3

Recommended Titles

1661 Koxinga Z
1661 國姓來襲

The Lord of Master-Li Bai
Vol.4

Math Detective 3

大仙術士 李白（4）

數學小偵探 3 ──黑心老闆的詭
計

This story is set in ancient China. Li
Bai is a young man who is talented at
magic and becomes a master at age 15.
Now he’s going to show his outstanding
magic ability to the world. Recipient
of the 6th and 7th GCA (Golden Comic
Awards).

Learn math through reading comics!
The evil army headed by Dr. Bad loves
using math to hoodwink others and
commit crimes. What difficult problems
have they conceived this time to baffle
the silly police chief and knowledgeable
Dr. How?

Author: Ming-Hsuan Yeh
Publisher: Kadokawa Taiwan Corporation
176 pages | 12.7×18 cm
ISBN: 978-986-473-415-3

Author: Xiao-Lan Shi, Jia-Hui Yang
Illustrator: Jun-Liang Liu
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
104 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-151-897-8

Ordinary Days in Taipei

Love and War

台北小日子

戀愛心理攻防戰

Meow! How I Turned into a
Cat Slave

It's about daily life and special experience
in Taipei, including the opinions from the
main character, whose home town is in
southern Taiwan, Kaohsiung city, which
is very different from the capital Taipei.

Zai-Xi Jian is androphobic. Gu-Yang
Zhou from the class next door is a guy
with a feminine vibe who enjoys using
cute stationery. When Zai-Xi realizes
that Gu-Yang's presence doesn't scare
her off, she decides to ask for his help
curing her androphobia….

By the late seventeenth century, the
East India Company has reached a
monopolizing hand around half the
globe, and left bloody fingerprints
wherever it met resistance. Yet in 1661, a
force comes south to the paradise island
of Formosa (the Dutch name for Taiwan)
that faces the Dutch imperialists, and
drives them away forever.
Author: Lung-Chieh Li
Publisher: Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.
304 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-281-7

Author: 61Chi
Publisher: 61Chi
32 pages | 18.2×25.7 cm

Author: Bai Li Shi
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
168 pages | 12.5×18 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-704-8

喵的！我就是這樣變貓奴的
There is a cat lover inside of every cat
owner! Little Cat Flying, who is a popular
chart article writer in Taiwan, created
this book from her own experiences
with her cats in daily life. Humorous and
adorable illustrations show what it's
like to live with cats, including cat habits
and the problems every new cat owner
faces.
Author: Little Cat Flying
Publisher: Sharp Point Publishing
224 pages | 14.5×22 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-699-7
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Treasure & Paradise

The Monster of Memory

Pico the Witch Vol. 5

樂園的寶藏 6

記憶的怪物 (1)

執業魔女 PicoPico 5

Xiaole promised to look for treasure
in paradise because of her happiness
in childhood. Grandma has made a
testament that anyone who finds the
seven buried treasures can become the
owner of her paradise. Who will be the
first to find the treasures—Xiaole or her
grandma’s adopted sons?

One day, Qian Cheng fell from a
platform carelessly in an accident that
totally changed his life. He longed to see
his deceased brother, Qian Qing, so Qian
Cheng applied to a special institution
for an intellectual creature, RE614. This
creature looked exactly like Qian Qing….
The story between Qian Cheng and
RE614 begins.

A series of extraordinarily bizarre
adventures spiced with the romantic
tug-of-war between an angel and a
witch. The mysterious messenger who
comes visiting, however, sounds off
the horn of judgment and ushers in the
biggest crisis of their career. This book
also includes a special spin-off titled
“Black and White.”

Author: MAE
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-470-528-3

Author: Zhi-Yi + ZEI
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-470-969-4

Pico the Witch Vol.6

The Hidden Level Vol. 1-3

The Hidden Level Vol. 4-6

執業魔女 PicoPico 6

隱藏關卡 THL 1-3 集

隱藏關卡 THL 4-6 集

Uncovering Lost Episodes of the Past
Pico is not quite herself after a major
setback. Still, a chance encounter
brings her face-to-face with strange
repercussions and new mysteries.

My family, my classmates, and strangers
on the road-everything before my eyes
is exactly the same as in the real world.
My name is Lu and I am trapped in a
game called “Real.” I hope I can get out
of this game alive!

Xiao Lu and the company launch an
all-out war with opposing players, and
they manage the turn the tables with
the timely assistance of the famed “very
first player” Jian-Shi. At the final climax
of the battle, all who are involved in the
game are thrown into a nightmare, and
the players’ pasts are catching up with
them.

Author: WE WE
Publisher: Sharp Point Publishing
192 pages | 11.4×17.6 cm
ISBN: 978-957-106-380-5

Author: Zhi-Yi + ZEI
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-486-928-2
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Author: Chang-Sheng
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-109-740-4

Author: Chang-Sheng
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-482-959-0

Recommended Titles

Sleeping Beauty

Princess Chef Vol. 6&7

夢郎君 ( 全 )

馥桂吉祥 第 6、7 集

A young mage named Hei Yao detects
something sinister as he passes the
Meng residence one day. To solve
the looming riddle surrounding the
family, Hei Yao teams up with their
devoted butler and embarks on a heroic
adventure to save the cursed beauty.

With the Mid-Autumn Festival just
around the corner, Gui-er decides to
churn out Four Masters Cakes to make
some quick money; however, it does not
end up quite as expected. Amid all the
emotional upheavals, the bistro serves
up dish after dish of comfort food for the
soul.

Author: Amo
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
192 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-462-895-7

Author: Yi Huan
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-482-391-8, 978-986-486859-9

Yong-Jiu Grocery Store
Vol. 1: Leave a Light On
用九柑仔店 1：守護暖心的所在
Yong-Jiu is a grocery store in Taiwan's
countryside. The shop name means
people can find 90% of the groceries
they need here, and that all the goods
are durable. “Why don't we make it
100%, Grandpa?” asked young JunLong. “Because everything needs
space,” replied Grandpa. This is a story
of how a young man learned about life
and love.
Author: Guang-Min Ruan
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
240 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-327-883-2

Yong-Jiu Grocery Store
Vol. 2: Hear the Sound of
Sprouting
用九柑仔店 2：聽見發芽的聲音
Yong-Jiu Grocery Store was about to
close because of Grandpa’s sudden
illness. Jun-Long quit his job in the city
and returned to continue the business.
The improved store showed the present
lifestyle of the community. Jun-Long
hoped there will be more wonderful
things happening there.
Author: Guang-Min Ruan
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
200 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-327-952-5
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Translated
Titles Sales
This section presents original Taiwanese
publications that have been translated
and published in different languages,
including Simplified Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, English, Italian, French, Swedish,
Danish, and Finnish etc.
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The Vibrant Youth: Life of
Taiwanese Students During
the Period of Japanese
Rule
躍動的青春：日治臺灣的學生生活
Author: Li-Ling Zheng
Publisher: Azure Books
352 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-905-184-2
Rights Sold: Japanese

The Little Deputy of Sun
Dynasty
晴空小侍郎
Author: Jay Yeh
Illustrator: Leo Tang
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
584 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-715-896-3
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Yoma the Chieftain 1: The
Fantastic Lake in the Mists
小頭目優瑪 1：迷霧幻想湖
Author: Yo-Yu Chang
Illustrator: Chia-Chi Yu
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
240 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-918-811-1
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Lotus Pond

Let's Go to Ami's Home

荷花池

到阿蜜家玩

Author: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Children's Publications Co.,
Ltd.
36 pages | 23.3×25.3 cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-073-6
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Children's Publications Co.,
Ltd.
29 pages | 22.8×24.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-114-6
Rights Sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese

Body City Book Series

The Angry Prince

巴第市：奇妙的人體城市

生氣王子

Author: Xian-Qin Shi et al.
Illustrator: Chao-Lun Tsai, Mei-Yu
Huang
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
104 pages | 18.5×24.5 cm
ISBN: 471-721-101-767-8
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Lai Ma
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
44 pages | 25×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-398-019-3
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Sun-Wu-Kong

Little Fire Dragon Goes to
School

獨眼孫悟空
Author: Chia-Hua Chang
Illustrator: Nan Jun
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency / Papa
Publishing House
56 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-076-6
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

小火龍上學記
Author: Jay Yeh
Illustrator: Water Brain
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
128 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-954-917-2
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Malay
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I'm Breathing Fire
我變成一隻噴火龍了
Author: Lai Ma
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
52 pages | 26.1x25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-926-145-6
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean

The Little Drifter (Italian
Edition)
流浪小孩
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Sous Vide for Home
Kitchen
低烹慢煮
Author: Su
Publisher: Cube Press
176 pages | 19×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-459-100-8
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Grandma Lin's Peach Tree
林桃奶奶的桃子樹

France in 33 Glasses:
Sniff's Field Guide to
French Wine
33 杯酒喝遍法國
Author: Mark Pygott
Illustrator: Michael O'Neill
Publisher: Cube Press
208 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-459-130-5
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

A Thousand Years of Wonder
in the Arabian World

Author: Chen-Kuo Liu
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
40 pages | 20×27.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-034-0
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

阿拉伯奇想千年

Author: Crystal Kung
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
172 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-459-8
Rights Sold: Italian, French, Korean

Magical Voyages Beneath
the Stars: Lizard Girl &
Alpaca Boy

Young Readers Edition of
Journey to the West
(3 Volumes)

The Best Way to Enjoy
Food

星空下的奇幻旅程：蜥蜴女孩 &
羊駝男孩

少年讀西遊記 ( 系列三書 )

Author: Man-Chiu Lin
Illustrator: Ming-Hung Hsu
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
280 pages | 14.8×20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-320-972-0
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Jia-Hua Zhang
Illustrator: Leo Tang
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
752 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 471-122-531-620-8
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Hui-Tzu Cheng
Publisher: Global Views - Commonwealth
Publishing Group
256 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-029-6
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

一起吃，最好吃
Author: Dreamfulcat
Publisher: Winfortune Cultural Enterprise
Co., Ltd.
38 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-932-904-0
Rights Sold: Korean

Translated Titles Sales

Can I Eat This?

Xiao-Mi Has a Little Bag

Traffic Jam

這個可以吃嗎？

小米有個小袋子

塞車

Author: Po-Ting Lin
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
32 pages | 15.5×15.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-702-6
Rights Sold: English (Asia Area)

Author: Hsin-Yu Sun
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-313-4
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, English
(Asia Area)

Author: Shu-Fen Jeng
Publisher: Heryin Books
32 pages | 23.4×16.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-660-833-9
Rights Sold: Japanese, Korean

Roses for You, Books for Me

The Orange Horse

你送玫瑰，我送什麼呢？

橘色的馬

The Girl and the Ginseng
Boy

Author: Su-Chen Fang
Illustrator: Yi-Hsuan Ho
Publisher: Walkers Cultural Co., Ltd. /
Little Bear Books
32 pages | 23.5×29 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-848-3
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
44 pages | 20×27.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-534-3
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Swedish,
English

I Don't Want to Play with
You Anymore!

Mimi Meets Books

Mimi Loves to Mimic

米米遇見書

米米愛模仿

Author: Yih-Fen Chou
Illustrator: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: Heryin Books
28 pages | 20×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-925-102-0
Rights Sold: French, Spanish, Italian,
Korean, Thai, English, Finnish, Danish,
Israeli, Dutch, Simplified Chinese,
Traditional Chinese (Hong-Kong
Preschool), Vietnamese

Author: Yih-Fen Chou
Illustrator: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: Heryin Books
36 pages | 20×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-918-157-0
Rights Sold: French, Spanish, Italian,
Korean, Thai, English, Finnish, Danish,
Israeli, Dutch, Simplified Chinese,
Traditional Chinese (Hong-Kong
Preschool), Vietnamese

我不要跟你玩了！
Author: Yi-Chin Huang
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 18.5×25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-592-3
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

小紅和小綠
Author: Ren-Mu Pan
Illustrator: Jun-Yan Cao
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
44 pages | 19×23.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-562-6
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
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The Snow Deer
雪鹿
Author: Che-Ming Chang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
36 pages | 19.8×28.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-512-7
Rights Sold: Russian
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How the Princess Cleans
up Boogers
公主怎麼挖鼻屎？

Missing Cat Posters
尋貓啟事

Author: Zhuo-Ying Li
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 21.2×24.3 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-537-0
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean

Author: Nai-Wen Kuo
Illustrator: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 25.8×18.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-465-6
Rights Sold: Spanish (Mexico)

Whose Stop Is This?

Guji-Guji

One Afternoon

誰的家到了？

Guji-Guji

午後

Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
28 pages | 12.8×17.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-460-1
Rights Sold: French

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
36 pages | 20×28.2 cm
ISBN: 986-161-017-0
Rights Sold: Korean, Japanese, Thai,
French, Spanish, German, Dutch,
Slovenia, Swedish, New Zealand and
Australia, Italian, Simplified Chinese

Author: Hsin-Yu Sun
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
36 pages | 25.2×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-322-2
Rights Sold: Spanish (Mexico)

Detective Dog

A New Year's Reunion

神探狗汪汪

團圓

Look at You! What a Mess
You've Made!

Author: Cookie Lin
Illustrator: Chien-Hung Liao
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
44 pages | 21×28.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-479-3
Rights Sold: Spanish (Mexico)

Author: Li-Qyong Yu
Illustrator: Cheng-Liang Zhu
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
48 pages | 21.3×24.3 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-247-8
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean,
Japanese, English, French, Spanish

你看看你，把這裡弄得這麼亂！
Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a division
of Cité Publishing Ltd.
40 pages | 21.6×27 cm
ISBN: 978-986-573-031-4
Rights Sold: Korean

Translated Titles Sales

The Starry Starry Night

I Wish I Could Make a Wish
(Turkish Edition)

The Rainbow of Time
(Italian Edition)

如果我可以許一個願望

時光電影院

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
128 pages | 15×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-393-4
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Spanish,
Italian, Turkish

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
168 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-235-7
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, English,
German, Italian

The Moon Forgets

Secrets in the Woods

Kiss & Goodbye

月亮忘記了 - 葡萄牙文（巴西）

森林裡的秘密 - 瑞典文

忘記親一下

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
120 pages | 17×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-013-1
Rights Sold: World English, French,
Simplified Chinese, Italian, Polish,
Spanish, Korean, Thai, Portuguese
(Brazil), Vietnamese

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
64 pages | 15×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-760-016-5
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese,
Spanish, French, Korean, Thai, Swedish,
Portuguese

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
96 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-603-4
Rights Sold: Japanese, Simplified Chinese,
Thai, Spanish, Vietnamese, Italian

Cute & Popular Model
Desserts

A Dog's Daily Meal

Fourth Victim

狗狗的餐桌日常

第四名被害者

Author: Yan-Shan Chen
Publisher: PCuSER
192 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-291-3
Rights Sold: Korean

Author: Infinity
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
320 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-105-913-6
Rights Sold: Korean

星空
Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
136 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-117-6
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Spanish,
Portuguese (Brazil), Thai, Korean, Italian,
Swedish, Portuguese, Russian, Japanese,
German, Vietnamese

怦然心動！超萌人氣造型甜點
Author: Theresa Wu
Publisher: PCuSER
240 pages | 16.8×22.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-956-319-2
Rights Sold: Korean
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The Time Pawnshop
時光當鋪
Author: Qianchuan
Illustrator: OOI Choon Liang
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
280 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-106-347-8
Rights Sold: Vietnamese

A Nanny Daddy's
Confession

Your Vision, Your
Photography

我是父心漢

當代 12 位名師的「攝影眼」

Author: Sheng-Chieh Lan
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
160 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-106-761-2
Rights Sold: Vietnamese, Korean

Author: Jimmy Ming Shum et al.
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
132 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-957-105-643-2
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

From Seoul to Peking

從漢城到燕京──朝鮮使者眼中
的東亞世界

The Angry Little Crocodile

Fairy of Night

小鱷魚 別氣了！

黑夜裡的小精靈

Author: Cheng-Wei Wu
Publisher: Showwe Information
282 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-326-432-3
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Wang-Fan Nien
Illustrator: Hsin-Yu Sun
Publisher: The Eastern Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
32 pages | 21×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-338-168-6
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Shu-Chen Lin
Illustrator: Hsiao-Chi Chang
Publisher: The Eastern Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
48 pages | 22×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-338-166-2
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

The Earthquake

Visiting the Nineteen
Kitchens Around the World

1.2.3 People's Small House
Decoration

走進世界廚房

1．2．3 人の小住宅滿足學

Author: Soupy Tang
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
224 pages | 16×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-565-790-1
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Uni-books
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
224 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-059-2
Rights Sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese

地震牛
Author: Wen-Shuing Wu
Illustrator: Chieh-Wen Cheng
Publisher: The Eastern Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
48 pages | 22×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-338-145-7
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
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Translated Titles Sales

What Is the House
Thinking? Life Story Seen
from Space

How to Decorate a Lifetime's
Home

Good Design Makes Your
House Bigger

一輩子的家！這樣裝修最簡單

好設計，讓你的家多 2 坪

Author: Yu-Jun Zhu
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
208 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-331-8
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Da-Wei You
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
240 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-205-2
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Little Seeds Growing Up!
(Vol. Fruits)

Little Seeds Growing Up!
(Vol. Vegetables)

Growing Up

小種子快長大：水果篇

小種子快長大：蔬菜篇

Author: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Viking International Co., Ltd.
10 pages | 14.5×20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-440-110-9
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Viking International Co., Ltd.
10 pages | 14.5×20.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-440-042-3
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

房子在想什麼？
Author: Yuan-Yuan Lin
Publisher: Uni-Books, a division of And
Publishing Ltd.
320 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-565-788-8
Rights Sold: Korean

我長大了
Author: Yu-Yin Tsung
Illustrator: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Viking International Co., Ltd.
12 pages | 14.5×19.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-203-540-5
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
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Digital
Publications
This section features the results of
Taiwanese publishers’ cultivation of
digital publishing, bringing not only
several children’s e-books but also
educational interactive robots.
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Digital Publications

FunPark童書夢工廠，是專為3-10歲孩子量身打造的-童書繪本與育兒
教育精選平台，平台上所有內容皆以互動操作方式，讓孩子透過互動
及遊戲輕鬆學習，並由專業幼教團隊提供每月學習計畫，內含八大主
題館，全面培養孩子知識閱讀、數學邏輯、品德生活、語文能力及激
發創意等，期許創造多螢一雲的行動閱讀智慧生活，陪伴孩子快樂成
長接觸未來。

FunPark is an interactive-reading platform designed for 3 to 10
year-old children. The digital platform could be displayed by
multi-screens and it consists of eight subjects: FUN story, FUN
magazine, FUN learning, FUN English, FUN video/music, FUN
poetry, FUN AR/VR and Open Chan.

多螢一雲 隨時輕鬆閱 讀 F U N心 遊 戲
Mult i-Media Dis play ed B as e
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Digital Publications

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

AMPUS Technology Co., Ltd. (www.ampus.com.tw) provides design and production service to the customer who adopts electronic device as a tool in reviving printed
contents to cope with the tech-savvy trend. AMPUS supplies quality of optical identification devices, i.e., coding education robot and reading pens/talking pens. AMPUS
Tech has an experienced senior team in developing related products more than decades and manufacturing in Taiwan.
CEOID (Coding Education Optical Identification Device) robot is designed for content
publishers who are interested in bringing Computational Thinking (CT) into products. With
two OID modules, players could not only give
robot command cards step by step or in sequence as coding to program, but also content
cards to gaming or learning.
Computational Thinking (CT) is one of the essentials for all to solve problems in
today of the cyber world. It is not discipline but a process or thinking which apply to
all disciplines. This robot is developed both plugged and unplugged activities of play
& learn by command cards input and plugged activities wherein to work with the app
through smartphone/tablet or laptop.
AMPUS Technology collaborated
with the publisher and educator to
come up with various contents or curriculums, starting with Kindergarten
players. This book as an example that
gives players concept of environmental protection as the theme of outer
space adventures via tasks at 3 level of difficulty with the computational thinking process.
Users of products shall benefit from computational thinking exercise to build the
capability to tackle many problems in daily life. Publishers could revive contents to
deal with new demand in digital computation world. Educators would have an additional tool to generate more lively and creative atmosphere in the classroom.
More Info please contact service@ampus.com.tw
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Exhibitors
Acme Cultural Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Books from Taiwan
Comic World Taiwan Technology Co., Ltd.
Cosmos Culture Ltd.
Department of Economic Development, Taipei City Government
Gaea Books Co., Ltd.
Global Views-Commonwealth Publishing Group
Independent Publishers Association of Taiwan
I’m Publishing Group
Linking Publishing Company
LiveABC Interactive Corporation
Locus Publishing Company
National Taiwan University Press
National Palace Museum
Nueva Vision Co., Ltd.
Psygarden Publishing Company
Reve Books Co., Ltd.
Sharp Point Publishing Group
Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
Uei Shiang Co., Ltd.
We Do Pop Up Book
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Acme Cultural
Enterprise Co., Ltd.
C100M30Y60

K100

M80Y80

世一文化事業股份有限公司

Acme Cultural Enterprise Co., Ltd. was established in 1972 and is
unique in providing the package of research/ print/ publish service.
The core of our company is based on the needs of the next generation,
and we develop quality products and teaching materials for children
from zero to twelve years of age.

Founded in 1972
Annual published titles: 300
Total publications: 3,000
www.acme.com.tw
Contact:
Tammy Wang | Foreign Rights Sales Executive
mw061@mail.acmebooks.com.tw
+886-6-261-8468 ext. 2612
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The Sound Book with Story:
Transportation

The Puzzle Foam Book (Box
Set)

交通工具翻翻有聲書

泡棉拼圖書

This book is a game book for children’s
brain development. It shows 8 kinds of
transportation in each topic in simple
words, and parents are able to guide the
baby to play guessing games. In each
page, it could satisfy the curiosity of the
baby by knowledge of cute pictures of
transportation.

This is a set of puzzle foam book for 3+
children with 4 topcis including fruit,
animal, transportation, and snack.
It passed the ST inspection and is
designed in 3D foam pieces, soft to
touch, easy to take, and designed for
children to play with high confidence and
enhance their sense of achievement.

Author: Shu-Chen Lin
16 pages | 17.6×14.5 cm
ISBN: 471-974-211-814-5

Author: Ching-Chih Tsai
Illustrator: Ming-Chen Yen
40 pages | 33×21.5 cm
ISBN: 471-974-213-027-7

120 Questions from Children
(Box Set)
小朋友的 120 個大疑問 ( 套書 )
The curiosity is the key to go through
the door of knowledge and understand
how the world works. Why wouldn’t
clouds fall down but stick to the sky?
Why is there a worm living in an apple?
Author: Chun-Chung Chen, Yu-Lun Tsao
Illustrator: Chuan-Ching Liu, Chia-Lin
Chang, Mei-Hui Yeh, Ting-Yun Chen, ChihHung Chen
288 pages | 28.6×27.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-379-7

A Sound Book for
Enlightenment and
Knowledge in Chinese and
English
認知百科中英文戶動點讀套組
It is crucial to set up an english
environment in the family for children
who want to learn english so they can
develop their skills naturally during 0-6
years old, the golden age of English
enlightenment. With the cooperation
between ears and hands, reading with
the interactive pen helps with bilingual
learning of Chinese and English.
Author: Acme Editing Department
192 pages | 43.4×28.4 cm
ISBN: 471-974-212-955-4

Exhibitors

I Want a Pet!
我想要寵物
When you raise a pet, you must take
care of it. This is a child’s commitment
to his pet. All of Xiao Hong’s classmates
brought pets to school except for Xiao
Hong. She too wants pets, but when she
visits the pet shop to select her pet, she
feels very distressed seeing animals
being locked in cages and bottles.

Magical Flashlight Book:
Explore the Bush at Night
with Daddy
魔法手電筒書
Global Exclusive Design! Move your
paper-flashlight behind special films,
and illuminate the animal from the
dark. Children are able to play, learn,
and enhance their observation and
concentration.

Knowledge Encyclopedia:
Dinosaur
我是知識王：小百科恐龍
Children’s favorite dinosaurs from
the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods are all included in this dinosaur
encyclopedia! It introduces 35 species
of dinosaurs, 2 species of ichthyosaurs,
3 species of pterosaurs, and 3 species
of huge marine reptiles. Once you open
this dinosaur encyclopedia, you won’t
want to close it.

Author: Ho-Kai Chen
35 pages | 22×29 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-400-8

Author: applebeebooks
10 pages | 30.8×24.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-249-3

The Set of Mini Book: My
Cognition

Touch and Feel:
Transportation

Touch and Feel Book: Wild
Animals

寶寶認知小小書

觸摸認知小百科：交通工具

觸摸認知小百科：野生動物

There are 6 topics in this set: number,
shapes, colors, occupation, shops, and
parks, in English and Chinese. Not only
are the books specifically designed as a
gift box for infants and children, it is also
convenient for storage and carrying.

The best way to attract young children
to learn is through sensory experiences.
Observing the material of different
objects and trying to touch it can not
only increase children's interest in
learning, but also stimulate their bravery
to encounter strange things without
risk.

The best way to attract young children
to learn is through sensory experience.
Observing the material of different
objects and trying to touch it can not
only increase children's interest in
learning, but also stimulate their bravery
to encounter strange things without
risk.

Author: Li-Ping Hsu
Illustrator: Han-Yen Li
12 pages | 21×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-404-6

Author: Li-Ping Hsu
Illustrator: Han-Yen Li
12 pages | 21×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-403-9

Author: Acme Editing Department
72 pages | 17×22.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-429-267-7

Author: Jia-Wen Ye, Wei-Ying Chen
Illustrator: Wen-Bin Li
112 pages | 15.5×16.9 cm
ISBN: 978-986-193-968-1
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Books from Taiwan

台灣圖書國際版權資訊平台
Books from Taiwan (BFT) is a government-funded program, aiming to
introduce a select list of titles by Taiwanese authors to international
markets, ranging from fiction, non-fiction, children’s books to comics
and graphic novels. All titles featured on BFT lists are eligible for
translation grants provided by the Ministry of Culture.

天河撩亂
*The Danish Girl meets Wong Kar-Wai's
Happy Together

20th anniversary reprint of a classic
work of Taiwanese queer bildungsroman
fiction. Jih-Wen Wu tells a tale of family
secrets and maturation that crosses
oceans, lives, and presumed genders.

Founded in 2014
Annual published titles: 50
Total publications: 185
www.booksfromtaiwan.tw

Author: Jih-Wen Wu
Publisher: Aquarius Publishing Co., Ltd.
320 pages | 14.7×20.8 cm
ISBN: 001-076-528-6

Contact:
Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext. 209

Yesterday's Rain

Mysterious Women

Weave

昨日雨水

神秘女子

織

When the love of his life suddenly
disappears, a man subjugates all selfrespect in a desperate attempt to see
her one more time. A story of betrayal
by master of narrative voice Ting-Kuo
Wang.

Two books and a pile of anonymous
letters bring together the lives of three
unknown women in another delicate
masterpiece of psychological fiction
by the architect of words, Ching-Yueh
Roan. Mysterious Women takes the term
“narrative love triangle” to a whole new
level, weaving inner and outer voices
together with marvelous dexterity.

*Autofiction with a novelesque structure
*Minority fiction from Taiwan

Author: Ting-Kuo Wang
Publisher: INK Publishing
248 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-188-0
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The Ecstasy of Galaxies

Author: Ching-Yueh Roan
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
284 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-258-7

C h i h - H s i n C h a n g ’s d e b u t n ove l
Weave crosses boundaries of time,
ethnicity, and individual consciousness
as it tells the story of one young
woman’s exploration through her
dead grandfather’s multinational and
multicultural past.
Author: Chih-Hsin Chang
Publisher: Chiu Ko Publishing Co., Ltd.
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-450-150-2

Exhibitors

Message from Another
World

Ching Ling Foo: The Second
Greatest Chinese Magician

跨界通訊

金陵福

We joke about spending our lives on
Facebook; but for the protagonists of
Message from Another World, it’s no joke
at all. They have found a private group
that allows them to talk “across the
divide,” where they can share pictures
and experiences with the dead.

*The Prestige meets Sherlock Holmes
*Based on an incredible true story

Author: Yu-Chin Chen
Publisher: INK Publishing
280 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-225-2

In this novel, Kuo-Li Chang vividly
recreates the world of stage magicians,
revolutionists, journalists, boxers, and
prop makers of a century past.
Author: Kuo-Li Chang
Publisher: INK Publishing
320 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-387-221-4

The Divine Flesh

FIX

乩身

FIX

The troubled human avatar of a powerful
god discovers that a once-defeated
enemy is again preparing Earth for
the arrival of a dark power. A tale of
demons, damnation, and redemption
strongly in the vein of Constantine.

Seven authors. Seven works of detective
fiction on the brink of publication. One
invisible reader named “Ghost” brings
them all crashing down with one click of
the “Send” button.

Author: Teensy
Publisher: Gaea Books Co., Ltd.
384 pages | 14.5×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-299-2

Author: Wolf Hsu
Publisher: Acropolis
312 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-948-024-6

The Whisper
荒聞
Possession, death, and desperation
define Yu-Ko Chang’s newest story of
urban horror. A ghostly voice drives the
wife of the dissipated cab driver ShihSheng Wu to attempt suicide; when he
hears it coming from an abandoned
radio in a cab, he discovers a malicious
presence behind the voice.
Author: Yu-Ko Chang
Publisher: TITAN Publishing Co., Ltd.
328 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-179-516-4

Factory: The Story Behind
Made in Taiwan
工廠：在世界工廠的背後
Factory is the story of Mama Penguin,
who assembles dolls for export at a
massive factory at the South Pole. In
a wordless yet riveting work of social
justice illustration reminiscent of
Seuss’s The Lorax, Yu-Chi Yang tells a
tale of hard work and exploitation that
rings true for readers all across the
world.
Author: Yu-Chi Yang
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
32 pages | 18.2×26 cm
ISBN: 978-988-125-553-2
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Comic World Taiwan
Technology Co., Ltd.
同人誌數位有限公司

CWT Technology Co., Ltd. has held nearly 100 large-scale animation
exhibitions, and breaks records for numbers of attendees and clubs.
As the top leader of animation events in Asia, CWT is well-known
throughout Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and China.

營長的除靈方法
Ever since the protagonist was almost
arrested by a ghost as a child, he had
always been afraid of ghosts. And on
his first day in the army, he experienced
sleep paralysis!

Founded in 2002
Annual published titles: 8
Total publications: 93
www.comicworld.com.tw

Author: Po Lu
Illustrator: HJ
Publisher: MY RICS Co., Ltd.
242 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-957-861-5

Contact:
Wen-Fu Cheng
comic@comicworld.com.tw
+886-3-5223-118
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Battalion Commander
Exorcism Method

I 'm a Frogman

They Tell the Story or Not

The Puzzle House

我是蛙人

They Tell the Story or Not

日安，帕頌先生。

Is the end of Paradise Road a paradise?
Once a marine, always a marine. This is
based on a true and inspirational story
with laughter and tears.

Contains Duca & Hook's fantasy
illustrations over the years. The
exquisite illustrations will lead you into a
fantasy world.

It's a touching story about all the people
who come to the “PUZZLE” shop. In
the end, the sensitive manager would
surprise and inspire you.

Author: Chih-Kai Liu
Illustrator: HJ
Publisher: MY RICS Co., Ltd.
208 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-967-011-1

Author: Jhih-Wei Chen
Publisher: Jhih-Wei Chen
102 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-435-215-9

Author: MORIKU
Publisher: GORGEOUS HOSTs
212 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-830-7

Exhibitors

My Honey ★ My Hero
MH ★ MH- 美式獨佔
It's a story about a gay romantic
relationship between teachers and
students, merged with the Taiwanese
culture of night markets and cram
schools. This story about unchanging
love will deeply touch readers’ hearts.
Author: MORIKU
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
194 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-042-1

Heroic 001: The Road to
Heroes
英雄小將 001：英雄之路
Two primary school students who liked
historical tales—Bunny and A-Fei—
were sent to 1670 by a stranger who
claimed to be time. They witnessed the
land conflict between the Zheng army
and the Taiwanese aborigines. Bunny
and A-Fei already know how the conflict
ended, but can they change history?
Who was the real historical hero?
Author: cat-lock
Illustrator: Si Hao-Ji
Publisher: Flying Fish Creativity (Taiwan)
Co., Ltd.
200 pages | 17×11.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-049-704-5

Deathigner
《死神訓練班 Deathigner》美術
設定集 Art Book
A warm story about a little grim reaper
who is lucky for having a great talent for
fashion design.
Author: Tzu-Hsuan Fei, Kuan-Tien Chen,
Ke-Ching Chang, Ya-Chu Hsu, Li-Ying Fu
Publisher: Tzu-Hsuan Fei, Kuan-Tien
Chen, Ke-Ching Chang, Ya-Chu Hsu, LiYing Fu
32 pages | 21×29.7 cm

Black Tea Ko
紅茶子
After getting off work, a boy bought a
teabag which magically turned into a
little girl named Black Tea Ko. She not
only taught the boy several things about
making tea, but also something else
that was intriguing. After one night,
Black Tea Ko suddenly announced that
she had turned into Milk Tea Ko.
Author: Tzu-Hsuan Fei
Publisher: Tzu-Hsuan Fei
36 pages | 25.7×18.2 cm

A Young Girl from Xingang

Fantasy World

新港少女李樂

奇幻異境

In the mid-nineteenth century, after
Taiwan opened the port, foreigners
were able to transact and preach. On
the other hand, the Qing Empire built
a province in Taiwan and invaded the
mountain with military power to exploit
forest resources. The conflicts between
Chinese and Qing magistrate, foreign
preachers and other groups of people
are on the verge of exploding.

The book is full of gorgeous artwork and
surreal fantasies. As if walking into a
magical wonderland, readers are able
to explore the mysterious fantasies with
various mythical characters creatures—
such as Asmodians, spirits, and gods—
which are all vividly portrayed in the
illustrations.

Storyboard: Ching-Yuan Chen, Jian-Hua
Zeng
Script writer: Dong Mo Nong
Illustrator: Bi-Fei Mi, Jin Bao Zhao Bo
Publisher: Flying Fish Creativity (Taiwan)
Co., Ltd.
208 pages | 12.7×18 cm
ISBN: 978-986-042-057-9

Author: Bo-Wen Zhuang
Publisher: Flying Fish Creativity (Taiwan)
Co., Ltd.
144 pages | 29.7×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-882-751-6
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Cosmos Culture Ltd.
寂天文化事業股份有限公司

Cosmos Culture Ltd., established in March 1998, is composed of
intellectuals from different professions. The staff is devoted to
cultural education and hopes to make a significant contribution to the
inheritance and development of world culture by providing knowledge
and high quality reference books to our readers.

Founded in 1998
Annual published titles: 120
Total publications: 793
www.icosmos.com.tw
www.cosmoselt.com
Contact:
Jiun-Liang Chou | Managing Director
liang@icosmos.com.tw
+886-2-2365-9739 ext. 12

Breaking News English!
A Complete Guide to
Understanding English News
(2nd Ed.)
Breaking News English introduces news
English from different perspectives.
There are various kinds of authentic
English news articles that cover a wide
range of topics. You will learn new
vocabulary, as well as be able to read,
understand, and talk about news stories
in English. Your reading speed and
comprehension skills will also improve.
Author: Tim Ferry
280 pages | 21.5×30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-342-6
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Everyday Office English
Everyday Office English is a thorough
guide that’s tailored to the needs
of professionals seeking to refine
their business English. This book is
comprised of 36 units that cover daily
situations in the office. Each unit is
divided into four parts: dialogue, useful
expressions, key terms, and review.
Author: Michelle Witte, Helen Yeh
216 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-470-6

A Comprehensive Handbook
of English Grammar and
Usage
英文文法全書
This comprehensive handbook contains
the important grammar rules and
usage you need to know in order to
achieve high scores on English tests
and communicate effectively with the
world. This handbook will improve your
pronunciation, vocabulary, spelling,
grammar, reading comprehension, and
writing skills.
Author: Dennis Le Boeuf, Liming Jing
976 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-681-6

Target Reading 1: 6 Keys to
Comprehension (3rd Ed.)
Target Reading is a series of books that
focuses on teaching reading skills. Each
book is comprised of 100 articles about
different themes and various topics,
including art & literature, business,
culture, entertainment, geography,
health, history, people, sports, and
technology.
Author: Michelle Witte, Richard Luhrs,
Zachary Fillingham
240 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-608-3
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Using Magic Mind Maps to
Learn 2000 Basic Vocabulary
Words

English for Specialized
Science and Technology (2nd
Ed.)

心智圖神奇記憶國中英單 2000

English for Specialized Science and
Technology is a textbook designed
for students studying in science and
technology related fields, as well as for
general readers who are interested in
scientific and technical subjects.

This book is based on the latest and
most effective approaches to vocabulary
acquisition. With the help of mind
maps—diagrams used to organize
information visually—this book makes
learning new words both easy and fun.
Author: Maddie Smith, Olanda Lin, Zoe
Teng
292 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-633-5

English for Business
Communication 1 (2nd Ed.)
English for Business Communication 1
provides a variety of communication
skills and techniques for different
business occasions. Each unit deals
with a specific theme, helping you focus
on one area of business know-how
and learn it quickly. Most units begin
with an introductory description and
are followed by sample sentences and
exercises for reviewing the content and
practicing phrases.
Author: Michelle Witte
152 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-568-0

Author: JoAnne Juett
312 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-428-7

How to Understand English
News: A Comprehensive
Guide to Reading English
News
This book is an essential reference tool
for intermediate to high-intermediate
English learners and students of
applied English and journalism-related
departments. Containing authentic news
articles and carefully written according
to several dependable global sources,
this book is divided into two parts, with
18 chapters in total.
Author: Brian Foden, Zachary Fillingham
224 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-696-0

Your Guide to Business
English (4th Ed.)
This book will develop your skills in
the global language of commerce—
English. Whether you are preparing for
your overseas MBA program, tests for
business English proficiency, or simply
want to communicate better in business
relations, this book provides vital skills
and knowledge.
Author: Tim Ferry
256 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-371-6

Absolute Financial English:
All the Basics You Need to
Know
Absolute Financial English: All the Basics
You Need to Know is a textbook designed
specifically for students studying in
finance-related fields. Suitable for
higher-intermediate students and
above, it contains six units and 44
sections that cover a wide range of
basic financial topics. It also includes a
wealth of financial vocabulary, phrases,
and explanations of financial idioms and
metaphors.
Author: Curtis M. Revis Seubert
300 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-184-990-4
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Department of Economic
Development, Taipei City
Government
台北市政府產業發展局

Focusing on innovation & entrepreneurship, agriculture sharing
community, lifestyle industry, and energy conservation & sustainability,
we recorded the charming style of contemporary Taipei people in this
series of books, “Extra-Ordinary Taipei”.

Founded in: 1967
Annual published titles: 16
www.doed.gov.taipei
Contact:
Yueh-Chun Cheng | Project Planner
ea-20147@mail.taipei.gov.tw
+886-2-2720-8889 ext. 6626

Agricultural Context: The
Agrarian Whispers in
Metropolitan
農業脈絡：大都會的農情絮語
High quality and refinement are
the characteristics of the capital's
agriculture. The book introduces the
capital’s organic shops, rooftop gardens,
citizen farms, and the farmers' markets.
Author: DOED Editorial Team
64 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-054-983-6
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Leisure Farm Tours:
One-day Farm Tours to
Experience the Green
Happiness
休閒農遊：一日農遊 綠幸福體
驗

Lifetime Profession: The
Pursuit of Craftsmanship
職人群像：用一輩子，做好一件
事（上）
（下）
The books introduce 15 artisans from
various industries in Taipei City. The
masters have spent their lives improving
their craftsmanship, and their work
has been passed down through several
generations.
Author: DOED Editorial Team
128 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-056-668-0, 978-986-056669-7

Taste Good Tea: Enjoy the
Taste of Tea Refined over
Time
品茗好茶：時光焠鍊下的茶香源
味

In the suburbs of Taipei City, there are
quite a lot of leisure farms. It is worth
a visit if you want to pick fresh fruit,
experience rice planting and harvesting,
or combine sightseeing and mountain
hiking in suburbs.

Da-Dao-Cheng, Muzha, and Nangang
are the places of the tea industry. This
book is to interview people who are
working hard in tea gardens and tea
shops, as well as to introduce famous
tea areas, exciting activities, and tea
tasting knowledge.

Author: DOED Editorial Team
96 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-923-1

Author: DOED Editorial Team
96 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-924-8
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Innovations and Startups:
Start a Business, Embrace
Your Dream

Fashion Food: Taste the
Gourmet in Taipei All the
Time

Friendly Business Districts:
You Always Feel the Warmth
in Taipei

創新創業：開始創業 擁抱夢想

時尚美食：食時刻刻 品味台北

This book introduces the entrepreneurial
stories of 18 new teams in Taipei City.
It invites venture capitalists to provide
suggestions, and attaches the relevant
subsidies and rewards information for
Taipei City.

The book invites gourmets to
recommend 10 international dishes
that you must not miss. It also selects
8 winners of the "Taipei Good Fashion
Award" as future stars, and a quick
overview of their brands.

友善商圈：在台北，恆溫暖心的
時光

Author: DOED Editorial Team
128 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-054-850-1

Author: DOED Editorial Team
96 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-926-2

Author: DOED Editorial Team
96 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-925-5

The Vibrant Night Markets:
The Life That Interweaves
Night Scenes and Cuisines

Traditional Markets: Visiting
the Market, Seeing the
Beauty in Life

Loving Your Cats and Dogs:
A Happiness Guide for Your
Pets

活力夜市：夜色與美食交織的人
生況味

傳統市場：逛菜市仔 看見生活
中的美好

貓犬愛寵：毛孩的幸福指南

The book introduces people in the night
markets. It goes deep into every corner
of the night markets and introduces
their beautiful and struggling stories.

There are 14 Taipei traditional markets.
If you take a walk in the markets, you
may experience the stories of more than
30 stall vendors, the most seasonal
fresh ingredients, and the warmest
hospitality.

Author: DOED Editorial Team
72 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-928-6

Author: DOED Editorial Team
96 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-927-9

20 friendly stores are offering services
such as different foreign languages, cell
phone charging, vegetarian food, fair
trade, free Wi-Fi, and Muslim-friendly
assistance.

We welcome the owners of cats and
dogs, those who are interested in
adopting animals, and warmhearted
people who care about street cats and
dogs to take this book as a reference.
Author: DOED Editorial Team
120 pages | 17×21.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-060-3
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Gaea Books Co., Ltd.
蓋亞文化有限公司

Gaea brings together the best storytellers in Taiwan and works related
to imagination and fantasies, including literary novels, images, and
comics. Dedicated to the development of original comics as well as
those adapted from original novels, Dyna Books aims to create more
potent works—both in quantity and quality—in order to keep the
Taiwanese comic industry fresh.

Founded in 2001
Annual published titles: 100
Total publications: 1,000
gaea@gaeabooks.com.tw

柯普雷的翅膀
Since the Age of Discovery, Europeans
in East Asia have become more and
more active. In the second half of the
19th century, China’s port of Formosa
became a hot spot due to its geopolitical
position. People came to Formosa for
different purposes. Thomas Dickson
was one of those people.
Author: AKRU
164 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-681-593-5

Contact:
Mr. Alan Lee | Editor-in-Chief
alan@gaeabooks.com.tw
+886-2-2558-5438 ext. 22

1661 Koxinga Z

The Actor Vol. 1

Demo Vol. 1

1661 國姓來襲

魔幻時刻－ The Actor 第一集

無名歌 第一集

By the late seventeenth century, the
East India Company had reached a
monopolizing hand around half the
globe, and left bloody fingerprints
wherever it met resistance. Yet in 1661,
a force arrived on the Dutch island
colony of Formosa, faced the Dutch
imperialists, and drove them away
forever.

The trials and tribulations of the
students at Q Place performance
school. This story is based on the true
experiences of the young actors.

Tai-Yang used to be the lead vocalist of
an independent rock band, but now he is
an assistant for b-list TV celebrities. One
day, he hears an angelic voice singing at
a park, and it rekindles in him the longlost rock and roll dream.

Author: Lung-Chieh Li
304 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-281-7
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Kopule's Wings

Author: HOM
176 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-177-4

Author: PUNK ROCKAT
184 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-124-7
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A Teatime Adventure

Mon mon monster!

The Cat Lady

異人茶跡 - 淡水 1865

怪怪怪怪物

符紙婆婆 詭語怪談 1

Although A Teatime Adventure tells a
simple story, Kiya Chang’s skillful use
of dialogue and character makes this
story about the distant past not only
informative, but also interesting and
engaging for contemporary readers.

A high school student who was bullied
by his classmates for a long time was
forced to do community service along
with his bullies. He slowly began to be
accepted into the group after joining
them in their various misdeeds. One
day, they accidentally caught a little
cannibal monster who became their
new victim.

Bring little fish snacks for the cat to lead
the way. In the alley where time and
space is frozen, the Cat Lady will fulfill
all your wishes, but you will have to pay
the price. This book is a collection of
twelve stories about family relationships,
friendship, and morality.

Author: Kiya Chang
200 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-034-9

Author: Giddens
352 pages | 14.5×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-336-4

The Cat Whisperer

Legend Has It Vol. 1

貓語人：殺意樹

說妖 卷一 無明長夜

A shy cat-language speaking amateur
alchemist, his neurotic girlfriend, and
a smart four-leg army are brought
together to solve supernatural mysteries
in this funny and fast-paced anthology
YA series. Set in Tainan, where the
blending of Taiwanese and Japanese
culture provides not only romance, but
also exciting adventures.

Mythological creatures and gods once
walked among the people of Taiwan. But
as people stopped believing in them,
they began to disappear slowly. Now,
eight desperate people take part in a
mystical ceremony, in which they can
summon those mythological creatures
that have long been forgotten….

Author: Albert Tam
Illustrator: Evergreen Yeh
288 pages | 14.5×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-319-7

Author: Taipei Legend Studio
Illustrator: nofi
248 pages | 14.5×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-309-8

Author: Teensy
304 pages | 14.5×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-344-9

The Mystery Files of Yin and
Yu
山貓：因與聿．案簿錄１
The Yu Family—which includes police
officer twin brothers and their sibling
Yin—looks quite ordinary. However,
since the day they decided to adopt Yu,
the only survivor of a family murder
case, their seemingly quiet family life
grows unpredictable.
Author: Hu Xuan
Illustrator: AKRU
272 pages | 13×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-681-556-0
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Global Views – Commonwealth
Publishing Group
遠見天下文化出版股份有限公司
Global Views - Commonwealth Publishing Group is one of the top
five trade publishers in Taiwan, and consists of two book imprints:
Commonwealth Publishing Company and Global Kids Books. We
publish 200 titles per year, and have a backlist of about 3,600 titles.
About one third of our titles are bestsellers.

Founded in 1982
Annual published titles: 200
Total publications: 3,600
www.bookzone.com.tw
Contacts:
Sharay Pan | International Communication & Rights Director
sharay@cwgv.com.tw
+886-2-2517-3688

我輩中人
Middle age is, in fact, a longer period
of time than imagined. This is the first
attempt by renowned author, ManChuan Chang, in writing about her
awakening during her midlife. She
redefines happiness, and what life
should look like at this stage.
Author: Man-Chuan Chang
240 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-377-8

Changing Your Diet from the
Inside Out

Are We Really Alive on the
Road to Death

To That Faraway Place of My
Journey

根治飲食

跑在去死的路上，我們真的活著
嗎？

我將前往的遠方

The queen of food therapy—Sara Tang—
advises her readers how to eat in
order to become healthy and youthful,
and focuses on avoiding 76 common
chronic illnesses and 74 kinds of aging
symptoms.
Author: Sara Tang
320 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-323-5
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Folks of My Generation

Running toward death, are we really
alive? Kurt Lu has been running around
the world and in all corners of Taiwan.
The ideas, observations, and inspirations
he has gained from his career are
revealed in this book.
Author: Kurt Lu
272 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-033-3

No matter how hard we try to play each
role, the drama we know as life will
always come to an end, and we will all
need to part ways. In the end, we will
still need to face our own loneliness.
Author: Chiang-Sheng Kuo
240 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-227-6
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Eslite Memories

The Mountain That Vents

The Toy Clinic Is Open

誠品時光

會生氣的山

玩具診所開門了

This book records the intentions,
challenges, and core values that have
been driving Eslite for 28 years, as well
as the experiences of encountering
people in every city. Eslite is looking
forward to sharing every moment with
its readers.

A once serene mountain range was
suddenly disturbed by a parade of trucks
and tractors. Trees were axed and ugly
holes were left on the slopes. The author
uses this book to express her love and
concerns for Mother Nature and our
environment.

Nothing can make the retired Dr.
Hippo happy or upbeat. Until one day,
he helped a child repair a broken toy.
He decided to open a toy clinic, and to
rediscover the meaning in life!

Author: Ching-I Lin
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-265-8

Author: Yu-Lin Chen
36 pages | 21.5×27.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-364-8

Calder the Artist

Fairy Tales on Good
Character 1-4

藝術家阿德
Writer Chen-Kuo Liu’s humorous
depiction of a small spider named
Calder that is full of passion and talent.
Determined to do what he loves, he goes
all out, and finally gains recognition.
Author: Chen-Kuo Liu
36 pages | 21×26.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-325-9

好品格童話 1-4
Using prose that is easy to understand,
this series highlights stories of the
protagonists’ life experiences. Through
the Character Genie, children learn the
concept of character. The addition of
science information enables children to
develop scientific knowledge.

Author: Su-Zhen Fang
Illustrator: Luo-Wen Hao
44 pages | 22×27.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-344-0

Where Are the Tickets?
車票去哪裡了？
In order to recover the tickets blown
away by the wind, no matter how many
obstacles he faces, the driver does all he
can to get them back. The ending is not
only unexpected, but heart-warming.
Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
40 pages | 28.5×21.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-180-4

Author: Xiao-Zhen Lai
Illustrator: Shu-Yu You, Cindy Wume,
Right Ear, Wan-Jing Yang
448 pages | 14.8×20.5 cm
ISBN: 471-122-531-693-2
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Independent Publishers
Association of Taiwan

獨立出版聯盟

The Independent Publishers Association was established in 2015,
focusing on promoting the culture of independent publishing and
reading, encouraging more communication between independent
publishers, evoking more love for reading among readers, and injecting
more imagination into the Taiwanese publishing market.

Founded in 2015
Annual published titles: 60
Total publications: 600
www.facebook.com/indiepublishers
Contact:
Gi Liu | Chief Editor
liugi26@gmail.com
+886-2-2537-2497

服妖之鑑：簡莉穎劇本集 2
Chien's second collection of plays,
includes the most acclaimed play: Dress
in Code, a story about the struggle of a
policeman who was secretly a crossdresser in White Terror era of Taiwan,
and the pressure of gender identity and
state violence he was facing in life.
Author: Li-Ying Chien
Illustrator: Pi-Nan Sia
Publisher: Alone Publishing
304 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-927-816-4

Zero Drift

MOM+1

Devotion Diner

零點漂移

媽媽 +1

深愛食堂

The 11th book of poetry published by
ISLANDSET. The book interlaces with
short poems and black-and-white
photos, slowly and quietly depicting
various frictions between people
in today’s society and taking us to
experience the most subtle and precious
human emotions.

A unique presentation within the
Chinese literature, a poetry anthology,
knitted by 10 poets who are moms. Their
hope and despair are detailed in the 20
poems, dedicated to all the mothers and
mothers-to-be.

If your loved ones became a burden one
day, what would you do? Struggling to
rush between the hospital, the office,
and housework, the caregiver tries to
comprehend love and life with simple
comfort food, and draws strength from
it.

Author: Sheng Nai
Publisher: ISLANDSET Co., Ltd.
64 pages | 25×35 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-972-3
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Dress in Code: Selected
Plays by Li-Ying Chien Vol.2

Author: Chia-Hsin Pan, Wan-Yu Lin, WeiYun Lin, Meng-Wa Lin, Amang Hung, YuHsuan Wu, Shu-Ying Cao, Shu-Hsun Yu,
Wan-Shuen Tsai, Curly Wang
Illustrator: Chia-Hsin Pan
Publisher: Dark Eyes Ltd.
96 pages | 12.5×18 cm
ISBN: 978-986-635-972-9

Author: Mo-An Chen
Illustrator: Szu-Mi Huang
Publisher: Squirrel Culture Co., Ltd.
288 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-322-8
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The Prescription for Freedom
自由之方
The Prescription for Freedom is a modern
fable that incorporates the knowledge
of Chinese medicine in a story of sick
people living in a sick city. A young
Chinese medicine practitioner who
makes house calls encounters many
unhappy patients from all corners of the
city. The healing calls not for medicine,
but a prescription for freedom for the
heart.

Dark Tourism Through the
Rebels' City
叛民城市

Monsoon Vol. 2
熱帶季風 Vol. 2

In this book, an alternative guide to
the Taipei metropolitan is presented.
Through 52 unorthodox tourist spots,
the authors arrange a tour composed by
conflicts and campaigns. The rebellious
souls lurking in the urban landscape
and the urbanity are hence unveiled.

Monsoon is a non-fiction comic
anthology aimed at adults. Founded
in Taiwan, it incorporates works from
ten creators across Asia-pacific. It also
presents some world-know European or
Japanese non-fiction comics, and offers
a platform to connect journalists and
comic artists.

Author: Chih-Hung Wang, Ying-Feng Hsu,
Cheng-Yun Tsai, Yi- Ching Yang, Lin Chen,
Cheng-Bang Chen, Li-Chun Chen, DongLi Hong, Chia-Wei Lin, Han Chung
Publisher: Guerrilla Publishing / Libratory
Books
272 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-909-042-1

Author: 61 Chi, Adoor, Art Jeeno, Jimmeh
Aitch, Lefty, NOvia Shin, Money, Ling Ou,
Pei-Hsiu Chen, Hong-Yeng Huang, YunJou Chen, Chung-Mo Lin, Shu-Ching
Chuang
Publisher: Slowork Publishing
160 pages | 18×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-950-903-9

A History of Taiwan with a
Human Touch

Thirty Philosophers and
Their Weird Ideas

Listen to Cats

有溫度的台灣史

画哲學

Searching, or being searched by history.
By telling stories of ordinary people
to evoke a long forgotten past and
featuring images well preserved for a
hundred years, Yang breaks free from
the politics and ideologies inherent
in a chronological timeline. Memory
fragments of Taiwan emerge as the
author gently sifts through the history
spanning a thousand years.

Accompanied with beautiful illustrations,
this anthology features selected
philosophical ideas and arguments
from major philosophers from ancient
Greece to present days. A heartwarming
guide for those who are interested in
philosophy but afraid to step further.

Author: Donna Chu
Photographer: Jim Chu
Publisher: FlyingWords Studio
276 pages | 17×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-901-407-6

Author: Tu Yang
Publisher: Homeward Publishing
704 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-963-170-9

Author: Kris Chu
Illustrator: Summerise Xia
Publisher: commaBOOKS
320 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-960-947-0

聽貓的話
Listen to Cats. Ming-Yu Lin is a famous
novelist based in Taiwan. Her writing is
calm, sensible and intellectual. She has
three cats and this is a book that records
the life and conversation with the cats,
which is Lin’s unprecedented portfolio.
Author: Ming-Yu Lin
Publisher: Zebra crossing Publishing
192 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-955-019-2
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I'm Publishing Group
我識出版集團

“I’m Publishing Group” was formally established on October 10th,
2001, with six major publishing brands. We are passionate about
publishing books in the fields of Arts & Photography, Business &
Finance, Parenting & Relationships, and Self-Help. Furthermore, we
have achieved great success in international copyrights authorization,
including China, South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam, Burma, Singapore,
and Malaysia etc. The number of annual authorization has reached
80% of our total publications.

Founded in 2001
Annual published titles: 100
Total publications: 1,175
www.17buy.com.tw
Contact:
Camy Liao
iam.camy@17buy.com.tw
+886-2-2345-7222

The Extraordinary Prefix
& Root & Suffix Mind Map
Vocab That Wows 7.4 Billion
People in the World
讓 74 億人都驚呆的英文字首、
字根、字尾心智地圖
18 page spreads with word mind maps.
Includes 8,000 vocabulary words and
3,600 daily conversations.
Author: Language Publishing Editorial
304 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-407-097-8
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Widen Your Views in English:
2,500 Essential Sentences
for Oversea Travelers,
Students and Businessmen
用英文，到全世界大開眼界
Want to go abroad to complete your
dream but English always is the
stumbling block? Bring this book with
you and you are all set! There are 8
useful chapters that are specially
designed for oversea students, travelers
and employees.
Author: Raymond Tsai
336 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-407-092-3

5-minutes English Class
Before Bedtime

Learn Japanese with Desk
Calendar

睡前 5 分鐘的英語自修課

365 天，用日曆學日文

Stop phubbing before bed! 5 minutes
before sleeping is the “prime time” for
learning English! This book is easy and
breezy, it’s light and fun to read. You
only need 5 minutes to read before bed
every day and the result of building your
English skill will surprise you!

Learning Japanese vocabulary with
mind maps. A topic a day. Calendar
designed. 4-color Press.

Author: Ian Crews, Language Publishing
Editorial
448 pages | 14.8×10.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-407-076-3

Author: Mei Liao
384 pages | 10.2×15 cm
ISBN: 978-986-407-089-3
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Our English Self-Study
Course
我們的英語自修課
3 books + 1CD + 1 E-book. English
pronunciation, vocabularies, grammar,
sentence patterns, listening, all you can
find in this book.
Author: DIY Culture Publishing Group
376 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-299-1

Master Teaching TeamFive TOEIC Mock Test with
Analyses

If You Are a Tactful Lady, You
Will Be the Most Attractive
Woman

2018 全新制怪物講師教學團隊
的 TOEIC 多益 5 回全真模擬試
題 + 解析

會說話的女人更迷人

The authors of this book are the most
famous teaching team in Taiwan! This
book includes five TOEIC mock test with
the most detailed analyses.

This best-seller teaches every woman to
find her potential and attractiveness to
build a wonderful world.
Author: Sha Sha
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-616-661-7

Author: Master Teaching Team
480 pages | 19×25.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-937-214-5

Mom Is the Best English
Teacher

Learning French from AM to
PM

媽媽是最好的英文老師

用法國人的一天學法語

5 ways to learn English between moms
and kids: teaching plans, songs, games,
daily conversation, and flash cards.

Learning French from AM to PM includes
vocabulary, grammar, conversation
and culture. Graphic! 4-color Press! 3
tablecloths for free download.

Author: Dorina Yang, Monica Lin
320 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-407-002-2

Author: Julien Chameroy, OLIO
Illustrator: clare+
224 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-407-017-6

My First Book of Investment
Psychology Beginners'
Guide to Investment
Psychology
我的第一本投資心理學
Investment is a game of psychology. As
long as you become familiar with your
own psychological changes and have
a clear view of your own investment
patterns, you can make investment
decisions correctly to earn a profit.
Author: Jih-Sheng Liao
304 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-578-596-3
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Linking Publishing Company
聯經出版事業公司

Founded in 1974, Linking Publishing Company is a comprehensive
publisher. Over the past four decades, Linking’s backlist includes
thousands of titles that range from humanities and social sciences to
literature, business and management and self-help books. Linking
manages two bookstores located in Taipei and Taichung, as well as an
internet bookstore.

Founded in 1974
Annual published titles: 200
Total publications: 4,000
www.linkingbooks.com.tw
Contact:
Shang-Yuan Lee | Rights Manager
linkingrights@udngroup.com
+886-2-8692-5588 ext. 5308

Scotch Whisky: A Guidebook
on Tasting and Flavors

A Gourmet's Guide to
Taiwanese Restaurants

蘇格蘭威士忌：品飲與風味指南

天蘭尋味

Scotch Whisky is a comprehensive
guidebook on whiskey. It covers all
the related knowledge, from language
and culture to landscape and custom,
from sensual analysis to aroma and
chemistry. It’s not only a book about
tasting and flavors, but also an essential
guidebook for Scotch whisky lovers and
trade people.

Hu is the most renowned figure in
Taiwan’s gourmet circle. In this book,
she leads readers to the 101 must-eat
restaurants in Taiwan.

Author: Paul Pen Wang
472 pages | 24.5×19 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-114-4
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Author: Tien-Lan Hu
248 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-978-3

Gap
缺口
She didn’t feel loved after making love.
Every time they make love, she dies a
little, and what really dies is more than
a certain part of her body. Maybe she
never really loved him—what she falls
for is an illusion of home, a sense of
belonging. Ling tells the stories of three
women in Gap, questioning, “What’s real
love?”
Author: Ming-Yu Ling
328 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-024-6

Good Mother Stamp
好媽媽印章
A piece of paper with lots of stamps is
hung on Peanut’s refrigerator. If Peanut
behaves well, he’ll get a “Good Boy”
stamp, if not, he’ll get a “Bad Boy”
stamp. Peanut doesn’t like this idea at
all. “I’ll give you a ‘Bad Mother’ stamp
in return. If you collect 100 ‘Bad Mother’
stamps, you’ll be taken away,” he thinks.
Author: Ying-Fan Chen
40 pages | 21×25 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-105-2

Exhibitors

An A to Z Grammar for
Chinese Language Learners

New Perspective on Chinese
History

Knowledge Is Also an
Aesthetic Experience

當代中文語法點全集

中國史新論

知識也是一種美感經驗

345 entries of modern Chinese
grammar, arranged alphabetically by
Hanyu Pinyin. Designed specifically
for Chinese language learners of all
levels. Grammatical entries include
three subsections: function, structure
and usage. This reference guide can
give learners a clear understanding of
grammar points and help them master
Chinese. Excellent companion to any
Chinese learning textbook.

Winner of Paju Book Award Planning
Prize, this 10-volume series, New
Perspective on Chinese History, results
from the 80th anniversary of the Institute
of History and Philology at Academia
Sinica. Each volume has a different
focus: law, gender, grassroots society,
technology and Chinese society, art and
archaeology, and formation of ancient
civilization etc.

Nowadays, in addition to books, audiovisual materials and the internet allow
us to access any type of knowledge.
Perhaps we can never truly understand
t h e m y ste r i e s co n ta i n e d i n t h e
knowledge, but they can broaden
our horizons and stimulate our
imaginations, and let us become more
familiar with the world and find a more
suitable place for ourselves in it.

Author: Ming-Chorng Hwang
512 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-048-172-3

Author: Chih-Cheng Lo
256 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-081-9

Who Is Hidden in the Woods?

Looking Into Longshan
Temple

Author: Mandarin Training Center, National
Taiwan Normal University
408 pages | 23×17 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-106-9

Maps of Taiwan: Sticker
Book
台灣地圖貼紙書
The best-selling Maps of Taiwan now
has a companion—a sticker book! With
more than 150 stickers, you can create
your own maps of Taiwan.
Author: Yu-Ling Chen
7 pages | 25×28 cm
ISBN: 471-113-238-791-9

是誰躲在草叢裡
Who is Hidden in the Woods is a picture
book in which you can explore and learn
about the woods of Taiwan. The main
character is a shy Formosan black bear.
Through this character, children can
learn how to be confident.
Author: Chieh-Wen Cheng
40 pages | 25.5×27 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-062-8

看見龍山寺
Looking Into Longshan Temple is a
picture book which displays the Temple
from various perspectives. Through
the book, not only can the reader be
overwhelmed by the sublimity and
beauty of the Temple, but also see the
trace of time and the piety of people.
Author: Yu-Jung Hsu
40 pages | 29.7×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-063-5
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LiveABC Interactive
Corporation

希伯崙股份有限公司

LiveABC was established in 1998 and has been focusing on developing
digital language teaching material since. Being the biggest local
provider of such materials, its product line contains books, textbooks,
magazines, online platform, app, etc. and provides teaching solutions
for kids English, English test preparation, business English, and
Mandarin. Both of LiveABC’s physical and digital content are
distributed in Japan, Korea, Thailand, China, Vietnam, and Latin
America. LiveABC’s English language center which targets primary to
secondary school students. Featuring the unique 4E model, the center
has successfully incorporated ELT and digital technology to assist
teachers and students alike.

Founded in 1998
Annual published titles: Over 200
www.liveabc.com
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Contact:
David Chen | Manager
david_chen@liveabc.com
+886-2-25782626 ext. 169

Outstanding!
Outstanding! is an ELT series covering
beginner to high-intermediate level.
Users can enjoy the up-to-date content
as well as experience its abundant
digital learning tools which include
CD-rom, e-learning platform, and AR
(augmented reality) App.
Author: Andrey Dubinsky, David Edward
Keane
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
136 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-092-7

Live Escalate

Workplace English

Come to Live

Live Escalate is an ELT series following
a careful learning plan for students at
different levels. The fun and engaging
layout can surely make learning a new
experience. Series package includes
student book, CD-rom, teacher’s guide,
class powerpoint slides, e-learning
platform, and AR (augmented reality)
App.

Workplace English belongs to LiveABC’s
“English for Specific Purposes” series
and aims to familiarize students with
day-to-day business English ranging
from an interview to a business trip.
The 2-volume book helps students from
beginner level (CEFR A1) to intermediate
level (CEFR B1) and comes with book,
CD-ROM, and App.

Come to Live is an ELT series for kids
under 12 and covers CEFR A1 to A2.
The book comes with abundant learning
tools which include course book,
workbook, audio, and online platform.

Author: LiveABC editors
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
144 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-216-7

Author: Courtney Aldrich
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
176 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-000-2

Author: Amy Gittleson, Jeff Skiles, Diana
Leeson, Jeff Macon
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
128 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-153-5

Exhibitors

Ready, Go!

Jump to Live

Sound It Out Lite

Ready, Go! is a 9-volume ELT series
for kids aged 5-12 and is LivePen
(LiveABC’s talking pen)-supported.
Learning package includes course book,
workbook, reader, audio, and App.

Jump to Live is a 6-volume ELT series
for pre-school kids. Each book focuses
on one theme from phonics, body parts,
toys and games, to family. Designed
specifically for young learners, each unit
comes with activities and songs/chants
to make learning English fun.

Sound It Out Lite is a 3-volume natural
phonics series for kids above 5 and
is LivePen (LiveABC’s talking pen)supported. Teachers can combine board
games when using this book in class.
Learning package includes book, audio,
and App.

Author: Jo Hsiao
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
72 pages | 24×24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-038-5

Author: Mevis Yeh
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
88 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-059-0

My First Chinese!

Zhen Bang

我的第一本漢語

真棒

Thirteen Real-Life Scenarios
in New TOEIC Tests

This Chinese pronunciation book is
specially written for English-speaking
children and focuses on developing
listening and speaking skills. Fun
activities, exercise, theme words, and
useful patterns are also provided.

A program designed for the American
high school student, Zhen Bang
welcomes learners to the world of
Chinese language and culture with
a design that is colorful, inviting, and
engaging. Students will enjoy talking
about their lives, family, friends,
school, and more in paired and group
communicative activities.

Author: Keira Huang
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
88 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-067-5

Author: Tiffany Fang
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
52 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-107-8

Author: Tiffany Fang
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
564 pages | 21.7×28.5 cm
ISBN: 978-082-198-136-8

官方頒訂 新版多益 13 大情境學
習指南
This book categorizes high frequency
TOEIC vocabulary in thirteen categories
along with word usage, example
sentences and picture description/
dictionary.
Author: Joscelyn Owen, Doug Ackerman,
William Nial Stewart II
Illustrator: LiveABC illustrators
328 pages, 336 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-441-189-4
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Locus Publishing
Company

大塊文化出版股份有限公司
A Taiwanese publisher which is focused on business, true stories
(including memoirs, biographies, and travelogues), self-help, illustrated
books, fiction, young adult, history, philosophy, health, as well as daily
inspirations and light literature designed for female readers.

Founded in 1996
Annual published titles: 60-70
Total publications: over 1,000 titles
www.locuspublishing.com
Contact:
Vinelle Pan | Rights Manager
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 ext. 35

Under the Same Moon
同一個月亮
Our hearts are bathed in the same
moonlight, and full of the same
yearning. Han-han waits by the window
as if he's waiting for someone to come.
Han-han sees a lion coming. The lion
has a nail stuck in his paw. Han-han
carefully takes the nail out, fixes the
wound up, puts on a bandage, and
comforts him. Han-han still waits by
the window, nervous and excited. He is
waiting for his father, who hasn't come
back in so long….
Author: Jimmy Liao
32 pages | 21×28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-828-1
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To Read or Not To Read, That
Is My Question
不愛讀書不是你的錯
“Make it a rule never to give a child a
book you would not read yourself.”George Bernard Shaw
Less and less people are visiting
the bookstore down the street. The
bookstore owner’s son gathers his
friends to discuss whether they want
to read and buy books at the store
anymore. To read or not to read? Indeed,
that is the question.
Author: Jimmy Liao
128 pages | 15×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-878-6

The Illustrated Classic of
Mountains and Seas
山海經
The Classic of Mountains and
Seas was China's first account of
human geography, as well as a rich
compendium of ancient mythology. This
book includes images preserved in the
National Central Library, offering highly
detailed depictions of mythological
characters and landscapes, and guiding
younger generations to appreciate the
aesthetics and imagination of these
ancient myths.
Author: National Central Library
(Collection), Fong-Mao Lee (Revise),
Ching-Yao Ho (Introduction), Kuan-Te Wu
(Painting)
320 pages | 17×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-817-5

NO. 39 Animal Surgery
動物醫院 39 號
No. 39 Animal Surgery depicts a
real place through semi-fictitious
accounts. The vet character is based
on a real person, but the animals are
personifications. With her astonishingly
artistic and unique expressions of
drawing, the author tells these mini
stories about animals and human
beings with passion for animals.
Author: Chin-Lun Lee
96 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 986-797-527-8

Exhibitors

Going Home

The Disobedient Stone

Baker

回家

不安分的石頭（精裝）

麵包師之旅

Fresh off a win at the 4th GCIA awards,
Yu Teng paints a finely-detailed portrait
of the Taipei she grew up in through a
journey back home, starring a man and
a dog. She depicts the streets, the MRT,
and YouBikes that have become such a
big part of daily life.

To make sure that everything in Gagabe
Forest stays the same, a neighborhood
watch called Team Six patrols the
entire forest every day. One day, a stone
appears in the forest. Sometimes it
glows, sometimes it makes strange
sounds. Team Six is stumped. How
could they restore the forest back to how
it was previously?

Winner of the 2016 Taiwan Golden
Comic Awards for Best New Artist.
This beautiful story has no words,
and it doesn’t need any. Artist WenSheng Chen allowed the simple seeds
of a childhood daydream to form as
he waited for the bread truck to pass
his house. Then they sprouted into
a luscious, living work of color and
creativity.

Author: Yu Teng
40 pages | 19×13 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-715-4

The Little Drifter
流浪小孩
Crystal Kung looks at all the cities and
places she has visited from a young
person’s perspective, where foreigners
come and go (or revisit years later)
for different reasons. The child that
repeatedly appears in the six stories
seems to remind those who left off all
the good things they once owned, yet
never lost.
Author: Crystal Kung
172 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-459-8

Author: Ahn Zhe
52 pages | 25×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-572-3

Legends of Assassins (2017
New Edition)
刺客列傳（精裝紀念版）
This book is based on the Han dynasty
scholar Sima Qian. It includes the
legends of five assassins during the
Spring and Autumn Periods. Chen
Uen used traditional Chinese brushes
to illustrate each page on calligraphy
paper. There are 500 colorful paintings,
ranging from small to large, with exact
and difficult-to-achieve details.
Author: Chen Uen
192 pages | 18×26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-467-3

Author: Wen-Sheng Chen
152 pages | 19×20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-469-7

Wizard and Brat 1
天才超人頑皮鬼 1
Wiz ard and Brat features w ildly
imaginative characters and settings
as well as unexpected plot twists,
bringing together sci-fi, fantasy, teenage
romance, action-adventure, and comedy
in a dazzling showcase of Richard
Metson's talent for genre blending. It
makes for an imaginative ride with a
rich aftertaste.
Author: Richard Metson
204 pages | 17×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-479-6
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National Taiwan University Press

國立臺灣大學出版中心

NTU Press is dedicated to printing books that have undergone thorough
evaluation. Over its 20-year history NTU press has invited scholars and
experts to edit or compile a wide range of distinctive book series. Chief
among these are the National Taiwan University and Harvard Yenching
Institute Academic Book Series, the Taiwan Studies Series, and the
Climate Change Policy and Law Series. In recent years NTU Press has
actively expanded its global marketing channels in cooperation with
local and international companies to facilitate reader access to its
publications.

Founded in 1996
Annual published titles: 70
Total publications: 880
Contact:
Wei-Han Chen | Marketing Division, Section Director
weihan@ntu.edu.tw
+886-2-3366-3923

Transforming "Sacred
Religion" into Daoism
從聖教到道教
This book discusses the religious
phenomena among the Chinese
population of Malaysia. It compares
the Chinese people in Malaysia with
those in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau
and shows how a “religion-festival
integration” developed in the multi-ethic
religious and cultural environment in
Malaysia.
Author: Fong-Mao Lee
584 pages | 15×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-278-4
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The Southwest in Ming-Qing
Literary Imagination
明清文學中的西南敘事
The “Southwest” in Ming-Qing literature
represents a convergence of culture,
politics, war, aesthetics, etc. Outsider
literati adopted different means to
understand unfamiliarity found within
natural and cultural landscapes. The
Ming-Qing literature on the Southwest
offered a sharp yet peripheral entry
point in its literary taste and cultural
realization.
Author: Siao-Chen Hu
408 pages | 15×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-212-8

Sounds from 1922

Politics of Legitimacy

百年踅音

合法性的政治

This book assembles the related
literature on Japanese musicologist
Tanabe Hisao’s reconnaissance in
Taiwan and Xiamen in the April of 1922,
including historical materials such
as the Taiwan and Xiaman sections in
Nanyang, essays on Taiwanese music,
and the transcripts of his speeches in
Taiwan etc.

This book argues that state power
can only be legitimized in three idealtypical ways: a set of values that a state
is upholding (ideological legitimacy),
recognized political processes such as
regular competitive election (procedural
legitimacy), or capacity of public goods
provision (performance legitimacy).
Based on this theory, the author has
analyzed different aspects of Chinese
politics.

Author: Hisao Tanabe
344 pages | 18.2×25.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-039-736-9

Author: Ding-Xin Zhao
400 pages | 15×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-256-2

Exhibitors

The Universe That Rings
宇宙的顫抖
This book narrates how Einstein for the
first time subverted Newton’s obstinate
concept of absolute time and transforms
Newton’s gravitational field into a unique
partial geometric curvature of a fourdimensional space-time.
Author: Mark Lee
212 pages | 15.5×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-260-9

The “Paradise” After
Disaster
劫後「天堂」
This book presents Suzhou’s “abnormally
prosperous” city life during the Second
Sino-Japanese War through studying
four leisure trades in Suzhou – tea
houses, restaurants, hotels and opium
dens. The book reverses the perceived
wisdom about an occupied area where
it is destined to be war-torn, to endure
economic recession and business,
financial and industrial sectors
shrinkage.
Author: Jen-Shu Wu
316 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-236-4

Taiwan's Imagined
Geography
臺灣的想像地理
Until 300 years ago, the Chinese
considered Taiwan a “land beyond
the seas,” a “ball of mud” inhabited
by “naked and tattooed savages.”
In representing distant lands and
ethnically diverse peoples of the
frontiers to audiences in China properly,
these works transformed places once
considered non-Chinese into familiar
parts of the empire and thereby helped
to naturalize Qing expansionism.
Author: Jin-Hua (Emma) Teng
368 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-264-7

Deep Layers of the Text
文本深層
This book investigates the influence
of Chinese classical literature and its
English translation on the contents
and forms of contemporary American
poetry and songs. Meanwhile it explores
how under the influence of feminism
and gender awareness the writings of
female writers in Taiwan and Hong Kong
and American female poets have been
changed and innovated in content and in
style.
Author: Ling Chung
680 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-276-0

Attuning the Gospel
福音演義
This book makes a critical and holistic
analysis of a representative corpus of
Chinese Christian novels of the late Qing
period. Through multiple perspectives
of religious themes and narrative
characteristics, this study displays a
kaleidoscope of writing strategies of the
Protestant missionaries and Chinese
Christian authors in attuning the Gospel
against the socio-cultural contexts of
late imperial China.
Author: Tsz-Pang (John) Lai
316 pages | 15×23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-244-9

The History of Modern
Taiwanese Women
近代台灣女性史
The term “new woman” appeared in
1920 or thereabouts, referring to the
Taiwanese women under the Japanese
rule. This book surveys the changes
of women’s role, the birth of the “new
woman” generation and their social
positions in order to examine the
process of change in Taiwanese society.
Author: Yuru Hung
472 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-350-231-9
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National Palace
Museum

國立故宮博物院

The National Palace Museum (hereinafter NPM) holds 690,000 pieces of
ancient Chinese artifacts. In order to advocate the beauty and aesthetics
of ancient Chinese arts, the NPM has been actively promoting its
licensing services. With various categories of licensing initiatives (such
as images, videos, publication, and brand licensing), ancient Chinese
artifacts get several new takes in terms of form and popular culture.
Not only does licensing boost the average person’s recognition of NPM’s
collections, it also strengthens the capacity of Taiwan’s cultural creative
industry, establishing the milestone of successfully merging people’s
daily lives with classical aesthetics.

Founded in 1925
Annual published titles: 60
Total publications: 1,800
www.npm.gov.tw/en/

Contact:
Ms. Huei-Hsien Lin
hhsien@npm.gov.tw
+886-2-2881-2021

Story of a Brand Name
品牌的故事
Story of a Brand Name-The collection and
packaging Aesthetics of the Qing Emperor
Qianlong is a special exhibition dedicated
to exploring Emperor Qianlong's
collecting and packaging of artworks.
The exhibition selects from art objects,
paintings, calligraphy works, and rare
books to demonstrate the taste in art
and interaction between the Qianlong
emperor and his collection.
Author: Pei-Chin Yu
311 pages | 29.2×20.6 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-794-2

封面 示意圖

宋代花箋特展

The Making of a National Treasure:

Select Masterpieces of Painting and Calligraphy in the Museum Collection

Select Masterpieces of Painting and Calligraphy in the Museum Collection

A Special Exhibition of Painting

and Calligraphy on Song Dynasty

Decorated Paper

宋代
花箋特展

GPN：1010601432
定價：NT$1200

A Special Exhibition of Painting and Calligraphy on Song Dynasty Decorated Paper

書畫菁華特展

書畫菁華特展
The Making of a National Treasure:

GPN 1010602488
定 價 NT$1500

The Making of a National
Treasure
國寶的形成
The Making of a National Treasure:
Select Masterpieces of Painting and
Calligraphy in the Museum Collection is
a major exhibition of precious paintings
and calligraphies. The purpose of the
classification system is to introduce the
results of the National Palace Museum's
works to the general public. We hope to
disseminate knowledge of the arts and
unleash the greater social function and
potential of the museum.
Author: Fang-Ju Liu
327 pages | 21.5×30.2 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-793-5
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A Special Exhibition of
Painting and Calligraphy
on Song Dynasty Decorated
Paper
宋代花箋特展圖錄
This exhibition features twenty select
examples of artwork on decorated
paper from the Song dynasty, of which
many are letters. Not only exceptional
works of fine art in and of themselves,
these objects also reveal outstanding
achievements in the art of making
decorated paper during the Song
dynasty.
Author: Yan-Chiuan He
256 pages | 29.7×39.7 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-795-9

Fineries of Forgery
偽好物：16 至 18 世紀蘇州片及
其影響
"Suzhou Fakes" of the late Ming and
early Qing represent a new field of study
that merits further attention and study.
Rough estimates of "Suzhou Fakes,"
demonstrate appreciable numbers and
their vast appeal in the past, offering a
new socio-cultural phenomenon that
awaits in-depth research.
Author: Shih-Hua Chiu, Lin-Li Chiang, YuZhi Lai
440 pages | 22×30.4 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-796-6
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Traveling with Art

Whereto Paradise

行篋隨行－乾隆南巡行李箱中的
書畫

何處是蓬萊─仙山圖特展圖錄

The Qianlong reign of the Qing dynasty
has often been the object of curatorial
interest at major museums. Traveling
with Art: Painting and Calligraphy
Accompanying the Qianlong Emperor’s
Southern Tours is a special topic exhibit
that provides a closer and deeper look
at a particular aspect of the Qianlong
emperor's life.
Author: Shih-Hua Chiu, Wing-Cheong
Cheng, Jie-Jin Chen
240 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-787-4

Hanuman's Treasure Hunt at
the Southern Branch of the
NPM
故宮南院嬉遊記－跟著哈奴曼尋
寶去
The Southern Branch designed the
cartoon character of Hanuman as the
mascot of the Children’s Creative Center
in order to appeal to a family audience.
Hanuman originates from the Hindu
epic Ramayana and is a well-known
character in Southeast Asia. According
to scholarly research, the archetype of
the Monkey King in Journey to the West
might be attributed to Hanuman.
Author: Fang-Chi Yang
128 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-748-5

Many works of Chinese landscape
painting that survive today deal with
or refer to lands of the immortals, and
paintings from the Song, Yuan, Ming,
and Qing dynasties in the National
Palace Museum collection present
the particularly rich and varied facets
to these mountains of immortality.
This catalogue thus offers readers a
greater understanding of their cultural
significance.
Author: Wen-Mei Hsu
216 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-798-0

Innumerable Efforts on the
Art of Clot
織路繡徑穿重山
By illustrating the techniques used in
traditional textiles, we introduced 77
unique pieces, their cultural significance
and the stories behind them to reveal
the vibrant culture of these indigenous
peoples. From here, the public has a
chance to look beyond the objects and
experience the unique and diversified
cultures of Taiwan indigenous peoples.
Author: Tai-Li Hu et al.
144 pages | 19×26 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-797-3

Splendid Accessories of
Nomadic Peoples

Pleasingly Pure and
Lustrous

貴貴琳瑯游牧人

適於心：明代永樂皇帝的瓷器

The exhibit is divided into four sections:
"Esteemed Vessels of Food and Drink,"
"Immersed in Tibetan Buddhism,"
"Conversing in Coral and Turquoise,"
and "Treasures Transcending Borders,"
showing readers the lives of nomadic
people, including their religion,
aesthetic, and cultures.

The ability to produce ceramics has
long been considered a hallmark of
human civilization. This exhibition
focuses on the uniqueness and diversity
of porcelains in the Ming dynasty
during the Yongle reign, and presents
the Yongle emperor’s standard for
porcelains and the peak achievements
in East Asian arts and crafts.

Author: Hui-Hsia Chen
176 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-786-7

Author: Lan-Yin Huang
184 pages | 21×26 cm
ISBN: 978-957-562-788-1
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Nueva Vision
Co., Ltd.

新世語文化有限公司

Nueva Vision Co., Ltd. is a publishing company which acknowledges
the historical significances of the antique photos and illustrations, and
hopes to provide readers a quality reading experience with authentic
manuscripts. The new mission of our company is to use a combination
of historic references, natural eye for color, and imagination to bring
historic photos to life in color.

Founded in 2001
Annual published titles: 5
Total publications: 9
www.hsuchungmaostudio.com

Han-Bing
漢餅
The positioning of this book includes the
recipe for Han-Bing (snacks of China),
and it is also rich in the cultural heritage
of the food culture, both practical,
promotional, and collection features.
Author: Hsu Chung-Mao Studio
200 pages | 19×24.5 cm

Contact:
Chun-Yi Wu | Administrative Assistant
shu4364@ms62.hinet.net
+886-2-2368-4364

The Taiwanese Century in
Photographs

October Revolution

Fashion of Paris

十月革命

巴黎時尚百年典藏

This is a book that uses images to recall
a hundred years of memories in Taiwan.
The photographs of our ancestors give
us a blessing to continue on the next
hundred years of Taiwanese history.

The famous study of "October
Revolution" uses the political
propaganda paintings during the period
of the Russian Civil War (1918-1922) to
understand the social background and
the revolutionary process.

Clothing styles are the most obvious
representation of each time period’s
changing fashion. The history of
fashion holds an irreplaceable position
throughout the 19th century in Europe,
and remains on center stage until now.

Author: Hsu Chung-Mao Studio
278 pages | 30×30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-885-205-1

Author: Hsu Chung-Mao Studio
216 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-477-317-6

Author: Hsu Chung-Mao Studio
400 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-477-322-0

影像臺灣百年行旅
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Taiwan in the Late Qing
Dynasty
晚清臺灣
This book, Taiwan in the Late Qing
Dynasty, will inspire people nowadays
to ponder and rethink the difficult yet
glorious road that we and generations
before us have covered, so that we
would learn from the lessons and
experiences of the past and look ahead
toward the future of the Chinese people!
Author: Hsu Chung-Mao Studio
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen, Tan-Yu Hsu,
Tan-Han Hsu, Wei-Yan Zhang, Chun-Yi Wu
176 pages | 30×30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-477-396-1

The Sundrenched South
南部的陽光
An impressionistic image of the south
would convey a more tropical aura to
it: vast, endless rice paddies, peasant
women with wide-brimmed hats,
expansive city roads, sultry weather, and
most of all the sun, bright and blazing.
Author: Hsu Chung-Mao Studio
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen, Tan-Yu Hsu,
Tan-Han Hsu, Wei-Yan Zhang, Chun-Yi Wu
180 pages | 21×29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-477-470-8

Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, Life and
Legacy (Digital Colorization)
孫中山的時代精神
In this book, digital colorization granted
these black-and-white images a new
life and carry on the story of Dr. Sun’s
life and legacy.
Author: Hsu Chung-Mao Studio
Illustrator: Tania Hsu, Brian Hsu, Yi-Chin
Chen
280 pages | 30×30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-885-204-4
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Psygarden Publishing
Company

心靈工坊文化事業股份有限公司
The PsyGarden Publishing Company was founded in October 2000. Our
aim is to create a borderless, humanistic community of lifelong learning
by propagating knowledge and information that promotes body-mindspirit wellness.

Founded in 2000
Annual published titles: 30
Total publications: 400
www.psygarden.com.tw

好父母是後天學來的
This book is written by a well-known
Taiwanese psychiatrist, Dr. HaoWei Wang, and is about parent-child
relationships. There are all kinds of
parents and children that come to his
clinic, and he tries to listen to their
hearts, and help them to communicate
with each other.
Author: Hao-Wei Wang
264 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-611-238-6
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生命的 12 堂情緒課
Dr. Wang wrote down and displayed
the types as well as levels of emotion
in each member during his group
therapy sessions. Through the author's
narratives of what emotion is, we can get
hold of various phenomena of emotion,
and achieve a richer understanding of
mankind’s inner world.
Author: Hao-Wei Wang
312 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-611-237-9

Contact:
Doris Wang | Editor-in-Chief
doris@psygarden.com.tw
+886-2-2702-9186 ext. 219

Not Born to Be Parents

12 Lessons on Emotions

Listening to the Voices of
Young People

A Soul Doctor's Letter for
Home

我的青春施工中

憂鬱的醫生，想飛

Life is complicated, and the issues
of growing up are always laced with
bitterness, confusion, and the sense of
hopelessness. Psychiatrist and writer
Hao-Wei Wang made an attempt to
become a medium for teens and their
parents and bridge the gap between
them.

This book is written by a well-known
Taiwanese psychiatrist, Dr. Hao-Wei
Wang. Also a poet and prose writer, he
wrote about the mourning period for his
father’s death, his childhood memories,
along with his feelings when he tried to
relieve his clients’ pain.

Author: Hao-Wei Wang
264 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-678-256-5

Author: Hao-Wei Wang
232 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-611-274-4
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Sleep Soundly Every Night
夜夜好眠
In this book, principles of sleep are
introduced, questions about sleep
are answered, and treatments of
sleeplessness are also suggested.
Readers will gain knowledge of how to
sleep well as well as the appropriate
ways to take sleep medication.

Understanding Children
with Autism
星星小孩，擁抱陽光
This book gives complete information
on autism kids. In this book, practical
suggestions are given on how to help
autism kids to develop communication
skills, interact with others, take care of
oneself, and adapt to school life.

Having a Child with
Attention-Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder
家有過動兒
With simple and clear description
and illustrations, this book defines
the symptoms and the treatments
for children with ADHD. It also gives
suggestions to parents and teachers on
how to interact with children with ADHD,
to help them adapt and adjust in life.

Author: His-Chung Chen
200 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-611-279-9

Author: Wen-Che Tsai
176 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-611-282-9

A Generation of Postponed
Maturity

The Wounded Healers

Unforgettable Moments

受傷的醫者

不被遺忘的時光

In this book, the author compiled the
life stories of some great masters in the
psychotherapy field. Lin writes about
the turning points of their lives that led
them to dive into the mystical world of
the human spirit, and then become the
prominent figures in the profession.

Taiwan is an ageing society, and it is
estimated that by 2060, there will be
about 800,000 elderly citizens who
suffer from dementia. Knowledge and
measures of prevention and care of
dementia will better equip us when
faced with this ever-common problem.

Author: Keh-Ming Lin
288 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-357-001-1

Author: Tzung-Jeng Hwang
200 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-357-023-3

晚熟世代
Dr. Hao-Wei Wang, a well-known
Taiwanese psychiatrist, found through
the talks with his clients and his
observations that people in modern
Taiwanese society tend to become
mature very late in life. Dr. Wang talks
about his worries and suggestions for
this phenomenon.
Author: Hao-Wei Wang
280 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-611-278-2

Author: Susan Shur-Fen Gau
168 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-611-280-5
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Reve Books
Co., Ltd.

欣燦連股份有限公司

Established in 2011, Reve Books is a publishing company in Taiwan.
We publish Chinese-language books, including romance, fantasy, and
mystery. We started publishing translations of non-Chinese novels in
2017. We also represent several authors, and are looking to introduce
their books to more countries.

Founded in 2011
Annual published titles: 100 volumes
Total publications: 100 titles
www.chilinbook.weebly.com
Contact:
Sandy Lin | Foreign Rights Editor
jsagencytw@gmail.com
+886-2-2684-2577

Top Assistant

SOTUS

金牌助理

SOTUS 一年生：魔鬼學長與菜
鳥學弟

This story is based on the entertainment
industry. The author tells a story of how
the protagonist got a job as the assistant
of an A-list actor. Though things did
not start out well, they gradually fell in
love with each other. They cherish their
relationship and therefore face and
overcome difficulties together.
Author: Fei Tian Ye Xiang (Arise Zhang)
Illustrator: Catree
320 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-571-008-8
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SOTUS is a system that aims to help
freshmen to adapt to university life. The
conflict between two students eventually
grows into love; yet they fear facing it.
When you fall in love with someone
irrespective of gender, it takes more
than courage to admit it to yourself and
accept it.
Author: BitterSweet
Illustrator: PSD
304 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-494-000-4

Zombies in College
喪病大學
When an outbreak of a zombie virus
appears at a college, the protagonist
and his friends face the crisis together
with optimistic and positive attitudes,
trying to stay alive until help arrives.
The author uses humorous and
ingenious writing to describe how these
youngsters face human cruelty and their
fear of death.
Author: Liang-Yu Yan
Illustrator: PSD
352 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-494-010-3

Top Glory
全職高手
This is a story about online gaming
and passions among players. The
protagonist, the top professional player
of "Top Glory," is fired by the team
manager due to his refusal to cooperate
on commercial activities. Let's see how
he meets new friends and fight his way
back to the gaming championship.
Author: Hu Die Lan
Illustrator: Ba Wang
352 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-578-262-7
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Special Agent from the
Ministry of Supernatural

Haunted Houses Note

S.E.R.F: Lost Control

凶宅筆記

S.E.R.F 虛無假設

The protagonist and his friend team up
to exorcise the demons or ghosts in the
houses, profiting from these haunted
houses. With different cases crossing
over, they find themselves trapped in
a well-planned conspiracy, facing life
threatening conditions. Who is behind
all these? Could they escape from it?

Mu En, an FBI agent, is diagnosed as
suicidal by bureaus' psychiatrist. Heier,
an FBI agent, lost his beloved wife and is
unable to return to normal life. Two FBI
agents with their own grieves become
partners, and they help each other
face the reality, healing their heart and
discover new love....

Author: Er Shi San
Illustrator: ANTENNA
288 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-896-859-2

Author: Shi Wu
Illustrator: yoco
253 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-486-134-664-4

The Story of Ming Lan

When Cloud Met Moon

海棠依舊：知否？知否？應是綠
肥紅瘦

烏雲遇皎月

Welcome to the Game of
Nightmare

國家一級註冊驅魔師上崗培訓通
知
This is a modern Asian supernatural
demon hunting story with fun, fast
paced, excitement and puzzles to
solve. In the modern world, demon
hunters are regulated by government.
The protagonist accidently enters this
mystery world and begins his adventure
as a demon hunter.
Author: Fei Tian Ye Xiang (Arise Zhang)
Illustrator: Ye Ye Xi Mo
448 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-571-021-7

An ordinary court clerk whose soul
traveled through time back to an
unknown dynasty became a 3-year-old
girl, the only daughter of a concubine
who just died in childbirth. With a
modern adult soul, she knows better
how to survive in this ancient world, but
she has to accept and follow its rules....
Author: Guan Xin Ze Luan
Illustrator: Rong Jing
320 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-961-442-9

A suspenseful sci-fi romance. They met
and fell in love on a cruise, and then
were apart for a year. When they ran into
each other a year later, they found that
they had no memory of their year apart,
so they attempted to stop the memory
loss from occurring by traveling back
and forth in time.
Author: Ding Mo
Illustrator: Reve Books
352 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-961-433-7

歡迎來到噩夢遊戲
The protagonist is sucked into a game
involuntarily. He needs to beat the game
and return to the real world. He needs
to complete his missions at different
stages and take part in some lifethreatening dungeons to earn enough
“Life credit” to survive before he figures
out the way back home.
Author: Bo Mu Bing Lun
Illustrator: Twelve Hundred
352 pages | 15×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-494-006-6
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SHARP POINT MEDIA GROUP

Sharp Point Publishing
Group
c:80 m:70 y:10 k:0
c:0

m:50 y:80 k:0

c:80 m:30 y:0
c:0

k:0

m:80 y:20 k:0

尖端出版集團
c:80 m:0

y:50 k:0

Since its establishment in 1982, Sharp Point Publishing foresaw the
evolving desire of young readers, and has continuously been developing
publishing niches to meet their tastes and demands. Over this time,
Sharp Point has accumulated thousands of publishing types. Having its
solid foundation in Taiwan as its core competitive edge, SPP has been
actively providing high-quality works by introducing various authors and
will successively dedicate its resources to cultivating original authors.
SPP shall advance into the global Chinese teen-reading market, providing
its customers with a wide selection of pleasurable reading materials.

Founded in 1982
Annual published titles:
794
Total publications:
about 20,000
www.spp.com.tw

Contact:
Carol Huang | Rights Coordinator
carol_huang@mail2.spp.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7600

時尚攝影大師黃天仁教你用手機
也能拍出時尚感
International famous fashion
photographer, Tien-Jen Huang
demonstrates how to take great fashion
photographs using only cellphones.
Author: Tien-Jien Huang
144 pages | 18.2×20 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-659-1

Clock In, Clock Out

A New Day

What Is It Like to Grow Up?

上班族人蔘

嶄新的一天

長大是什麼樣子

What every office worker thinks, but is
afraid to actually say, "I don't want to
work!"

In life, people always pursue love,
warmth, and family companionship.
When the little boy wakes up in the
morning and finds out the whole world
is completely different, what should he
do? How can the missing boy find the
long way home?

What will I look like when I grow up?
What if I grow up to be a giant? If I grow
up, will I still be scared? Let’s imagine
what it is like while I grow up.

Author: Pony Pei
128 pages | 13×17.5 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-117-6

Author: Yu-Feng Kuo
Illustrator: Yen-Ting Kuo
60 pages | 27.5×27 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-367-5
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Fashion Photography ×
Smartphone

Author: Yi-Ting Wu
56 pages | 21×25 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-718-7
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Magee and His Dinosaur
Friends 1: Let's Have Lunch
Together
萌萌與他的恐龍朋友 1：一起吃
午餐
The little Tyrannosaurus Magee and
his friends got in a fight for their lunch.
Magee only wants to have meat, and he
really hates to see vegetables in dishes.
But his friend, Green, is a Brontosaurus
who only eats vegetables. Will the
dinosaurs find a good way to solve the
lunch issue?

The Giant Is Coming

Bobo the Baby Penguin

嘰哩咕嚕碰

小企鵝波波

This is a magical and humorous giant
story talking about the big issue of air
pollution.

A warm, lovely story from the frozen
polar region! Created by popular
Facebook illustrator, Lyno, Bobo,
the Baby Penguin has over seventy
thousand fans all over the world. This
book will remind you of your childhood
dreams and innocence! Let’s follow the
light-hearted Bobo! He’ll show you the
mysterious lives of penguins!

Author: Yi-Chin Huang
48 pages | 25×25 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-701-9

Author: Lynol
160 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-399-6

Author: Yuan-Chi Chang
32 pages | 25.6×18 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-702-6

Circlelove

Detention

相愛是一種循環

返校：惡夢再續

Reading from the first and from the last
page, you will find two different kinds of
endings: staying together and splitting
up. Love is just a circle: from love to
separation, and from separation to
palpitation once again.

A thrilling novel with traditional culture,
lost memories, and atonement. It’s
adapted from a popular award-winning
computer game, based on White Terror
which took place during the 1950s in
Taiwan.

Author: Yang Yang
Illustrator: Star Cheng
352 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-108-089-5

Author: Ling Jing, Red Candle Games
Illustrator: Finger, Pegehoho
304 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-170-1

Welcome to Hotel
Continuous
歡迎光臨康堤紐斯大飯店
Four detectives have come up with
their own theories for a puzzling case,
leading readers to find out the truth.
Lighthearted and unique interactions
between the four detectives, attractive
local scenery in Taiwan, and an
ensemble cast performance akin to that
of The Grand Budapest Hotel make a
compelling story....
Author: Po-Ching Lee
304 pages | 14.5×21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-095-7
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Tong Li Publishing
Co., Ltd.

東立出版社

Being the largest professional comic publisher in Taiwan, Tong Li
Publishing Company owns a complete independent publishing system.
Our services include acting as agents for foreign comic publications,
publishing comic magazines, acting as brokers for Taiwan comic writers
and publishing their works, engaging in net comics and e-commerce, etc.

Founded in 1979
Annual published titles: 1,000
Total publications: 30,000
www.tongli.com.tw
Contact:
Che-Wei Fan | Vice General Manager
billfan@tongli.com.tw
+886-2-2558-7277 ext. 270
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Pico the Witch
執業魔女 PicoPico
As long as you offer appropriate
rewards, Pico will use magic to make
your wishes come true. Strange
people come to Pico for help, but their
problems are very troublesome. In the
night, the mysterious magic house is
waiting for you. The story of a fancy
magical world begins now!
Illustrator: Zhi-Yi + ZEI
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-324-088-4

Debug

The Monster of Memory

The Hidden Level

-Debug- 筆電的使用手冊

記憶的怪物

隱藏關卡 THL

Ji Mo, an editor-in-chief, is facing the
crisis of a department being closed
down. He had finally won the copyright
of the latest works by famous detective
novelist—Dan Mu-Yuan. However, Ji
Mo accidentally dropped the important
manuscript into water, and this mishap
set huge changes in motion for his life.

Qian Cheng’s brother, Qian Qing, had
passed away long ago. He always saw
his brother as a role model. In order
to see his brother again, Qian Cheng
applied to a special organization to get
a cyborg called RE614 which looked
exactly like Qian Qing. How did this
cyborg affect Qian Cheng’s life?

Everything before my eyes is exactly the
same with the real world where I live
in…. But what if everything is just a part
of the game? I am Lu. I am trapped in
the game named “REAL,” and I want to
leave this world alive. “The real game
starts after you beat it!”

Illustrator: Nyaroro
162 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-431-641-0

Illustrator: MAE
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-470-528-3

Illustrator: Chang-Sheng
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-109-740-4
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Princess Chef
馥桂吉祥
There is a canteen hidden in a corner
of the city. The food is really delicious.
The cook however is an impudent girl.
She always cooks spicy food that I hate
the most. However, unexpectedly I miss
the taste of it so much that I can’t sleep
at night. She keeps calling me “Uncle”!
How dare she!
Illustrator: Yi Huan
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-365-899-3

The Ravages of Time Q My
Shuijing Academia
火鳳燎原 Q 我的水鏡學園
In the last years of the Tong-Han
Dynasty, famous school Shuijing
Academia cultivated talented people to
become outstanding military elites. The
legend is that if you can get one of the
students from this school, you can take
over the world! This official derivative
work of the bestselling Chinese
comic book The Ravages of Time uses
humorous style to reinterpret a strict
comic.

FEVER
FEVER 熱病
A straight A student, Zheng-Ling Liu,
who is unsociable and doesn’t like to
contact with people. Shao-Qi Zhan,
the Ace in the boxing club with a large
number of supporters. Both of them are
school hunks recognized by the school
girls. The two boys who didn’t know
each other started a cohabitation life
because of an accident!
Illustrator: Chung-Ping Lee
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-957-260-473-1

Illustrator: A.J
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-486-314-3

Secret Agent Consortium

The Ravages of Time

特務同盟

火鳳燎原 珍藏版

A clever and naughty girl, an ardent
policewoman with a sense of justice,
and a wanted criminal with a sad past.
They are totally different, but they come
together incidentally. This team is out of
step. When they are forced to confront
law-breakers, will they trust each other?
Or….

At the end of Tong-Han dynasty, TungZhou took over the capital city of
Luoyang. A talented man named Si
Ma-Yi and a brave man named Liao
Yuan-Huo set traps and killed DongZhou’s military adviser, Xu Lin. They
also planned to overthrow Dong-Zhou.
Complicating matters further, Xu Lin’s
close friend Lu Bu was plotting revenge
for his death.

Illustrator: Puthialt
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-382-845-7

Illustrator: Cheng-Mou
408 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-317-171-3

Don't Call Me Magical Girl,
I'm OOXX
誰跟你魔法少女我是 OOXX
This is a magical girl’s story about
wishing to become a real human. XuanYing and other people confront each
other for their own reasons, but they are
accidentally exposed to the world during
one of the conflicts. They face human
criticisms and are asked for damage
compensation after destroying a city.
Author: Simon Creative
Illustrator: Chi-Cheng Yang
176 pages | 12.8×18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-482-480-9
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Uei Shiang Co., Ltd.

威向有限公司

Specializes in boys’ love stories, romantic fiction, and youth literature
publications. Some of our popular novels have been adapted into TV
shows, movies, and web dramas. We have also sold our copyrights to
China, Hong Kong, Japan, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Poland. This
year, we have cooperated with a Korean company to establish an online
reading platform called Myrics.

Founded in 2002
Annual published titles: 108
Total publications: 2,800
Contact:
Yen-Chun Lin | General Manager
amy@uei-shiang.com
+886-2-2681-3110 ext. 15
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The Loli Vampire Sisters
赤月下雙子
The theme of this novel does not focus
on romance alone, but also looks at an
unknown world from the perspective of
vampires. Two sisters bravely live in and
go on adventures in a world of darkness.
Gradually, they immerse themselves in
the world of vampires, and learn how to
become a vampire and live like one.
Author: Shining Of Dark
Illustrator: Mocha
240 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-206-023-2

The Loli Vampire Sisters

Noah Animal Clinic

Alice No. 9

赤月下雙子

諾亞動物診所病歷記錄簿

第九號愛麗絲

The theme of this novel does not focus
on romance alone, but also looks at an
unknown world from the perspective of
vampires. Two sisters bravely live in and
go on adventures in a world of darkness.
Gradually, they immerse themselves in
the world of vampires, and learn how to
become a vampire and live like one.

Unable to find a job, the young
veterinarian in this story decides to open
an animal clinic abroad. He receives
some unexpected patients: mythological
beasts and creatures! This humorous
tale instills in readers a love of animals
and concern towards the environment.
A graphic novel chapter is also included.

Books covered with mold, twisted
spaces, and a world crawling with of
thousands of bookworms… what a
nightmare! All human beings, materials,
and living things will rot. And all of these
things were released by Alice.

Author: Shining Of Dark
Illustrator: S.tsuki
96 pages | 18.2×25.7 cm

Author: Live
Illustrator: mizuyomi
240 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-206-023-6

Author: Chao
Illustrator: Shen Cao
256 pages | 13×19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-296-823-9
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Devil and Warrior
魔王與終焉雪

No Hereafter

The immortal demon king's only foe
is a human warrior endowed with a
goddess' divine power, making this a
tale of love and courage. The demon
king saves a frail young warrior, tying
the knot of a lasting attachment
between the two. Years later, the demon
king unexpectedly crosses paths with
the young warrior from all those years
ago.

If men on Earth are descended from
apes, there must be other men
descended from other species, such as
dinosaurs. All species have a chance
to become human beings. To meet
other human beings descended from
dinosaurs, to have good friends, to live,
to fight, to... have a fantastic journey.

Author: Chao
Illustrator: nyaroro
208 pages | 13×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-296-451-4

沒有來生

Author: Lana
Illustrator: mizuyomi
304 pages | 13×22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-296-823-9

The Maid in the Game of
Thrones (Novel)

Phoenix in the Sky (Light
Novel)

孤芳不自賞

鳳于九天

She is the maid of a lord, a maid who
loves to read. He is the General of
the enemy. Lies and conspiracy lie
between them. They only have one
choice between love or loyalty to their
countries.

A college student killed by a car accident
was reborn in another world. His soul
has gone into a prince’s body. Later on,
he found out that he was under total
control of a handsome Duke.

Author: Feng Nong
Illustrator: Kikico
162 pages | 18.6×13 cm
ISBN: 978-986-206-840-3

Author: Feng Nong
Illustrator: Yi Wang
208 pages | 13×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-296-100-1

The Maid in the Game of
Thrones Vol. 2 (Comic)
孤芳不自賞
She is the maid of a lord, a maid who
loves to read. He is the General of
the enemy. Lies and conspiracy lie
between them. They only have one
choice between love or loyalty to their
countries.
Author: Feng Nong
Illustrator: Kikico
368 pages | 14.8×21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-206-818-2

Phoenix In the Sky (Comic)
鳳于九天
A college student killed by a car accident
was reborn in another world. His soul
has gone into a prince’s body. Later on,
he found out that he was under total
control of a handsome Duke.
Author: Feng Nong
Illustrator: Yi Wang
168 pages | 21×15 cm
ISBN: 978-986-206-628-7
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WE DO POP UP
BOOK

有度出版有限公司

WE DO POP UP BOOK is the world's first pop-up books publishing
company dedicated to oriental culture. Please follow these beautiful
books and enter the new world full of ancient wisdom and mystery.

翠兒與二十四節氣
Jade is a 16-year-old Chinese girl who
lives in a traditional Chinese township.
Through her daily life, she leads us into
the 24 solar terms of the year.

Founded in 2017
Annual published titles: 10
Total publications: 10

Author: Vivi-Wen
Illustrator: Simon Chung
24 pages | 29.7×29.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-960-991-3

Contacts:
Vivi Chen
wedopopup@gmail.com
+886-2-2552-8600
+886-905-311-890

24 Solar Terms – The Vase

Sichuan Opera

The Beauty of Cheongsam

二十四節氣 - 四季瓶安

川劇變臉

旗袍之美

The world’s first 24 solar terms pop-up
book, is also the first created book in the
form of a vase, Chinese vase represents
peace and fulfillment.

Sichuan Opera originated from the
Qianlong and Jiaqing emperor’s periods
of the Qing Dynasty. On the occasion
of the holiday, temples in Sichuan
townships will be staged to celebrate.
The hustle and bustle of all kinds of
characters are connected in series.

The costume that can best represent
the beauty of Chinese women is
absolutely cheongsam. The long
history of traditional clothing can fully
demonstrate the feminine elegance.

Author: Vivi-Wen
Illustrator: Yuan-Yuan Li
24 pages | 15.2×24.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-960-990-6
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Jade and 24 Solar Terms

Author: Vivi-Wen
Illustrator: Yuan-Yuan Li
11 pages | 16.8×22.8 cm

Author: Vivi-Wen
Illustrator: Yuan-Yuan Li
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Acme Cutural
Enterprise Co., Ltd.

Animen Digital
Technology Co., Ltd.

世一文化事業股份有限公司
www.acmebooks.com.tw
Tammy Wang | Foreign Copyright
Specialist
mw061@mail.acmebooks.com.tw
+886-6-261-8468 ext. 2612

愛尼曼數位科技股份有限公司
suncomics.animen.com.tw
Chi-Jui Yang | Chief Editor
dg.yang@animen.com.tw
+886-2-2785-3033 ext. 603

Acropolis

Aquarius Publishing
Co., Ltd.

衛城出版
booksfromtaiwan.tw
Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext. 209

寶瓶文化實業有限公司
goo.gl/rHguLT
Sun Chew | Editor
sun.chew@udngroup.com
+882-2274-94988 ext. 20

Aichi Books Co., Ltd.

Art & Collection Group

愛智圖書有限公司
booksfromtaiwan.tw
Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext. 209

典藏藝術家庭股份有限公司
www.artouch.com
Allie Lien | Managing Editor
allie@artouch.com
+886-2-2560-2220 ext. 361

Alone Publishing

Azure Publishing House

一人出版社
alonepublishing.blogspot.tw
Gi Liu | Chief Editor
alonepublishing@gmail.com
+886-2-2537-2497

蔚藍文化出版股份有限公司
www.facebook.com/
AZUREPUBLISH
Chih-Sheng Liao | Editor in Chief
coke.ljs@gmail.com
+886-2-7710-7864

Ampus Technology
Co., Ltd.
安譜國際股份有限公司
www.ampus.com.tw
Ming-Jen Chiang
mingjen@ampus.com.tw
Jason Yuan
jason@ampus.com.tw
+886-2-2999-9458 ext. 104

Banner Publishing
大旗出版社
www.metrobook.com.tw
Tzu-Yang Lin | Project Planner
metro@ms21.hinet.net
+886-2-2723-5216 ext. 13

Bird Cooking Publishing
煮鳥文明出版社
www.howtoung.com
Zhu-Xue Deren | Chief Editor
towbts@gmail.com
+886-986-352-362

Bookman Books Ltd.
書林出版有限公司
www.bookman.com.tw
Henry Su | Publishing Manager
henry@bookman.com.tw
+886-2-2368-4938 ext. 141

Business Weekly
Publications, Inc.
商周出版
hsuchungmaostudio.com/
www.facebook.com/
hsuchungmaostudio4364/
Chun-Yi Wu | Administrative Assistant
shu4364@ms62.hinet.net
+886-2-2368-4364

Chao-Yuan Chen
陳昭淵
www.chaoyuanspace.com
Chao-Yuan Chen | Author
wondapie@gmail.com
+886-919-736-027

Chi Ming Publishing
Company
啟明出版事業股份有限公司
www.chimingpublishing.com
Sheng-Hsiu Lin | Publishing Director
sh@cmp.tw
+886-2-2708-8351
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Children's Publications
Co., Ltd.
青林國際出版 ( 股 ) 公司
www.012book.com.tw
Corrine Tsai | Foreign Rights
Management
cplemail@ms12.hinet.net
+886-2-8797-2777 ext. 812

China Times Publishing
Company
時報文化出版企業股份有限公司
www.readingtimes.com.tw
Joanne Yang | Director, Rights
Department
joanneyang@readingtimes.com.tw
+886-2-2306-6600 ext. 8428

China Xinhua Bookstore
中華新華書店
cxwc0801.strikingly.com
Ko Yan Tyng | Publishing Director
catseyenana@gmail.com
+886-922-796-776

Ching Win Publishing
Group
青文出版社股份有限公司
www.ching-win.com.tw
Jenny Liao | Manager
jenny.liao@ching-win.com.tw
+886-2-2541-4234 ext. 583

Chiu Ko Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
九歌出版社有限公司
www.chiuko.com.tw
Connie Chang | Editor
connie@chiuko.com.tw
+886-2-2577-6564 ext. 20

commaBOOKS
逗點文創結社
www.facebook.com/commaBOOKS
Sharky Chen | Chief Editor
commabooks@gmail.com
+886-970-075-150
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CommonWealth
Education Media and
Publishing Co., Ltd.

Department of Economic
Development, Taipei City
Government

親子天下股份有限公司
www.parenting.com.tw
Sheryl Ho | Rights Specialist
sherylho@cw.com.tw
+886-2-2509-2800 ext. 596

台北市政府產業發展局
www.doed.gov.taipei
Yueh-Chun Cheng | Project Planner
ea-20147@mail.taipei.gov.tw
+886-2-2720-8889 ext. 6626

Cosmos Culture Ltd.

Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.

寂天文化事業股份有限公司
www.icosmos.com.tw
Jiun-Liang Chou | Managing Director
liang@icosmos.com.tw
+886-2-2365-9739 ext. 12

頂晉文創藝術有限公司
www.smohouse.com
Yu-Hsuan Huang | Designer
small@smohouse.com
+886-4-2471-2899

Cube Press

Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.

積木文化
www.cubepress.com.tw
Yen-Yu Hsiang | Foreign Rights
Director
yenyu_hsiang@hmg.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7696 ext. 2755

原動力文化事業有限公司
www.facebook.com/Gaeabooks
Alan Lee | Editor in Chief
alan@gaeabooks.com.tw
+886-2-2558-5438 ext. 22

dala Publishing Company
大辣出版股份有限公司
www.locuspublishing.com
Vinelle Pan | Rights Manager
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 ext. 35

DANSHISEIHONSHO Co.,
Ltd.
男子製本所有限公司
Tzu-Chieh Chien | Editor
danshiseihonsho@gmail.com
+886-2-2356-8296

Dark Eyes Ltd.
黑眼睛文化事業有限公司
darkeyescult.blogspot.tw
Sharon Chen | Administration Manager
darkeyeslab@gmail.com
+886-2-2321-9703

Ecus Publishing House
木馬文化出版事業有限公司
www.bookrep.com.tw
Belle Huang | Copyright Supervisor
belle@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 ext. 1389

Ever Glory Publishing
長鴻出版社股份有限公司
www.egmanga.com.tw
Tzu-Chun Chen |
Marcom Representative
emily531@tns.nani.com.tw
+886-6-265-7951 ext. 3705

Faces Publications, a
division of Cite Publishing
Ltd.
城邦文化事業股份有限公司 ( 臉譜出版事
業部 )
www.cite.com.tw
Emily Liu | Deputy Editor-in-Chief
emilyliu@cite.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7696 ext. 2711

二魚文化事業有限公司
www.2-fishes.com
Shan Yeh | Publisher
shan7667@2-fishes.com
+886-2-2937-3288

Flâneur Culture Lab
行人文化實驗室
www.flaneur.tw
Shiou-Ru Yang | Rights Manager
sryang@flaneur.tw
+886-2-3765-2655

FlyingWords Studio
飛文工作室
flyingwordstudio.blogspot.com
Jackie Yip | Editor
flyingwordstudio@gmail.com
+886-2-2365-7961

FUFONG
扶風文化事業有限公司
www.3Dpaper.com.tw
Mr. Hsin-Fu Hung | Founder & Artist
3dpaperadm@gmail.com
+886-2-2389-9296

Global Views Commonwealth
Publishing Group

Happiness Cultural,
a Division of Walkers
Cultural Enterprise Ltd.

遠見天下文化出版股份有限公司
www.bookzone.com.tw
Sharay Pan | International
Communication & Rights Director
Sharay@cwgv.com.tw
+886-2-2517-3688

遠足文化事業股份有限公司 ( 幸福文化 )
www.bookrep.com.tw
Belle Huang | Copyright Supervisor
belle@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 ext. 1389

Golden Apple Books
Limited
金蘋果圖書有限公司
www.facebook.com/SmartAve
Lucy Lin | Product manager
gabooks.marketing@gmail.com
+886-2-5551-7788

Grimm Press, Ltd.
格林文化事業股份有限公司
booksfromtaiwan.tw
Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext. 209

Guerrilla Publishing Co.,
Ltd. / Libratory Books

未來數位有限公司
future-digi.com
Chin-Yueh Han | Editor-in-chief
lolis.land@gmail.com
+886-3-463-8787

游擊文化／公共冊所
guerrillalibratory.wordpress.com
Pei-Yu Kuo | Editor
guerrilla.service@gmail.com
+886-936-310-821
En-Lin Huang | Editor
guerrilla.service@gmail.com
+886-930-797-139

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.

Gusa Publishing

蓋亞文化有限公司
www.facebook.com/Gaeabooks
Alan Lee | Editor in Chief
alan@gaeabooks.com.tw
+886-2-2558-5438 ext. 22

八旗文化
www.bookrep.com.tw
Belle Huang | Copyright Supervisor
belle@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 ext. 1389

Future-Digi Co., Ltd.

Garlic Crush Studios
妙蒜工作室
www.garlic-crush.com
Yu-Ting Su | Project Manager
yuting@garlic-crush.com
+886-2-2798-8616
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Fish & Fish Co., Ltd.

Hebron Soft Limited
希伯崙股份有限公司
www.liveabc.com
David Chen | Manager
david_chen@liveabc.com
+886-2-2578-2626 ext. 169

Homeward Publishing
南方家園出版社
homewardpublish.wordpress.com
Celia Cheng | Managing Editor
regentagcece@gmail.com
+886-2-2570-5215

Hsia Yu
夏宇
pinknoise99@gmail.com
+886-917-638-963

Hsiao Lu Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
小魯文化事業股份有限公司
www.tienwei.com.tw
Yu-Lan Chen | Chief Editor
yulan@tienwei.com.tw
+886-2-2732-0708 ext. 22
Grace Lin | Special Assistant, Board of
Director
singing@tienwei.com.tw
+886-2-2732-0708 ext. 26

Hsin Yi Publications
信誼基金出版社
www.hsin-yi.org.tw
Arni Liu | Deputy Editor in Chief
arni@hsin-yi.org.tw
+886-2-2396-5305 ext. 2282
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I'm Publishing Group
我識出版集團
www.17buy.com.tw
Camy Liao
iam.camy@17buy.com.tw
+886-2-2345-7222

Independent Author
(Showwe Information)
獨立作家（秀威資訊 ）
showwe.tw
Irene Cheng | Manager
irene@showwe.com.tw
+886-2-2796-3638

INK Publishing
印刻文學生活雜誌出版有限公司
www.facebook.com/
YinKeWenXue
I-Li Chiang | Deputy Editor-in-Chief
chiang.lee@msa.hinet.net
+886-2-2228-1626

ISLANDSET Co., Ltd.
島座放送
www.islandset.com
Lucy Kuo | Chief Editor
reader@islandset.com
+886-2-2941-0495

Kadokawa Taiwan
Corporation
台灣角川股份有限公司
www.kadokawa.com.tw
Pei-Chun Huang | Director
huang.adou@kadokawa.com.tw

Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
康軒文教事業股份有限公司
www.knsh.com.tw
Wen-Chuan Cheng | Manager
sylvia@knsh.com.tw
+886-2-8665-1389
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Kiwi Cultural and
Creative Co., Ltd.

Locus Publishing
Company

奇異果文創事業有限公司
www.facebook.com/kiwifruitstudio
Chih-Yun Liao | Editor-in-Chief
yun2305@ms61.hinet.net
+886-2-2368-4068

大塊文化出版股份有限公司
www.locuspublishing.com
Vinelle Pan | Rights Manager
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 ext. 35

Les Gouttes Press,
a division of Cité
Publishing Ltd.

Mandarin Daily News

城邦出版集團──水滴文化
zh-tw.facebook.com/gouttes.tw
Yu-Ju Lin | Managing Editor
yuju_lin@hmg.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7008 ext. 2565

Light Press
小光點
www.spp.com.tw
Ca ro l H u a n g | I n te r n a t i o n a l
Business Dept. Supervisor
carol_huang@mail2.spp.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7600 ext.1023

Linking Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
聯經出版事業股份有限公司
www.linkingbooks.com.tw
Shang-Yuan Lee | Rights Manager
linkingrights@udngroup.com
+886-2-8692-5588 ext. 5308

Little Bear
小熊
booksfromtaiwan.tw
Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext. 209

Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
小兵出版社有限公司
www.pcstore.com.tw/bing
Ching-Nan Tsai | Project Manager
bintonnet@mail2000.com.tw
brenda@kiss102.com
+886-2-7729-8580 ext. 128

財團法人國語日報社
www.mdnkids.com
Yun-Wen Hua | Marketing Manager
wen316@mdnkids.com
+886-2-2392-1133 ext. 1808

MirrorFiction Inc.
鏡文學股份有限公司
www.mirrorfiction.com
Pu Liu | Editor
liupu@mirrorfiction.com
+886-2-6633-3500 ext. 3531

National Palace Museum
國立故宮博物院
www.npm.gov.tw/en/
Huei-Hsien Lin
hhsien@npm.gov.tw
+886-2-2881-2021

National Taiwan
Craft Research and
Development Institute
國立臺灣工藝研究發展中心
www.ndddesign.com/tn
Ya-Wen Fan | Marketing Executive
nddywf@gmail.com
+886-6-280-8520

National Taiwan
University Press
國立臺灣大學出版中心
www.press.ntu.edu.tw
Wei-Han Chen | Marketing Division,
Section Director
weihan@ntu.edu.tw
+886-2-3366-3923

釀出版 ( 秀威資訊 )
showwe.tw
Irene Cheng | Manager
irene@showwe.com.tw
+886-2-2796-3638

Nueva Vision Co., Ltd.
新世語文化有限公司
hsuchungmaostudio.com
www.facebook.com/
hsuchungmaostudio4364
C h u n - Yi Wu | Ad m i n i s t r a t i ve
Assistant
shu4364@ms62.hinet.net
+886-2-2368-4364

Ohreading Press /
eCrowdmedia Inc.
群星文化
https://readmoo.com
Yen-Hsi Yeh | Manager
yenc@ecrowdmedia.com
+886-2752-8616 ext. 8204

Open Learning
Publishing Co., Ltd.
開學文化事業股份有限公司
www.facebook.com/
openlearningtaiwan
Will Chang | General Manager
woshjeter@gmail.com
+886-2-2301-6364

PCuSER
電腦人文化 / 創意市集
ifbook.pixnet.net/blog
www.pcuser.com.tw
Vicky Shan | Associate Editor
vicky_shan@hmg.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7855 ext. 3702

PsyGarden Publishing
Company

Route Culture, Ltd.

Slowork Publishing

有鹿文化事業有限公司
www.uniqueroute.com
Yu-Wei Lin | Chief Editor
yuwei@uniqueroute.com
+886-2-2772-7788 ext. 15

慢工文化事業
www.sloworkpublishing.com
Pei-Shan Huang | Chief Editor
peishan_huang@sloworkpublishing.
com
+886-905-568-534
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Niang (Showwe
Information)

Rye Field Publications
麥田出版
Chun-Ying Lin | Author
royying@hotmail.com
+886-2-2500-7696 ext. 2780

SmartFun Digital Co.,
Ltd.

Yi-Chi Liu

智趣王數位科技股份有限公司
www.smartfun.com.tw
www.funpark.com.tw
Yi-Chun Chen | Deputy Director of
Product Planning
katty@smartfun.com.tw
+886-2-2325-7188 ext. 980

Sharp Point Press

Squirrel Culture Co., Ltd.

尖端出版
www.spp.com.tw
Carol Huang | Inter national
Business Dept. Supervisor
carol_huang@mail2.spp.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7600 ext. 1023

松鼠文化有限公司
www.facebook.com/squirrel.culture
Kai-Li Lai | Chief Editor
squirrel.culture@gmail.com
+886-919-900-111

Showwe Classic
(Showwe Information)

TNUA Press

61chi.weebly.com
Yi-Chi Liu | Author/Artist
moumouyvonne@hotmail.com
+886-910-435-155

秀威經典（秀威資訊 ）
showwe.tw
Irene Cheng | Manager
irene@showwe.com.tw
+886-2-2796-3638

Shu-Chuan Publishing
House
書泉出版社
www.wunan.com.tw/english.asp
Ya r u L e e | Fo r e i g n R i g h t s
Executive
chiefedm@wunan.com.tw
+886-2-2705-5066 ext. 888

國立臺北藝術大學出版中心
h tt p : / / a c a d e m i c . t n u a . e d u . t w /
academic/publish/
Yu-Jing Wang | Foreign Copyright
Specialist
yujing@academic.tnua.edu.tw
+886-2-2896-1000 ext. 1233

Taiwan Interminds
Publishing Inc.
玉山社出版事業股份有限公司
www.tipi.com.tw
Chien-Hua Chiu | Editor
editor05@tipi.com.tw
+886-2-2775-3736

心靈工坊文化事業股份有限公司
www.psygarden.com.tw
Doris Wang | Editor-in-Chief
doris@psygarden.com.tw
+886-2-2702-9186 ext. 219
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Taosheng Publishing
House of Taiwan
Lutheran Church
道聲出版社
shop.taosheng.com.tw
Maggie Mei | Rights Manager
maggie@taosheng.com.tw
+886-2-2393-8583 ext. 213

Titan Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
大田出版有限公司
booksfromtaiwan.tw
Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext. 209

Tong Li Publishing
Co., Ltd.
東立出版社
www.tongli.com.tw
Che-Wei Fan | Vice General
Manager
billfan@tongli.com.tw
+886-2-2558-7277 ext. 270

聯合文學出版社股份有限公司
www.unitas.udngroup.com.tw
Jen-Hao Hsiao | Managing Editor
jenhao.hsiao@udngroup.com

Viking International Co.,
Ltd.

Wu-Nan Book Inc.
五南圖書出版股份有限公司
www.wunan.com.tw/english.asp
Yaru Lee | Foreign Rights Executive
chiefedm@wunan.com.tw
+886-2-2705-5066 ext. 888

Yeren Publishing House

維京國際股份有限公司
www.tmac.com.tw/home.asp
Roswitha Shih | Foreign Rights
int@tmac.com.tw
+886-2-8797-1168 ext. 707

野人文化股份有限公司
www.bookrep.com.tw/?md=gwinde
x&cl=index&at=index
Belle Huang | Director of Copyright
belle@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 ext. 1389

Walkers Cultural Co.,Ltd./
Pace Books

Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House

遠足文化事業股份有限公司 / 步步出版
www.bookrep.com.tw/publisher/2599
Yang-Tong Chou | Managing Editor
ytchou@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 ext. 3126

巴巴文化
t.cn/RuicJA3
Ching-Lien Hsiao | Editor
babanire88@gmail.com
+886-2-2931-6891

Walkers Cultural
Enterprise Ltd.

Youth Culture
Enterprise Co., Ltd.

楊子葦
Tze-Wei Yang | Author
awiwiwi@gmail.com

遠足文化事業股份有限公司
www.bookrep.com.tw
Jady Long | Chief editor
long.jady@gmail.com
+886-2-2218-1417 ext. 1292

幼獅文化事業股份有限公司
www.youth.com.tw/book/index.php
Min-Li Chang | Marketing Executive
youth299@youth.com.tw
+886-2-2311-2832 ext. 299

Uei Shiang Co., Ltd.

We Do Pop Up Book

威向有限公司
www.uei-shiang.com
Yen-Chun Lin
amy@uei-shiang.com
+886-2-2681-3110

有度出版有限公司
Vivi Chen
wedopopup@gmail.com
+886-2-2552-8600
+886-905-311-890

Yuan-Liou Publishing
Co., Ltd.

Uni-Books, a division
of And Publishing Ltd.

WordField Publishing
Ltd.

原點出版社
www.andbooks.com.tw/index_
publisher.php?publisher_
url=34&mode=5
Shin-Yu Ko | Editor
annyko@andbooks.com.tw
+886-2-2718-2001 ext. 502

字畝文化創意有限公司
www.bookrep.com.tw
Belle Huang | Copyright Supervisor
belle@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 ext. 1389

Tze Wei Yang
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Unitas Publishing Co.,
Ltd.

遠流出版事業股份有限公司
www.ylib.com
Jennifer Wang | Supervisor of
Foreign Rights Dept.
jenny@ylib.com
+886-2-2392-6899 ext. 624

Zebra crossing
Publishing
斑馬線文庫
www.facebook.com/
slashendless/?ref=bookmarks
Rong-Hua Shih | Chief Editor
f57665@gmail.com
+886-930-252-783
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